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in over the edge. She considered throwing the jar overboard 
and simply waiting out the ceremony in the middle of the 
Well, but she was afraid the boys would swim out to her 
and push the boat to the island anyway, or tip the boat over 
and let her drown and sink to the Well's bottom along with 
the jar. 
Saille landed on the island among the remains of earlier 
ceremonial boats and the jagged shards of broken naphtha 
jars. She was comforted, somewhat, by the lack of human 
bones, and hauled herself atop a rock. Night settled over 
the Well. The boys lit fires along the shore and chanted to 
the dragon to come take his bride. Saille glanced back and 
forth between the shore and the cave at the Beak's base. 
Her stomach growled. 
She slipped out of the hawthorne belt and chain neck- 
lace, tossed them into 'the Well, and fell asleep among the 
rocks. She woke in the early morning light, to the glow of 
the sun behind verdant hills and the kiss of the mist as it 
scudded across the water. Suddenly, the ground trembled. 
A distant roar rent the air. 
The village boys fled their dying bonfires and faded into 
the shadows under the trees. The ground shook again, and 
Saille watched the cave mouth with apprehension. Dust 
motes blew out of the dark hole. Saille looked back at the 
boat and found it grounded, water still dribbling in through 
several holes where the wicker weaving had unravelled. 
Ritual weaving, she noted sadly, conveniently lacked the 
quality required by daily village needs. She went down to 
the water and gazed at her reflection for a moment. Then 
she turned and went into the cave, wishing village customs 
included teaching girls how to swim. Then. 
Light came down at odd angles from vents and cracks 
in the stone, and reflected off the broken swords, twisted 
armor, and pale bones littering the entrance to the cave. 
Mixed with the bones were shredded wisps of white linen 
dresses. 
The last vestige of Saille's hope for survival vanished. 
A hot, stale blast of wind blew over her. She remem- 
bered her part of the ritual - singing her love of the dragon 
- and what the headman had told her - that it was all right 
to simply scream. She sat down on the bent cuirass of an 
outland warrior's armor and waited. 
Something slithered over loose rocks at the back of the 
cave. 
"Wake ... wake ... " Saille heard someone whisper, in her 
head. 
She glanced over her shoulder, up at the roof, squinted 
through the holes, and decided there was no one near. 
"Why ..... " said the whispering voice. 
"Sorry, but it wasn't my idea," Saille said, in a hushed 
Saille was brought to the Dragon Well, nestled among 
forested hills deep in the wild back country, during the start 
of the Spring season by four young men from her village. 
One carried a wicker boat on his back, another her gown 
· and adornments. The third youth carried a jar of naphtha, 
and the fourth, their leader as well as the village headman's 
son and the alchemist's apprentice, brought her along 
roughly at the end of a rope tied to her wrists. 
The dragon, she surmised, was unconcerned about the 
condition of his new bride. 
They did let her bathe in a brook near the Well before 
she put on her linen marriage dress, and she did not think 
they peeked. The headman's son kept them behind a 
boulder, and tracked her movements by means of the rope 
around her wrist. He would make a wise headman when 
his time came - he made her return his rope pulls so she 
could not tie her end to a log and then disappear into the 
woods. 
Saille just wished his wisdom had not been clouded by 
the village's customs and rituals, most notably the annual 
rite of the maid's marriage to the dragon. It had not escaped 
her notice that former brides, whether selected from the 
village or kidnapped on the roads, were never seen again. 
She came up to the youths in her marriage dress. The 
headman's son placed the hawthorn belt around her waist, 
draped the chain link necklace around her neck, and dis- 
tributed birch rods to the other boys. Together they drove 
Saille to the wicker boat. She ran to avoid their blows and 
launched the rah out on to the Dragon Well's still waters. 
The boys stopped by the Well's rocky lip and searched the 
ground for good stones. When they had all found stones to 
their liking, they tossed their missiles at her, then bowed 
their heads in prayer when the stones missed, as they had 
been intended to, and sank to the Well's bottom. They 
prayed to the dragon that they might live as long as the 
stones sank. No one had ever plumbed the Well's depths. 
Saille paddled her way to rocky prominence called the 
Dragon's Beak at the center of the Well, encouraged to 
perform her sacred duty by the rocks the boys had thrown 
at her. A fleeting thought of escape by paddling to a further 
shore was quickly dismissed by the sight of three boys 
running along the edge of the Dragon's Well, two on one 
side and one on the other, following her pace. The head- 
man's son remained behind, discouraging a return to her 
starting point. As the youths ran, they sang her vows of 
marriage to the dragon, insuring the village's safety from 
the dragon's fires for the next year. The ritual's efficiency 
impressed her. 
She quickly tired of paddling, but pushed on as her own 
weight, added to the naphtha jar's that had been placed in 
the boat, made the craft ride low and allowed water to spill 
by Gerard Daniel Houamer 
Let's Pretend We're Married 
her head with her arms and turned away, holding her 
breath. 
When she turned back, the air had cleared and the foul 
stench of dragon breath had evaporated. The dragon was 
withdrawing, and the shining light of its eyes faded as 
darkness dosed around its skull. 
"What-" Saille exclaimed, her question cut off by the 
dryness of her throat. 
"Fire ... no more ... " the voice in her head said. 
"What fire?" 
"Bad offering ... no words, screams ... " 
The dragon merged with the shadows at the back of the 
cave, and the last light of its eyes vanished. 
Saille stood and went to the cave's mouth. The sun had 
crested the eastern hills, and bathed the forest and the water 
in bright light. The green of the leaves burned her eyes with 
their vividness. The shadows beneath the leaves simmered 
like cauldrons full of the village alchemist's vile brews. The 
Well's water was still. 
With a sigh, she went back into the cave. 
"Dragon?" she called. "Dragon. My name is Saille, and 
I was chosen by my village to be your bride. I was taught 
the ceremony for our marriage, the words to say and sing 
when you came. I was told screaming would do just as well. 
But, I'd really rather not be your bride, if it means I'm going 
to wind up like these piles of bones, here." 
She paused for a moment, but the voice did not speak 
in her head. 
"Dragon, that is you talking inside of me, isn't it? I can 
hear you fine when you speak, and I understand you. 
Please, let's talk. I can't get off the island, and there's no 
place else for me to go but this cave." 
"Bad ... " said the voice, softer than before. A low, rum- 
bling sound rolled out from the back of the cave. It sounded 
like a snore. "Wrong words, no scream ... no fight ... what to 
do ... no rules, no rites, no fire ... " 
Saille sat on the bent cuirass once more and leaned 
forward. "Dragon, what's your name? Do you have one?" 
"Name ... name ... Ceratus, old ... old ... " 
"Ceratus. Yes, it sounds very old. Not like anything we 
use now. Ceratus, please listen to me. You've got to think 
straight. Try to think whole thoughts for me, so we can 
talk." 
"No rites ... no talk ... " the voice was fading, and the 
snoring sound was growing louder. 
"Rites? We don't need any ceremony, Ceratus. Let's 
pretend we're married. Think of me as your wife, and 
yourself as my husband. You don't have to kill me. Just 
talk to me. Won't you? Perhaps we can help each other, 
like married people should." Saille heard herself say people 
and nearly choked. 
"Pretend?" 
"Yes. For now, anyway. Until we can think of a way 
to help each other. You don't look very well, you know, 
Ceratus, You don't sound well, either." 
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and reverent voice. 
Dim slits of blazing white light opened in the darkness 
at the back of the eave. 
"Who?" the voice asked. 
"Your bride." 
"A screamer." 
The white slits opened wider, and a craggy, tooth- 
seamed snout protruded into a shah of light. The seam 
paned, and a warm, foul, stale breeze ruffled Saille's dishev- 
eled hair. A foot, with long talons extending from bony 
digits covered by leathery skin, slid into the light. Saille 
opened her mouth and took a breath, but then choked and 
coughed. She put her hand to her mouth and nose and tried 
to breath through her fingers. She stared into the white, 
shining pools of the dragon's eyes and felt as if she had sunk 
to the bouom of the Well where only frigid water would 
caress her flesh and darkness fill her sight. 
"Scream," the voice demanded. The eyes blazed 
brighter. The dragon moved forward, exposing a pocked 
chest where plates of its armor had fallen off and old sword 
wounds festered. A tattered wing swept forward, fluttered, 
raising dust and mites in the cave, then collapsed at an odd 
angle against the base of the wall. The dragon advanced 
again, until its snout almost touched Saille's knee. A long 
tail crawled like a snake around the dragon's feet, came to 
a stop next to Saille, and raised a pointed, armored tip. 
Saille shifted slightly on the cuirass, and almost slid and 
skewered herself on the dragon's sharp, bony. tail tip. 
She closed her eyes for a moment and recalled the ritual 
games that preceeded the marriage every year: the head- 
man, his son and the boys running and screaming through 
the fields pretending they were bunters and warriors, the 
girls running and screaming in giddy fright from the boys. 
She remembered the warriors who sometimes travelled 
through the land, and the cast and demeanor of those 
warriors who hailed from foreign lands. Days spent hiding 
with her mother and sisters in the fields while those foreign 
soldiers rooted out the village's stores and treasures flashed 
before her eyes, and the bragging of the older boys as they 
neared the age of their manhood and the dull clang of their 
play with sword and axe and spear rang in her ears. Saille 
could even smell the guts of a pair of brigands the villagers 
had once ambushed and left on the road as a warning to 
their comrades. 
When she opened her eyes, the dragon grumbled. It 
whipped its tail out and slammed the cave wall. The ground 
shook, and small stones tumbled down from above. 
"Scream," it demanded once more. 
"No," Saille said, barely forcing the word out. 
The dragon reared, and filled the cave with its upright 
body. Its wings spread out as far as they could, brushing 
against the cave walls. More scars and wounds criss-crossed 
its belly, and light streamed through tears in its bent wings. 
The dragon cocked its head, hissed, thrust its neck forward 
and opened its mouth wide. 
A cloud of noxious fumes spewed out. Saille covered 
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explained that my thoughts could enter your heads, if I 
wanted them to. Before, he said, he had only heard my 
hunger or my fullness in his head. That was how he knew 
when to come to me. 
"He told me I frightened the villagers. I did not care. 
Then he asked about my fire, which sometimes went out. 
He told me if I came to this place and stayed here, the village 
would bring me food, and something to fuel the fire. He 
said it would be like a marriage between the village and me, 
with each providing for the other. As long as I stayed here 
and did not bother the village, he promised I would be cared 
for." 
•Are you a female dragon?" Saille asked. She thought 
of the village women, who never went on the hunts, raids, 
or trading trips. 
"1...no, I am both, or can be. There are few dragons. I 
have not met any since my hatching. We must not be 
limited when we meet, or else the race will die." 
"It was just a thought. Please, go on." 
"I accepted the man's offer. At first, the brides were 
many. Other meats were offered as well as trinkets and 
many jars of the naphtha, which the man said would feed 
my fire. I was happy for a time, and except for the occa- 
sional warrior I was left in peace. I slept. And as I slept, I 
needed less meat. And as I fed less, so did the offerings 
shrink. I slept longer, and stayed in my dreams. After a 
while, I could not wake myself fully, even when warriors 
came to test themselves against me. I lost my thoughts. I 
stopped caring for my wounds and weakened. I became 
what you saw earlier - a drowsing beast, lost in the rhythms 
of ancient promises and betrayals. Only the rites aroused 
me, stirring memories of the the pact I had made, or the 
sudden attacks of warriors, or the screams of my food. 
Without these provocations, I would have slept through 
any visitations." 
"No one ever spoke to you after the man from the 
village?" 
"No. Until you broke the pattern and refused to scream 
or repeat the ritual. No one has ever spoken to me since 
that time, except for you." 
Saille pondered the dragon's words for a while. "And 
now that you're up," she said at last, "what will you do? 
Eat me?" 
There was a grumble at the back of the cave, and in 
Saille's thoughts. It took a moment for her to realize she 
had heard the dragon's laughter. "No, I cannot. We are not 
truly married." 
After a moment's hesitation, Saille laughed. 
Night had settled outside, and stars filled the sky. Saille 
found a spot by the cave mouth free of bones and hollow 
armor, and settled down to sleep. 
"We'll talk more tomorrow, then," she said to Ceratus. 
"I've had a long day, and a trying one." She dosed her eyes, 
and passed a fitful night in the Dragon's Beak. 
The dawn startled her, and she took a moment to gain 
her bearings. 
The dragon did not answer, nor did it move at the back 
of the cave. But slowly the snores shortened, stopped 
altogether, and then were replaced by long, ranling breaths. 
Two small points of light appeared in the darkness at the 
back of the cave, and Saille felt the dragon's gaze focus on 
her. 
Shadows lengthened and shortened at the entrance to 
the cave. Twilight darkened the cave mouth. Saille shivered 
as a cool draft blew through her dress. Pangs of hunger 
made her fold her arms across her stomach. 
"I am a dragon," the dragon said at last. 
"I know." 
"I am Ceratus." 
"You told me." 
"In past days, they would tie my bride to a stake at the 
mouth to this cave, and pile their offerings around her feet. 
Later, they rowed her across the water and dumped her on 
the rocks, with a few offerings. Now, they send the 
sacrifice on her own, in a leaky craft, with a single offering 
that shatters most of the time." 
Saille remembered the naphtha jar. "I'll get it, if you 
like." When the dragon did not answer, she left the cave, 
rescued the jar from the water-filled boat, and brought it 
back. "Here it is," she said, placing it between her and the 
dragon. 
"A single jar," the dragon said. Saille felt the bitterness 
and anger in the thought. "Enough for a few breaths of fire, 
to fend off the occasional warrior hunting for his manhood. 
There was a time when I would have flattened your village 
for such an insult. You should not have roused me. I am 
better asleep, or half asleep, as you found me. There is not 
so much pain, then." 
The dragon wheezed. Its eyes opened once more, and 
the light of its eyes illuminated the cave. 
"Why do you need a bride?" Saille asked. "Why do you 
need to kill her?" 
"It is the way of things." 
"Why? Who made it so?" 
The eyes closed for a moment. Rocks slid and grated 
against one another. The end of the dragon's tail came near 
Saille's feet. "I don't know," Ceratus said at last. 
"I mean, do you need to eat human flesh? Can't you 
just hunt a bear, or a deer?" 
"I could .. .I did, once." 
"Then why don't you do that now? Why do you wait 
for the village to bring you a sacrifice. It can't be much of 
a meal." 
"No, it isn't. But I remember now that it seemed a good 
idea long ago when I was very young. The villagers were 
afraid of me because I had drifted into their lands, taken 
some of their sheep and cattle. Maybe I ate one of their sons 
or daughters. I'm not sure. I did not know the difference 
between your kind and the others. There were not so many 
warriors in that time, either, or else I might have been 
killed. A man found me, stayed with me. I was not hungry, 
so I did not eat him. He taught me your language, and he 
healed, and though she was not sure if her compounds had 
helped, Saille was fairly certain they had not hindered the 
healing process, either. 
The summer green deepened all around them. The 
dragon spent time sunning himself at the edge of the water 
while Saille deaned and washed his scales, mended his 
wings, sharpened his talons and fangs, and otherwise tried 
to improve on Ceratus' general fierceness. Then she walked 
through the woods, enjoying the soothing rhythms of 
forest life without the threat of suitors pursuing her or 
troops of playful boys waiting in ambush. Hunters strayed 
into the territory on occasion, but Ceratus always heard 
them from afar. They floated back across the water and hid 
in the Beak until the hunters had left. They spent a quiet, 
peaceful season together, and Saille told Ceratus she had 
never been happier. 
Ceratus replied in kind. 
When Fall came and the leaves changed and began to 
carpet the ground with a motley coat of colors, Saille 
looked to the Dragon's Beak for shelter. Together they 
inspected the cracks in the cave, and pushed aside the bones 
and armor littering the floor. They calculated their chances 
for the winter. 
•1t is a small cave; Ceratus said, pacing to and fro from 
the back of the cave to the entrance. "It has treated me well 
enough all these years, but then, I've spent most of them 
sleeping." 
Saille wondered how the cramped conditions would 
affect them, and iI she would begin to see the other side of 
the dragon's moods. The bones of past maidens, after all, 
were not buried far in time or place. 
·we could go back to the village; she said, looking 
carefully at the dragon's face. She had discovered that the 
flitting of his eyelids and tongue revealed a great deal about 
his thoughts. 
Ceratus' eyelids fluttered, and nearly closed, as be gave 
her idea consideration. 
. "That would be strange," be said at last, his eyes glow- 
mg. 
"You are, after all, my husband in the eyes of the 
village," she said. "And the spirit of the ancient bargain 
would not be broken. You would live among my people, 
hunt with the hunters, help with the village work, and tell 
your dragon tales around the night fire in the square." 
"You forget that our marriage is only a pretense," 
Ceratus said. There was a trace of regret in the dragon's 
words. "The ceremony has never been consummated, 
either in the way it was originally intended, or in the 
normal manner of your people, and my race." 
Saille stroked the dragon's neck with her hand, slipped 
her hand between the scales, and scratched Ceratus' rough 
skin. "But we've lived well. I would think that is the truest 
test of a marriage bond's strength." 
"My presence would force many changes in your peo· 
pie's ways," Ceratus said. 
"It's not as if they couldn't use the change," she replied. 
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Ceratus lay among the rocks by the water, sunning 
himself. He turned to look up at her when she stood up. 
He opened bis jaws wide, and a thin jet of flame flicked out 
into the air. Then he closed bis mouth and looked out 
across the water to the forest on the opposite shore. His 
eyes were as bright as twin suns. 
Saille went back into the cave and found the naphtha 
jar opened, with only the odor of its foul smelling contents 
remaining. 
She went down to the rocks. 
"Feeling better today?" she asked. 
The dragon's tail flicked over her head, splashed into 
the water. He drew out a fish skewered on the pointed tip 
of bis tail. With a languid turn of the head, Ceratus faced 
the remains of Saille's boat and ignited it with white hot 
flame. Then he dipped the fish in the flame, and when the 
fish was crisp and beginning to fall apart, the dragon flipped 
bis tail towards Saille. The fish landed at Saille's feet. 
It was not the best fish she bad ever tasted, nor the most 
cooked, but it filled the emptiness in her stomach like none 
other ever bad. 
They spent the morning talking about Saille's village, 
the headman, and the alchemist who prepared the naphtha 
and other potions and remedies required by the people. 
After a fish lunch, they talked about Saille and the memo- 
ries that bad haunted her when Ceratus bad threatened her 
and demanded that she scream. He questioned her about 
the warriors, both friendly and hostile to the villagers, and 
about the headman and bis lineage. 
"You think he's the man's ancestor?" Saille asked. 
"It would make a certain kind of sense, don't you 
think?" replied the dragon as he prepared a fish dinner for 
her. 
That evening they told stories to each other. Saille 
repeated tales her mother and father bad told her by the 
heanh fire, while Ceratus spoke about the ancient times 
and dragon deeds he had learned from bis mother when he 
bad been a hatcbling. 
Saille slept peac.efully that night in the curve of the 
dragon's tail. 
The next morning, Saille found Ceratus floating in the 
water. His sides were bloated. In her shock, she barely 
heard Ceratus' explanation in her bead, and understood 
only when she pictured a smith's bellows expanding to 
blow air on a fire to make it hotter. Ceratus grumbled, but 
agreed the principle was not far from the truth. 
Saille floated across the Dragon's Well on Ceratus' 
back. 
They spent the next few weeks hunting and fishing 
along the shore of the Dragon Well. Saille found herbs and 
roots to prepare with the fish and game Ceratus caught. She 
also found the lichen, fungi, bark and shrub leaves neces- 
sary to make medicinal compounds, and she concocted 
them as best she could, trying to remember the exact 
proportions and methods of preparation she had observed 
the village alchemist use. The dragon's wounds slowly 
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We rode on, outdated, 
through the fine, splendid, sublime, 
exquisite madness of the world. 
Twigs on branches, leaves 
on twigs, the vines curling down, creeping over, 
with the flow of wild, 
ancient melodies, on drums, on pipes. 
Drunken horses, drunken 
woolen robes. Scarves. 
The bald woman sang to us. Sun 
between green canopies. The swelling 
hum of old, old pipes and drums. 
From the fields of laughter, from spiced 
wildflowers, the forests of dark tears, 
the full taste of creation's roasting ecstasy 
smothered our lips like strange, 
bleeding fruits .... 
We ate her songs. The hair 
that fell in the horsetail tracks left- 
distant days, smoke over thatch, 
bardcalls, Gaelic estuaries, haze- 
soft, brown-golden straw 
for the island curlews to peck. Ogham, 
scars of melodious wisdom, subliminal men. 
And the whole, encircling, 
dread mystery of her rocking throat, mountains 
of the hunter's horn. 
Her lap of lakes. The dance. 
by David Sparenberg 
KEL TIC DREl\M 
the supply constant and of the highest quality. She made 
certain, as well, that some other customs she had bargained 
with the headman to change were indeed transformed. She 
taught the girls to chase the boys, with birch rods and 
shouts of glee, and she led the young women in the occa- 
sional ambush of young men. In the summer she brought 
the maids to the Dragon Well, where they all learned how 
to swim. 
Next Spring, a new maiden was presented to become 
the Dragon's Daughter. The old Daughter left in sadness 
and married the headman's son. Subsequent Daughters 
used the wisdom they had gained in the dragon's hall to 
become apprentices and merchants and teachers. They all 
learned, even the Daughter who was eventually chosen the 
village's first headwoman, to call Saille Dragon Mother. 
"And it seems we've already begun the changes right here." 
They talked some more, but Saille knew the decision 
had already been made. It came as no surprise when, in 
answering a question about his power of flight, Cerarus 
spread his wings wide and said, "You've done a fine job 
repairing them, Saille, but look at them carefully and be 
truthful - do you really think they could lift me into the 
air, and you as well? Dragons fly when they are young and 
small, after their mothers have raised them to have some 
dragon sense. We fly far, so that our mothers will not kill 
· and eat us. Wherever we land and start to grow fat becomes 
our territory. No, I think we will have to walk to your 
village. And we will have to walk slowly, for my travelling 
days have long since passed." 
They started out one clear morning, and made slow but 
steady progress every day that followed. Saille knew they 
were near their destination when a group of boys am- 
bushed them, saw the dragon and ran away. 
Their arrival caused a great commotion, and all the 
hunters braced themselves with spears and bows in hand. 
Even the boys and girls picked up stones, and mothers 
hauled great cooking pots full of boiling oil and water to 
spill before the dragon's feet. 
But before they could attack, the headman and the 
alchemist came forward, followed by the headman's son. 
They recognized Saille, and they sat together for a long time 
with her and Ceratus, talking of all that had happened. The 
dragon's eyes were bright, even in the day's light. Once he 
yawned and a long flame arced across the sky. 
After a while Saille stood. The headman turned and told 
the villagers about the changes that had come to the village. 
The villagers built a hall for the dragon and Saille, and 
though it was made of wood and roofed with thatch, it 
served them well for the winter. It became a gathering 
place at night, when people came to be warmed by Ceratus' 
fiery breath and to be entertained by his tales. When the 
Spring came again, the headman sent them a young maiden. 
"Sticklers for ritual, aren't they?" the dragon said. 
"I don't think we covered this in our initial negotia- 
tions," Saille replied, tapping her chin with a finger while 
she regarded the trembling maiden standing at the hall 
doorway. 
"We can't leave her out there," said the dragon, peering 
at the maiden. 
"No, we certainly can't leave our new daughter out in 
the street." 
The maiden was allowed in and after a few tear-filled 
nights, reconciled herself to the fact that Ceratus was not 
going to eat her. 
Saille visited the headman and discussed certain modi- 
fications in the annual ritual defining the dragon's relation- 
ship with the village, as well as changes in her own daily 
routine. She became the alchemist's other apprentice and 
went out each day to study while the maiden remained 
behind to care for the dragon's needs. Saille learned to 
prepare Ceratus' supply of naphtha, and was careful to keep 
really like to have my very own television set so I can watch 
my programs while you watch yours, and maybe the soaps 
during the day. Please?" 
William was silent for awhile. Then he said, "I'd rather 
have you in here with me. I'm afraid that people will say 
we don't get along. People talk so much, you know." 
"It isn't that. I'm just tired of all those games and sports. 
I'd like to watch something else. Come on. It's Christmas." 
They dropped the subject and we finished our plans 
before having coffee and cake. Mary Alice makes the most 
luscious Black Forest Cake. 
She called me a couple of days later. "William finally 
gave in after he checked with some of the other men at 
work. I guess their wives feel the same way. He said they 
put a small set in the bedroom, so he'll get me one and we 
can hook it up to the cable, too." 
Mary Alice was ecstatic. "I'm telling you I smothered 
him with kisses until he gave an embarrassed laugh and 
shrugged me off. 'It's only a TV,' he said." 
Later on she told me that as soon as the television set 
was installed in the bedroom, she switched it on and 
watched soap operas all afternoon. "All My Children," 
"One Life to Live," followed by "General Hospital," took 
up much of the afternoon. After Oprah and her guests 
finished talking about runaway teens, it was time to start 
dinner. By the time William came home from work, she 
said she was bleary-eyed, but happy. She started to tell 
William about the soaps, but he wanted it quiet at the table, 
so they ate dinner and she washed the dishes quickly so she 
could get back to her programs. 
"By ten o'clock when we normally get ready for bed, I 
had seen four comedies and a murder mystery. I wanted to 
watch the news and then the late show, but I turned the set 
off when William came to bed. It was a good day." 
The next time I called her, Mary Alice had a routine of 
her own: an hour for housework, watch the morning 
shows, lunch, the afternoon shows, dinner, the evening 
shows, and sometimes she crept out of bed when William 
was asleep and watched the late shows on the living room 
TV. But she didn't do that very often after William awoke 
one night and missed her. On Saturday she shopped for 
groceries. 
I ran into her at the supermarket a few months later; 
Mary Alice looked like she had gained ten pounds, her hair 
needed shaping, and we hadn't seen her in ages. She told 
me that if the telephone rang when she was watching one 
of her programs, she let it ring. Finally, after William 
complained that she wasn't answering the telephone, she 
persuaded him to buy an answering machine. She also 
bought a dishwasher. 
One day an electrical storm hit our town with thunder 
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It all started at my sister Mary Alice's house last year. 
My husband was kidding William, her husband, about his 
predictability. 
"I'll bet Mary Alice knows exactly what you're going 
to do before you do. You probably obey all the laws, pay 
every cent of income tax you owe, and wouldn't think of 
cheating on your wife, even when your sexy neighbor flirts 
with you. I've seen that Amy, she's something." 
William reddened at the thought and started to protest. 
His medium brown hair, cut every three weeks, was parted 
to the side, every hair in place. He kept his weight at an 
even 170, just right for his six-foot height, and even his 
casual clothes were smooth and unwrinkled. William be- 
lieved in a place for everything and everything in its place, 
and expected M2rf Alice to do the same. Frankly, William 
was stodgy. 
I remember once Mary Alice called me complaining 
about him. 
"I'm so bored, I don't know what to do. He always 
wears his brown suit on Monday and Wednesday, and his 
blue suit the rest of the week. On Saturday he cuts the grass 
and trims the hedges. Every Sunday he goes bowling after 
church." · 
Her voice dropped slightly and she continued in a half- 
embarrassed way, "And on Sunday nights he makes love 
to me for about five minutes, then rolls over and goes to 
sleep. Every night he sits in his chair in front of the 
television and watches sports: football games in autumn, 
basketball games in winter, hockey games in season, and 
even track and field. And he doesn't like it if I watch his 
TV during the day. Sometimes I could scream." 
While she was talking, I was thinking about the two of 
them. Where William was controlled and organized, Mary 
Alice was adventuresome. Full of fun in company, blood, 
curly-headed and with big baby-blue eyes, and the temper 
of a redhead, she was a half foot shorter than William, soft 
and cuddly, and in a constant battle with the bathroom 
scale. She hated to plan, preferring to act on the spur of the 
moment. Yet despite all their differences, Mary Alice and 
William got along fine, except for TV. 
"I just adore sitcoms," she went on. "Sometimes I go 
next door to the Sharpleys and watch with Eunice, but you 
know William, he likes to have me at home, so I don't 
indulge very often." 
I murmured some sympathetic clucking sounds and 
didn't think much more about it. I never dreamed what 
would happen next. 
We were over at their place a couple of weeks before 
Christmas, firming up our plans for the holidays, when 
Mary Alice went over to where William was sitting. 
"You know what I want this year, hon?" she asked. "I'd 
by Elsie A. Schmied 
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continued on page 30 
neither could the other repairmen he tried. She said Wil- 
liam finally brought it back home and put it in the den, so 
now they were stuck with it since no one can fix it. 
The next time I was over there I got used to the 
background drone of the television set in the den. Mary 
Alice said she was beginning to enjoy some of the programs 
she hadn't watched before, and generally sat in the den and 
sewed while those were on. 
But that day during an especially boring program, she 
was mad about something anyhow. I saw her get red in the 
face. I knew that look from when we were kids. She stood 
up, hands on her hips and started yelling at the set. Finally 
she lost it. She stood there glowering and shouted at the 
set, "I wish you'd just shut up once." 
And it did. It was weird. We kind of looked at each 
other for awhile before she tried the controls, but now 
nothing worked, She shrugged and we went into the 
kitchen for lunch. 
We watched William's set all that day and when he came 
home, she told him what happened. They both tried shout- 
ing at the set to turn it back on, but nothing worked. 
After that, whenever we talked, she always complained 
about William. 
"William watched his football games (or basketball 
games or hockey games) and I didn't have anything t<:> d~. 
I even sat in the den and stared at that lousy set. Life is 
boring. William is boring. I miss my sitcoms. He doesn't 
want me to watch his TV during the day and won't let me 
get another set for the bedroom. I do~'t kn.ow what.Mur; 
phy Brown is doing or if Rebecca's twins will be all right. 
I sympathized with her as best as I could, but there 
wasn't much I could do. It was her problem, she'd have to 
solve it herself. Little did I know how she would. 
The next time I saw her was at William's funeral. She 
was beside herself with grief. "It's all my fault," she kept 
saying. "I did it, I killed him." 
"Don't, Sis, don't get yourself all worked up. The 
doctor said it was a massive heart attack. You didn't do it." 
"You think so? Well maybe, but it is strange. That night 
when it happened, William was sitting there watching a 
preseason football game, like he ~w~ys did. And I c~me 
into the living room and asked him 1f I could watch JUSt 
half an hour. There was a program I heard about, and I 
figured half an hour wouldn't make any difference. 
"But no. 'You've got a set of your own,' he said, and 
went back to his game. 
"Well, I just saw red. It wasn't as if I was asking him to 
miss the whole game or anything, and anyhow i~ was half 
time, but no, he wouldn't budge. I got so mad I JUSt stood 
there, kind of glowering at him, and I said ... " 
"Yes," I prompted. 
"'Just once you could share. You don't have to be so 
selfish.'" 
"'No way,'" he said, "Tm watching this game."' 
and lightning, great booms of noise that shook the house, 
knocking out the power. I dashed around the ho~, sh~t- 
ting windows and wiping up the water that had rained in. 
I was still sining in the gloom when the phone rang. It was 
Mary Alice, all excited. 
"You'll never guess what happened. It's really peculiar." 
"I give up. What happened?" 
"This storm. Our power's been off for two hours 
already. Yours too?" 
"You know it. And I've got all my ironing to do and 
no power." 
"Well,• Mary Alice continued, "there I was waiting for 
the power to come back on so I could watch my programs 
and getting angrier all the time. I finally got so mad I sort 
of glared at the TV and yelled at it." 
"So? I yell at my appliances lots of times. Everyone 
does." 
"Maybe, but I really did it. I screamed that I wished it 
would come back on and never go off again, ever. And it 
did. It came on." 
"Just a coincidence. Your power came back on and .. ." 
"No, don't you get it? The power is still off, only the 
TV is on. Actually the only problem is that it's stuck ~n 
one channel. I tried changing it with the remote and with 
the controls on the set, but I can't change the channel or 
the volume, or even turn it off. Luckily, I had it tuned to 
where most of my favorites are, so I guess I'll just make the 
best of it and just leave it running. What do you think?" 
"Sounds peculiar to me, but I don't understand all this 
electronic stuff anyway. Let me know what happens. Call 
me tomorrow, OK?" 
She phoned early the next morning. "When William 
came home, the television was still on, even though I was 
in the kitchen cooking dinner, and he asked me to turn the 
TV off. I told him what happened when we had the storm 
and how I can't even change the channels, let alone turn it 
off." 
"So what did he say?" 
"Nothing. He pulled the plug out of the wall, tried 
pushing the off/ on button and even unscrewed the cable 
connection, but nothing worked. He got really upset then, 
and moved it into the den, so he wouldn't hear it at night 
and could sleep. 
"This morning he took it to the repair shop. I begged 
him not to do that. I don't want to miss my programs, but 
he said I could watch them on the set in the living room, 
and you know how he hates that." 
"I've heard you say that." 
Mary Alice sighed. "So that's where it stands. I'm 
watching General Hospital in the living room, but it isn't 
the same, you know what I mean?" 
When I called her the next time, she filled me in. 
William told her the television repairman took one look at 
the set and shook his head. He said it must have been the 
power surge when the lights came back on. He was going 
to try to fix it, but he couldn't find anything wrong and 
Appalled, Yrsa stared open-mouthed at Bergljot, then 
gasped. "But Solvenn is in no condition to seek the sword. 
Why haven't any of the warriors gone? What are they 
waiting for?" Her voice rose shrilly. "And why wasn't I 
told all this before now?" 
Bergljot laid a restraining hand on Y rsa 's arm, reflecting 
their long friendship. "Calm yourself, Princess. You were 
so concerned about your husband that no one wished to 
add to your burdens just yet." The healer paused, then 
continued. "As for why the warriors haven't gone after the 
sword ... well, they are brave enough fighters, I suppose, but 
none of them has the stomach to meet a dragon face to face. 
And I can't say I really blame them ... no man is said to have 
overcome one of the greater orms since Vikar Wooden- 
Legs slew old Girkad Gleaming Eye during the reign of 
King Alrek." 
"Why did they call Vikar, Wooden-Legs?" asked Yrsa, 
calmer now and fascinated in spite of herself. 
"Because the dragon's venomous breath shriveled up his 
real legs and they had to be cut off afterwards,• replied 
Bergljot matter-of-factly. 
Y rsa made no effort to repress a shudder, but then stated 
resolutely, "Well, I just can't sit around here and watch my 
husband shrivel up and die -and Solvenn and I do have a 
responsibility for the well-being of this kingdom, too- so, 
if no one else is going to bring back that accursed sword, I 
suppose I will have to go." 
Bergljot smiled slightly. "You are made of stronger stuff 
than I had thought, Princess, but who will you get to 
accompany you on a journey that ends in a dragon's lair? 
I would offer, if my gifts as a healer were not so badly 
from the prince's grasp. Solvenn was knocked down by the 
force of the blow, while the dragon-trumpetibg trium- 
phantly-rose high into the sky and sailed southward to· 
ward the object of his affection. Pandem~nium 
ensued ... and reigned for quite some time thereafter. 
"What's wrong with him, Bergljot?" demanded a dis- 
traught Y rsa of the small gray-haired woman who faced 
her. "You're a healer ... you should know. His arm is nearly 
healed, but he is so weak and listless. He just sits around 
staring into space-half the time I don't think he knows I 
am in the same room as him!" 
Bergljot frowned. "It is a sickness of the soul that ails 
the prince ... and I fear its cause does not affect him alone. 
Many of the animals in Ormerdal have had still-births 
during these past weeks, and the crops are withering in the 
fields. The blessings bestowed by that sword in the past 
have become a curse now that the blade has been taken 
from us. Unless it is recovered, there can be little hope for 
either your husband or our poor land-both will fade and 
di • e. 
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The power of wyrd works in mysterious ways, indeed. 
Had Aratak the Invincible, his silvery scales aglitter, not 
been driven by the mating urge to construct a glorious 
metallic bower for his lady love in the hopes of arousing 
her amorous instincts, it is unlikely that he and Prince 
Solvenn ever would have crossed paths. But wyrd will have 
its way ... 
Solvenn's father, Ketil, king of Ormerdal, had died a 
short time back, and-having sent his spirit off to Valhalla 
with all due ceremony-the citizenry of Ormerdal were 
now gathered in Ormsby, the kingdom's capital city, 
eagerly awaiting the coronation of their new king. Though 
the jarls occupied the places of honor as the ceremony got 
under way, all of the free farmers and tradesmen were there, 
too. Even the thralls had been given the day off in honor 
of the occasion, and they hung about on the outskirts 
gawking at the spectacle. 
"Here comes the good part, Drott," remarked Kreggi, 
whose wits were sharper and knowledge of his betters more 
extensive than his fellow thrall's. "This is where the new 
king gets his hand cut and is blood- bound to the sword.• 
•why would 'ee wanta go and do that?• queried Drott. 
•A man gets cut often enough by chance ... seems foolish to 
do it on purpose." 
"You're the only fool around here, Drott," retorted 
Kreggi. "It's a magic sword, and there's some kind of spell 
on it. So long as the king has the sword, we'll have good 
harvests each year and lots of calves, and lambs, and pig- 
lets." 
"Humph," muttered Drott, "sounds like more work for 
the likes of me and you.• 
"More to eat for all of us, you should say. Now hush, 
the prince has just bound himself to the sword. As soon as 
he sheaths it in the scabbard Princess Y rsa is holding, the 
ritual will be complete and he'll be declared king of Orm· 
erdal. • K.reggi heaved a sigh of satisfaction, both at the 
imminent completion of the event and his understanding 
of what it signified. 
Kreggi's sigh came a moment too soon, however, for it 
was at just that instant the dragon Aratak-sailing high over 
Ormerdal- spotted the gleaming blade and decided it 
would be the ideal thing to top off the magnificent bower 
he had so painstakingly constructed. Visions of himself and 
the lovely Valdai the Strong-Willed rubbing neck scales - 
then writhing in reptilian bliss- flashed through his mind 
as he folded his leathery wings and hurled earthward. So 
preoccupied was he with his erotic fantasies that Aratak 
almost forgot to pull out of his dive in time. 
Prince Solvenn had just raised the blade and was bran- 
dishing it above his head before stepping over to his wife 
to sheath it, when Aratak struck and wrenched the sword 
by Douglas A. Rossman 
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Despite the urgency of Yrsa's mission -or, more likely, 
because of it- the ride to Rundhovd seemed to her to be 
painfully slow. The western slopes of the great mountain 
comprised a series of increasingly higher ridges, and the 
rough trail that ascended them wound ever upward, one 
switchback after another. The trail was narrow, with many 
Like any of the Sisterhood, she knows much of what goes 
on in the Nine Worlds. The whereabouts of one particular 
dragon should pose no great problem for her." 
Y rsa clasped Bergljot to her, hugging the healer warmly. 
"You are a true friend, Bergi. I begin to take hope. Give me 
your blessing, and I'll leave as soon as I can pack the things 
I need. Let no one know where I've gone until it is too late 
for anyone to try to stop me." 
Bergljot nodded. "I will tell them you are feeling unwell 
and have taken to your bed closet, but that they need not 
worry because I am looking after you." The healer held 
Y rsa at arm's length and looked deep into her sky-blue eyes. 
"Go, Princess, and may the Lady Freya --who is no 'fragile 
blossom' either- be with you on your quest. She always 
looks with favor on the plight of lovers." 
needed here." 
"I could not part from Solvenn with a clear conscience 
if I did not know you would be here to look after him, dear 
Bergljot," Y rsa reassured the older woman. "As for the 
others, I will not compel anyone to do out of duty what 
love and loyalty had not already inspired. No, it is better 
that I go alone. And fear not too much for my safety .. .1 am 
not so fragile a blossom as some might think." A warm grin 
spread across her pretty round face. "Remember, I grew up 
playing rough and tumble with my three brothers." 
"Would that Yngve, Yngvar and Ygg were here when 
you need them, instead of gone off a-viking," muttered 
Bergljot. 
"Well, they are not here and I am, so I'll just have to 
make the best of it. But oh, Bergi, where should I go? How 
do I find one silvery dragon in a place as big as all Midgard? 
And if I don't find it quickly, by the time I do it won't 
really matter, will it?" 
"You are right about that, Y rsa, but take heart for I 
think I can offer some good advice. Two days' ride to the 
south, on the western slopes of Rundhovd, is a small tarn. 
There lives the wisewoman Eren, one of the lesser norns. 
.- --- --J~ - 
It was not answered. 
Yrsa broke the silence that lay between them. "I feel 
like that wolf must, Eren. I call out to my husband -by 
name, by touch- and he doesn't answer me. I fear he can't." 
She began to weep, softly at first, then the tears came 
without restraint. 
An expression of compassion passed across Eren's face. 
"Tell me about it," she said softly. 
Y rsa poured out the whole story to the el f-woman, who 
listened quietly and did not interrupt her visitor except to 
ask an occasional question. Her story told, Y rsa felt much 
better - she instinctively trusted Eren and perceived her to 
be a person of power. Surely the sympathetic norn would 
tell Yrsa that everything was going to be all right and that 
she need worry no longer. 
Eren's first words hit her like a slap in the face and 
shattered her illusions. "Girl, do you have any idea what 
you are getting yourself into? Finding the dragon's lair isn't 
your problem -I'm pretty sure I know who he is and where 
he lives- but what do you think you are going to do when 
you get there? You have no experience with either weapons 
or magic, and I can assure you that the dragon will not yield 
up the sword just because you ask for it prettily." 
"Well," said Yrsa hesitantly, "I thought you might tell 
me what to do." 
Eren rolled her eyes skyward and muttered something 
under her breath about "Humans!" before responding 
somewhat brusquely "The best advice I could give you 
would be to go home, accept your inevitable widowhood, 
and the next time pick a man who doesn't own a magic 
sword ... but I'm sure you'd ignore me and get yourself 
killed anyway." 
The elf-woman's voice softened as she saw the shocked 
expression on Yrsa's face. "Besides, I know what it is to 
love so deeply that little else matters -including your own 
safety-when your beloved is in danger." Eren sighed. "Fact 
is, it was the death of Arvel, my fangmate, that caused me 
to flee Alfheim and become a norn. To behold the old 
familiar places without him beside me was just too painful 
to bear." She shook her head sadly. "So I will try to help 
you prepare for your ordeal ... and hope that you survive 
it ." 
When Y rsa tried to express her gratitude, Eren cut her 
short with a curt "Time enough to thank me when you 
come back from the dragon's lair." The unspoken " ... if you 
do" hung in the air between them. 
Eren patted Yrsa on the arm reassuringly. "The best 
thing you can do right now is to get a good night's sleep. 
You can spread your blankets on the birch boughs just 
inside the tent on the left. I'm going to sit up for awhile to 
ponder. We'll talk again in the morning." 
Long after Y rsa had bidden the elf-woman a good night 
and closed the tent flap behind her, Eren sat by the dying 
embers of the fire, slowly sipping a cup of birch tea, and 
staring at the star called Odin's Eye - as if doing so might 
help her partake of the Allfather's vaunted wisdom ... a 
wisdom that she and poor Y rsa sorely needed. 
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steep dropoffs, so Y rsa wisely curbed her impatience and 
allowed her horse to set its own pace. 
The farmer, who had so graciously hosted Yrsa the 
previous evening when she had stopped for. the night, ~ad 
seen her off on the right trail this morning with good adv1~e 
and good wishes ... yet, as she rode away, he had.s~aken his 
head dubiously about the wisdom of a woman riding alone 
in such a place. 
But none had barred her path -neither beast nor brig- 
and- and as the chariot of the sun neared the western 
horizon, the trail topped a rise and Yrsa saw before her, 
nestled between two ridges, the tarn she had been seeking. 
Rush-bordered, its still black waters mirroring the rays of 
the sinking sun, the tarn was a sight of such beauty ~d 
tranquility that Yrsa gave an involuntary gasp of d~lt~ht 
and reined in her mount, the urgency of her quest g1vmg 
way momentarily as a sense of peace came over her. After 
a minute or two, the young woman sighed and urged her 
horse on down the trail to the tarn. 
As Y rsa drew near the tiny lake, she spied a small skin 
tent tucked into the birch woods that fringed the tarn. A 
wispy curl of smoke arising near the tent told Y rsa that 
Eren was at home, and it suddenly reminded the girl that 
she had had little to eat since breakfast. Yrsa gave a loud 
halloo, as courtesy and prudence required, before riding 
into the clearing that lay between the tent and the tarn. 
Reining up, Yrsa looked curiously about her, wonder- 
ing where the norn could be. A bubbling pot hung over 
the small fire, but Eren was nowhere to be seen. Y rsa was 
about to call out a second time, when a figure with a drawn 
bow and nocked arrow stepped out from the woods behind 
the tent. It appeared to be a woman, though rather than 
wearing the usual gray robes of a norn she was clad in 
close-fitting deerskin trousers and a baggy blue tunic gir- 
dled with a broad leather belt. Short leather boots were 
fastened to her feet by narrow wrappings that wound 
around her legs to midcalf. She was short in stature, but 
slender of frame, and her broad face bore a pointed chin 
and a long, narrow-bridged nose. Y rsa did not need to see 
the tips of the woman's slightly pointed ears, hidden be- 
neath her short, curly brown hair, to realize that she was 
face to face with an elf. 
Y rsa stammered, "I wa-was looking for Eren, the norn." 
"Well, you found her," Eren replied as she replaced the 
arrow in her birchbark belt quiver and stood her bow 
against the tent wall. "Now will you please get down and 
give your poor horse a rest ... and a rubdown." 
Y rsa complied with Eren 's requests and, when the horse 
had been cared for, joined the elf-woman on a log by the 
fire for supper. Y rsa tried to explain her problem through 
a mouthful of boiled deer meat, but Eren silenced her with 
a raised forefinger. "Not now-we'll talk later. A calm mind 
helps the food settle better in your stomach." 
Later, their bellies full, the two woman relaxed beside 
the fire as the mountain night descended-the cold black- 
ness of the sky relieved only by the crystal glitter of the 
stars. In the distance, a lone wolf raised its mournful howl. 
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looking down upon her own recumbent form and the top 
of Eren's head as the elf-woman sat crosslegged, tapping 
rhythmically on the drumhead with a T-shaped antler 
beater. 
For a moment, Y rsa felt a sense of confusion and 
vertigo, then recognizing that she did, indeed, have the 
kind of power Eren had been talking about-she floated 
through the smokehole and rose high into the sky before 
soaring northward as Eren had instructed her to do. The 
sensation of flight was exhilarating, and Y rsa felt an iden- 
tification with -and a deep bond of affection for- all the 
birds of the air, though, of course, none of those she passed 
could see her or sense her presence. 
Soon Y rsa spied the landmark she was seeking, a great 
dark fissure that lay between two ice-capped peaks, and she 
swiftly sank to earth. The walk up that narrow, rugged 
canyon seemed to take an eternity and yet but an instant - 
for what is time in the land where the fy/gja dwells? Y rsa 
followed a sparkling rivulet until she reached the place 
where the two walls of the canyon came together and she 
could go no further. There a small waterfall formed a 
shallow pool, which in turn fed the rivulet that had been 
her companion to this point, where she now sought an- 
other. On either side of the waterfall, at about head height, 
the walls of the canyon bore a series of angular red marks 
that Y rsa recognized as being runes, though she knew not 
their meanings. 
Not knowing what she should do next, Y rsa stood 
quietly beside the pool, facing the waterfall and waiting for 
something to happen. 
"I wondered if you were ever going to come," a warm, 
squeaky voice chittered as a sleek, furry brown head 
popped out of the water almost at Y rsa's feet. "On the day 
you were born, the norns gave me the task of looking after 
you. When they told me you would be one of the gifted 
ones, I could hardly wait for you to come find me. But you 
never did," the otterfylgja added reproachfully. "What 
were you waiting for?" 
"I didn't know," said Yrsa quietly. "I never realized." 
Then as she began to comprehend what a unique bond of 
companionship her inner blindness had kept her from all 
these lost years, Y rsa burst into tears. 
"There, there, dear heart," the otterfy/gja said sooth- 
ingly, "It's not as if I really blame you -'everything in its 
time,' as they say- it's just that we won't have time to get 
acquainted slowly, the way it's supposed to happen when 
you're a child. Now we have no time for long romps in the 
pool - if you're to face that nasty dragon soon, you'll have 
to undergo the ritual of power as soon as I can instruct 
you." 
"How do you know about the dragon?" Yrsa asked in 
astonishment. "We've only just met." 
"You've only just met me; I've been with you since the 
day that you were born. I've seen everything you have seen 
and know your every thought. Don't you understand yet? 
I am a pan of you." The beast sat up in the shallows, its 
forepaws folded over its chest. "But whether you fully 
Y rsa lay naked upon her blankets and tried to relax as 
the soft but incessant beat of the magic drum filled the little 
tent. Against her will, Yrsa's mind filled to overflowing 
with questions, doubts and fears. What if I don't have the 
gift and can't go to the land of the fylgja? What if I do and can? 
Will I be able to come back again? If I do, what will I be like? 
Do I really want to do this? What am I doing here? Then the 
faces of her beloved husband and her suffering subjects 
came into view, and with a leap of faith she surrendered 
herself to the enchanting throb of the drum, which was 
coming to sound more and more like her own heartbeat. 
Mists swirled about her inner vision and, when they 
cleared, Y rsa seemed to be hovering near the top of the tent 
"Tell me, girl, who are you?" The challenge came 
shortly after Y rsa first awakened and sat up to stretch. 
Startled, she stammered, "Wh-why, I-I told you last night. 
I'm Yrsa Ivarsdotter, Princess of Ormerdal. Don't you 
remember?" 
Eren waved aside the question impatiently. "You've 
told me that you are your father's daughter and your 
husband's wife ... but who is Yrsa herself? Who are you?" 
And she stared intently into Yrsa's eyes. 
After a long moment's hesitation, Y rsa replied in a 
quavering voice, "I- I don't think I really know.• 
"Exactly," snapped Eren, "but you are going to have to 
find out before you can face the dragon. Your lineage has 
occasionally produced someone with a gift for magic - 
maybe, just maybe, you might be one of them. But even 
this hope will go for naught unless you find your fylgja and 
learn your true name." 
"But I thought if a person saw his fy/gja it meant that 
he was about to die," gasped Yrsa in dismay. 
"And so it does for most people, girl, but one who has 
second-sight not only can see his 'companion' but can even 
talk to it. Are you willing to find out if you are one of those 
special people? Having such a gift can be as much a curse 
as a blessing, you know. As the saying goes, 'he who can 
see all is rarely happy.'" 
"I don't really have much choice, do I," replied Yrsa, 
"but how do I go about finding my fylgja?" 
"By going into the world where the fy/gja dwells and 
letting it find you," remarked the elf-woman calmly. "If 
you are, indeed, one of the chosen ones, I can use the magic 
drum to separate your spirit from your body. Then your 
spirit will be free to seek its 'companion." 
"But after my spirit finds the fylgja -if it does- will it 
be able to come back and rejoin my body? Will I ever be 
'me' again?" asked Yrsa anxiously. 
"If you have courage and remember that your fy/gja -no 
matter in what form it may appear- is your guardian, and 
not your enemy, you should come to no harm, and your 
spirit will rejoin your physical body whenever you wish it 
to. But," Eren added solemnly, "you will never be the same 
'you' again ... and that is good. If there were no changes, you 
would have made the spirit journey for nothing. Now, if 
you are ready, we really should begin." 
in the elf-woman's eyes. 
Yrsa, with a lump in her throat, turned silently and 
carefully began to scramble down the ravine wall, making 
use of every vine and rocky outcrop to secure a foothold 
or handhold. Once she had safely reached the bottom, Y rsa 
looked up and waved at the lonely figure of Eren on the 
ravine's rim. 
It was getting late in the day and the depths of the ravine 
were in shadow as Y rsa made her way toward its head. At 
one point, she knelt to touch the water in the small stream 
that ran alone the ravine floor and was astonished to find 
it was quite warm - surely there must be a hot spring at the 
source. Shortly thereafter, Yrsa turned a sharp bend and 
spied the entrance to a large cave and -sprawling on a broad 
ledge above the cave's mouth where it could bask in the last 
rays of the afternoon sun- an enormous dragon encased in 
glittering blue-black scales. 
Wait a minute, thought Y rsa, startled. The dragon who 
stole the sword was silver, not blue ... and smaller, too. This 
must be his mate. Though Yrsa's grasp of dragon lore was 
fairly sparse, she did recall hearing that mature females were 
always larger than the males. Don't tell me I'm going to have 
to du/ with two dragons! Yrsa glanced quickly and appre- 
hensively over her shoulder before remembering that after 
dragons mate the female chases the male away and broods 
the eggs alone. The shrunken abdomen of this female was 
a clear sign that she had recently laid eggs. Guess they must 
be inside the cave, Y rsa mused. Well, even if I don't have to 
worry about the male, I'd better do something about this female 
before she waka up and does something about me! 
Stepping into full view of the dragon, who now began 
to stir and raise her head, Y rsa began to sing softly and trace 
glowing runes in the air between them. "An ice-rune to 
slow you down and a bind-rune to hold you fast," mur- 
mured Yrsa. 
The dragon's eyes snapped open and she tried to spew 
her venomous breath at the girl, but she was a split second 
too late. The runes had taken effect and all the dragon could 
manage was a poisonous sneeze. 
"This-s-s will teach me, human," raged the immobilized 
dragon. "I s-s-sens-sed your approach from the moment 
you entered my ravine ... but s-s-since you were a female 
and carried no iron, I thought you were no threat to me. 
jus-st a careless-s-s, curious-s-s human wandering right up 
to my doors-step." She hissed in frustration. "I never s-s- 
sens-sed your rune power until you began to us-se it. It 
was-sn't you who was-s-s the careless-s-s, curious-s-s one, it 
was-s-s I. Now I s-s-suppos-se you will us-se your power to 
des-stroy me and my eggs-s-s." 
When Y rsa remained silent, the dragon continued. "I 
have lived a long time and probably des-serve to be killed 
for my careless-sness-s-s, My only regret is-s-s that my 
offs-spring will never have a chance to grow up and expe- 
rience the joys-s-s of dragonhood-to bas-sk in the s-s-sun, 
to ride the winds-s-s, and to mate well." What could only 
be a tear trickled down from the corner of her gleaming, 
golden eye across her lower eyelid and fell to the ground. 
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Eren had been delighted at Y rsa's success and, after 
instructing her briefly but intensively on the uses of Y rsa's 
newly released power, had led her by twisting trails and 
hidden paths to the verge of a deep ravine that fissured the 
southern slope of Rundhovd. There the elf-woman halted. 
"I would go with you if I could, Yrsa, believe me. But 
it is your wyrd to face the dragon alone, and no one -not 
even a norn- can defy the power of wyrd." 
Eren hugged Yrsa tightly, then released her. "Go now, 
and I pray that we shall see each other again." Tears gleamed 
understand or not, we really must get started, Now, listen 
carefully to my words. The water in this pool is very 
special, for it comes from Hvergelmir, Mimir's Well, and 
Urd's Well; thus it contains the properties of all three - 
creativity, wisdom and healing." 
"But how can that be?" interrupted Yrsa. "Hvergelmir 
lies in Niflheim, Mimir's Well in Jotunheim, and Urd's 
Well in Asgard." 
"Please do be still and listen," admonished the otter-/yl· 
gja. "This is the water that drips from the World Tree, 
Yggdrasil. Since the Tree has roots in all three of those 
mighty springheads, any water that issues from Yggdrasil 
comes from them as well." 
"Oh," said a somewhat chastened Yrsa, "I think I see." 
"At last," sighed her fylgja. "Now, in order to come into 
your power, you must bathe beneath the waterfall. There, 
too, you will receive your true name. Fear not, and all shall 
be well." Y rsa did as she was told and waded through the 
pool to stand, arms uplifted, beneath the cascading water. 
At first the water seemed so cold that it almost took her 
breath away, but in just a few moments she began to feel 
as if a tongue of fire was burning away her flesh from head 
to foot. The girl felt an almost unbearable urge to scream 
and to stagger away from the source of her torment ... but, 
trusting in her fylgja 's promise, she stood fast and endured. 
Soon her pain faded away to be replaced with a sense of 
inner power, clear vision, and tranquility such as Yrsa had 
never before experienced. In that instant she knew, without 
asking, her true name. 
Yrsa waded serenely toward the pool's edge, then 
paused and knelt down to retrieve a sparkling object that 
she spied at her feet. It was a large, glittering crystal, a 
scrying stone that would enable her to foresee future 
events ... a powerful naming-gift, indeed, from the Norns, 
who ruled this place. Y rsa emerged from the pool to face 
the left-hand group of runes, which to her newly acquired 
vision glowed intensely and whose deepest meanings she 
now comprehended. Studying them intently for a few 
moments, she gave a little gasp of recognition and pleasure. 
Lightly placing her left hand on the G-rune, and her right 
hand on her own breast, she turned to her fylgja and said 
simply, "We are Gebo." 
"I know," replied the beast softly. "And now you must 
return to your own world and face the dragon ... but remem- 
ber, you have only to open your mind to me and I'll be 
there with you." 
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Three days later, a travel-weary, but happy Yrsa -hav· 
ing released Valdai from her spell and paid a farewell visit 
to Eren- rode into Ormsby and up to the great hall where 
she and Solvenn lived. Great was the rejoicing at her return, 
and when she unwrapped the blanket-covered bundle she 
carried to reveal the missing sword, Y rsa was lifted aloft by 
the folk and carried on their shoulders to the prince's 
chamber. There she restored the sword to its scabbard, thus 
completing the ritual of kingship. The speedy recovery 
thereafter of both Solvenn and Ormerdal was little short 
of miraculous. 
Queen Y rsa and King Solvenn remained a devoted 
couple to the end of their days -which were many- and 
they ruled Ormerdal both wisely and well. Many folk 
noticed that Y rsa was changed somehow after her adven- 
tures on Rundhovd. She seemed older and more confident, 
and increasingly Solvenn sought her counsel in matters of 
state. Her advice always proved sound and, in time, she 
came to gain quite a reputation as a wisewoman. As for 
Solvenn, though his people always loved him dearly for his 
courage, compassion and generosity, it was generally 
agreed that the wisest thing he had ever done was to marry 
Yrsa. 
back wall, and its steaming water pooled beneath the 
lowermost level of the hoard before forming the stream 
that drained out through the ravine. Nested in a depression 
amidst the gold and silver nearer the top of the hoard were 
Valdai's eggs - nine of them, each the size of a human skull. 
Y rsa touched one gingerly and found the greenish- gray 
shell to be leathery, rather than hard and brittle like a bird's 
egg. 
Y rsa's hand slipped accidentally and came to rest on the 
surface of the hoard. To her surprise, the metallic portions 
were warm to the touch. In that instant, Y rsa discovered a 
secret known only to a few masters of dragon lore -and 
one which they guard jealously- namely that the reason 
female dragons are drawn to a male's hoard is so they can 
provide adequate warmth for their developing eggs. Only 
the male who has chosen a cave with a good hot spring -yet 
provided it with a deep enough hoard to keep the eggs from 
being cooked- can hope to attract the most discriminating 
of females to his bower, thus ensuring both dragon "games" 
and healthy descendants. 
The sword of Ormerdal had been thrust into the very 
top of the hoard, and Y rsa had some difficulty keeping her 
balance as she scrambled up the loose, shifting sides of the 
pile to retrieve it. With a long sigh of relief -but also with 
almost a sense of anticlimax- she claimed the blade and 
replaced it with her scrying stone. Gebo, whose name 
means "Gift" in the Old Tongue, had received a gift and 
had given it away again ... for love. 
Y rsa was totally nonplussed. She had heard that the 
greater orms were intelligent, but she had always consid- 
ered them to be unfeeling monsters, aliens. The emotions 
being expressed by this mother dragon were disturbingly 
like those Y rsa knew she would feel under similar circum- 
stances. Was there really so little difference between her 
and this hulking, scaly monster? 
Logic told her that her safety and the success of her 
quest could best be assured by killing the dragon and 
destroying her eggs, but still Y rsa hesitated. This dragon 
and her brood had not harmed her or hers - nor, for that 
matter, had the male done so intentionally. As Y rsa debated 
with herself, a squeaky voice sounded in her mind, "Think 
well before you destroy that which you have not the power 
to create." 
Y rsa smiled and straightened her shoulders, then 
stepped closer to the great she-dragon and told her of the 
misfortunes her silvery mate's theft of the sword had 
caused. "So you see, I don't wish to harm you or your eggs. 
I just want the sword back. Then I will happily leave you 
and your brood alone. U you will agree to that -and 
promise in your true name that there will be no revenge 
taken on me, my husband, or our realm- I'll go get the 
sword and nullify the runic charm when I leave." 
"I would agree if I could, human, but the dragon code 
requires-s-s that we exact vengeance if anything is-s-s re- 
moved from our hoard by theft or dures-s-s. Even to s-s-save 
my young ones-s-s I cannot defy that law; it is-s-s writ in 
dragons-sblood on the Ormers-stein, which s-s-stands at the 
very brink of Hvergelmir. One might as-s-s eas-sily change 
the cours-se of the s-s-stars-s-s." 
"What if I were to give you a gift?" queried Y rsa. "You 
know the old saying, 'a gift calls for a gift.• Well, then, you 
could give me the sword as a gift, and the dragon code 
wouldn't be broken, would it?" 
"By the night-black s-s-scales-s-s of Nidhogg, I think 
you have found the ans-swer," hissed the dragon. "But what 
gift can you give me that is-s-s of equal value to a magic 
s-s-sword? Balance is-s-s required, you know." 
"Would you accept my naming gift?" asked Yrsa sim- 
ply. "It is a crystal scrying stone from the land where the 
fylgja dwells." 
"A gift calls-s-s for a gift, indeed," remarked the dragon 
quietly. "You mus-st love your prince a great deal to give 
up s-s-so much for him. Yes-s-s, it is an acceptable gift. You 
may take the s-s-sword from my hoard. Just put the crys- 
stal in its-s-s place. There will be no revenge taken; this-s-s 
I vow in my true name-Valdai." 
"My true name is Gebo," offered the girl, not wanting 
to have the dragon at any further disadvantage. Then, 
following the small stream that issued from the cave's 
mouth, Y rsa passed beneath the dragon's ledge and entered 
the cave. 
Beyond a short, dark passageway not much wider than 
Valdai's body, the cave opened into a broader cavern dimly 
lit by the glow of the dragon's golden hoard that nearly 
filled it. A hot spring bubbled forth from a crevice in the 
mother that Byron was unreliable, but no one would 
listen." 
The clock above the mantlepiece struck the quarter 
hour. 
"He's never run out on me before!" she finally admit- 
ted, breaking into a relentless sob that persisted long 
enough for her to cross the room and collapse across a 
quilted settee. "Never!" 
"What have I let myself in for?" Mr. Pouterby won- 
dered to himself as he parked the car near Kensington and 
then negotiated the distance to the station by traversing an 
icy crosswalk marked with uneven white lines. S~all 
specks of snow brushed against his shoulders, but a q~tck 
shiver dislodged most of them before they could alight. 
"Can't rely on the Police," he muttered as he entered the 
terminal and leaned against a pillar near the ticket window; 
"they're a bitter nob on a lazy spigot." 
A quick check of his watch-grinder against the large, 
overhead clock confirmed that he was ahead of schedule, 
and by some forty minutes. Deliberately drawing out a 
crumpled pack of Astley Menthols, he lit one calmly, and 
then scrutinized each passerby through the puffs of smoke 
that emanated from the finely tapered ends. 
In quick succession: a businessman with a red handker- 
chief dangling precariously from an outer breast pocket; a 
schoolmarm sporting an olive green satchel, and transport- 
ing a lean umbrella, which she used to rap upon the stone 
tiles with every other step; and three sisters, tugging on 
lengthy sections of black licorice as they raced each other 
to the platform - all passed before him, and were judged 
mercilessly. Suddenly, his eyes narrowed as two matronly 
women, outfitted in Salvation Army uniforms, paused 
briefly in front of him and began to stretch. 
"Pity poor Philburton ruined the mission retreat by 
mentioning you-know-what to Osgood," the elder of the 
two remarked to the younger, while bullying her back into 
a more comfortable posture. 
"It drove you-know-who insane," the other agreed 
ruefully. "The truth is he ran the whole distance back to 
Whitechapel with only his shoes on." 
"No! Well, the idea of the penguin in the attic was a bit 
too strong, I must confess," the first chuckled, before 
suddenly becoming aware of Mr. Pouterby. As his features 
assumed the tranquil air of a boxer above the fray, the two 
stormed off in a flurry of irritation. 
"I should have liked to have heard more - but on any 
other day than this," Mr. Pouterby pondered, taking one 
last drag on his cigarette before flicking the stub on the 
floor, where it rolled near the foot of a prowling policeman. 
"No traffic by the concession stands," the policeman 
growled, grinding the stub beneath his boot as he waved 
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Reading it aloud, as was his wont, a perplexed smile 
descended upon his features while he mopped his forehead 
carelessly. Then, easing back into his favorite armchair by 
the bay window, he paused to ruminate on the vagaries of 
Fortune, until a wisp of breeze redirected his attention to 
the paper in his lap. 
The clock above the marble mantlepiece struck three. 
"Well," Mr. Pouterby exclaimed as he leaped up from 
his seat, "we'll see about that - Kensington or couriers be 
damned." And, so saying, he smashed his fist down into a 
plate of orange sponge cake, resting quietly near his elbow. 
Notwithstanding the boldness of the sentiments, nor 
their cryptic undertones, it was the loudness of the gesture 
that had alerted his wife, Dora, that something was amiss 
in the Pouterby household. Racing down the stairwell as 
quickly as her legs could transport her, she arrived in time 
to see Mr. Pouterby bundle himself into his checkered 
overcoat, and then dash out the front door. 
Hurrying over to the window with the white drapes, 
she stamped her foot in dismay as Mr. Pouterby drove off. 
Glaring sullenly after him, she mumbled several threats 
under her breath before finally checking herself. 
"Oh, it's the tax as got him worried," she smiled, 
though feeling rather hollow inside. "Or the Garage - they 
called to warn him the car isn't fit to drive without petrol, 
and he's off to prove them wrong." 
Instantly, her memory recounted a hundred different 
possibilities for the mysterious disappearance of Mr. 
Pouterby. "The crossing guard at Tilden's was rude to him 
two weeks ago, and he's apt to avenge himself by doing 
something coarse." She stamped her other foot impa- 
tiently and ceased smiling. "Oh, Aunt Nellie warned my 
-A.O.-" 
"Train from Kensington at 4:45. Courier to exchange 
parcel with green string for black walnut sash. Beware of 
cormorants. 
Mr. Byron Pouterby deftly opened the brown enve- 
lope addressed to him, extracted the scrap of ye~ow paper 
concealed inside, and examined its contents anxiously. To 
his relief, it did not contain the usual dreadful news about 
his sister Pamela and her nervous husband Arnold; nor the 
mysterious calligraphy he had grown used to ~oci~t~ng 
with the birdcatcher Orminguy; nor the perenrual suicide 
note from his long-lost cousin Tarpiley. Indeed, the scrap 
contained none of the sort of hysterical messages most 
telegrams bring, but simply said: 
JOGGING 1HE MOONBELLY 
by Michael Kocik 
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grinder, the smell of coal, and iron, and grimy smoke 
mingled in his mind, and produced a sensation far more 
pleasing than the casual mixing of metal and gas: for here, 
in one afternoon, Fortune would render him immortal. 
Mr. Pouterby leaned back against an iron beam and 
smiled faintly, already imagining the scenario he would 
unravel for his grandchildren (that is, should Mrs. 
Pouterby ever decide to have children first): 
"Here is where your grandfather jogged the moonbelly 
years ago, and so averted a clemency of notorious premo- 
nition," he would begin, sweeping his left arm around the 
crowded terminal in a suitably magniloquent gesture. 
Then, just as the overawed toddlers would tug at his pants 
and demand to hear the entire story, he would fight them 
off with a wistful sigh and wipe his eyes dry. "Benchley, 
the Art critic, was rumored to have set the final strategy, 
but the style is pure Chumlididdy, even down to the 
peppermint fuses at the bottom of the cormorants - " 
"And what are you up to, Peter Pan?" a gruff voice 
exclaimed as something touched him on his shoulder. 
"Well, I - " coughed Pouterby in reply, revolving 
around to meet with an odd mixture of amusement, and 
withering disdain. 
"There's nobody here," the conductor interrupted 
with insolent finality, "so move it along." 
Looking sheepishly about him, and finding the plat- 
form empty, Pouterby turned to go. The throbbing of the 
''4:'45' rang through his ears as it stood motionless on the 
track next to him. Suddenly throwing back his shoulders, 
Pouterby spun around to face his accuser - his features, by 
tum, impassive and pitiless. 
"I'm here on a Dingley Twuss. Perhaps you've heard? 
A nasty, crackerjack affair, this: trading in jewels, scarves, 
and musty tiddles - all buried in stuffed cormorants. Next 
they'll be weaving hassocks, to gapper kiss with another 
splicey lass on the first noogan. Just pray your delaying 
me is not fatal!" he snapped, leaving the conductor to rub 
his nose in bewilderment as he turned to go. 
On his way out, Mr. Pouterby paused beside the 
telegraph office and borrowed a pencil and scrap of paper 
from a sleepy clerk. Sucking the end of the pencil thought- 
fully, he scribbled a few words of commendation and (at 
the last moment) added the initials 'A.O.' with a flourish. 
Then, flicking the pencil aside scornfully, he slipped the bit 
of paper under the glass, along with the necessary change. 
"Is there anything else, sir?" the clerk drowsily in- 
quired, shaking himself awake. 
At this, Mr. Pouterby thought long and hard for a 
moment and bit his lower lip. 
"No - no," he replied, shaking his head. "Courage is 
its own special reward." 
And, with that - a hint of a smile playing about his lips 
- Mr. Pouterby strode across the deserted terminal and 
resigned himself to Fortune for the long drive home. 
him on with his nightstick. 
"Dumplekey," Pouterby muttered to himself as he 
lurched along the vending booths in a series of widening 
arcs, until he approached the yellow sawhorses which 
separated the platform from the terminal. Affecting a low 
whistle, he bided his time as he leaned against the wall 
underneath the clock - apparently indifferent to the pres- 
ence of a conductor not more than ten feet in front of him. 
Lost in reverie, as if the minutes held no sway over him, 
Pouterby waited until the conductor turned his head before 
clearing the nearest sawhorse onto the platform. 
Six parallel tracks filled the space beneath the hanging 
arch, but only one was occupied - and that by an engine 
and seven, trembling in place as three mechanics stood 
forlornly by, scratching their heads and coughing a great 
deal. In the distance, Mr. Pouterby could make out a single 
beam of white light; glancing hurriedly at his watch- 
grinder, he estimated there were but ten minutes to elapse 
before the ''4:'45' from Bristol arrived. As he edged along 
the chipped black railing that separated him from the 
tracks, he overheard the stationmaster in serious consult- 
ation with a black porter, who was idly slapping his right 
thigh with a rolled-up edition of the Chatty Sentinel 
"I don't mind stating, Munns - for the record- that 
I don't like any of this recent business," the stationmaster 
remarked grimly, glaring over at the mechanics. "And 
where this ... this affair interferes with our lines, I like it 
even less. Imagine! The gall; the sneaking surreptitious gall 
... " - but the rest of the sentence was lost in the shrieking 
whistle of the disabled engine. 
"Syrup-dishes?" Munns mused, as he shook his perspir- 
ing head slowly. "Why, yes sir - but I don't know about 
that. Greenstreen 's rather partial on the 'Change ... " 
Here, Munns' monologue was interrupted by the early 
arrival of the '442' from Haymoutb. By the time the 
hopeless grinding of iron upon steel had subsided, the 
stationmaster had resumed speaking. 
"Exactly, Munns! Greenstreen's nothing but an aspir- 
ing politician - a common, thieving blackguard; but be will 
not stash ... " 
The remaining conversation dissolved in a hasty mud- 
dle with the merging babble of the disembarking commut- 
ers. All that poor Mr. Pouterby was able to salvage from 
this assembly of disjointed phrases was the transformation 
of the command, "Call Morantz!", into the meaningful 
word 'cormorants.' Hearing this proved almost too much 
for him, as he drifted further down the platform. 
"The black walnut sash - in a spy ring!" Mr. Pouterby 
exclaimed. "And those blessed birds - now I know the 
bonnet's on the other micklethorpe." 
One false slip - one impetuous move that might betray 
overanxiousness - all this Mr. Pouterby strived to avoid as 
he staked his claim along the platform, his none-too-agile 
frame darting in between the black, cast-iron buttresses 
until he had maneuvered himself into the best position to 
observe the Bristol line as it arrived. As he checked an old 
train schedule against the precision ticking of his watch- 
But for all the talk, none of the governments did 
anything. They had plenty to worry about, what with 
citizens all over the map being yanked skyward. Even the 
Vice President of the United States disappeared, from a 
fund-raising dinner in Topeka. Not that anyone noticed for 
a couple of days. 
In Cleveland, Mrs. Agnes Harker screamed when her 
baby -linle Alice- shot up out of her crib. A minute or 
two later, Mrs. Harker's neighbor, much puzzled, brought 
Alice back home, explaining that the little girl had come 
flying down and landed unhurt in a flower bed, complain- 
ing loudly that she wanted her bottle. 
A lot of people agreed completely with little Alice's 
complaint. 
In Seattle, Bud McGregor hit the ceiling -literally- and 
then dropped back to the floor. A fellow at the next table 
complained bitterly that Bud had dropped his slab of 
anchovy pizza into the fellow's girlfriend's hair, but Bud 
was too goggle-brained to pay much attention. He said it 
felt like something had just grabbed and pulled. He said he 
didn't know why it let go of him. He said he was glad, 
though, pizza or not. 
Outside of Rugby, North Dakota, Al Krueger's dog 
quit snuffling around in the brush and flew into the air. Al 
stood looking with what even he would have admitted was 
an idiot's expression. A minute later his expression got even 
more idiotic when the dog came floating gently down out 
of the sky to land amidships of his master. 
Back in Chicago, Marv Allan paid a gypsy lady fifty 
bucks to guarantee that his wife would be one of the ones 
who disappeared. (His wife didn't, but his girlfriend van- 
ished right after she giggled and took one of the bonbons 
that Marv had brought her.) Rev. Teddy Ray Hotchkiss 
proclaimed on The Wednesday Gospel Hour that the 
disappearances were God's wrath manifesting itself, and 
that the world needed both to repent and to find enough 
righteous men to save it from the fire. The next week he 
admitted that he had been mistaken and that the disappear- 
ance of his wife had shown him that the vanishings were a 
drawn-out manifestation of the Rapture which had been 
foretold in Revelation. The next week he didn't say any- 
thing, because he had followed his wife to wherever she had 
gone, shooting up before the astonished eyes of the Church 
Ladies' Picnic Supper in Firesteel Park. 
People ascribed the disappearances to everything from 
sunspots to flying saucers, from God to goblins, from 
magnetism to communism, from Demons to Democrats. 
Scientists talked cautiously about hormones, mystics 
talked mystically about vibrations, preachers talked 
awesomely about revelations, people talked in every way 
about everything. (The National Enquirer noted peevishly 
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What Buck Kilgore found himself confronting in 
Comisky Park was, it turned out, pretty much what people 
all over the world were facing · and not just in the vicinity 
of losing teams, either. People watching TV, people in bed, 
people at the zoo, people at the movies, people in bars and 
stores and restaurants and gas stations. People everywhere, 
ordinary people who suddenly went flying up out of sight. 
The State Department said it was a Russian secret 
weapon and warned the Kremlin to stop at once or face 
severe reprisals. But the Soviet government accused the 
capitalist warmongers of issuing those accusations as a 
smoke screen and warned the U.S. that if it continued to 
harass and victimize innocent comrades, the People would 
be forced to retaliate. 
Beijing charged that the Revisionist clique in Moscow 
had aligned itself with the only-slightly-more-capitalistic 
dogs of Washington in a plot against the solidarity of the 
People's Democratic Republic of China. 
Apparently the first one was in Chicago. Homer 
Fredericks was sining in the bleachers eating popcorn and 
watching the Sox blow a four run lead over the Tigers when 
he suddenly shot up into the sky and disappeared. 
The security guards at Comisky weren't much im- 
pressed with Charlie Harmon's story about how his buddy 
had just Whoosh flew up into the air officer honest, since 
Charlie had obviously celebrated the fifth inning Sox rally 
with a few cans of hops. But within fifteen minutes it was 
clear even to those cynical guards that something really was 
going on. Wide eyed -and occasionally even sober- fans 
were pouring into security offices all over the park bab- 
bling about friends or bleachermates who had just disap- 
peared, just disappeared officer honest. 
"Honest to God, sir, he just takes a big old bite of hot 
dog and all of a sudden he's flying up past my ear. Spilled 
my beer, he did. Honest.• 
"Went sailing up, just sailing up into the damn sky. 
He's-he's-gone! • 
The Chief of Security -his name was J.R. "Buck" Kil- 
gore, if it matters- was blinking rapidly, trying to make 
sense out of the senseless. It took him only a second to 
realize that the noise from the stadium was not the usual 
roar of excitement or disappointment (or disgust at the 
shortstop). It sounded like panic. 
And panic it was. The tunnels were full of fans running 
in terror and confusion to get out of the stadium where 
their friends were disappearing into the sky. At any other 
time it would have been nice to have people leaving for 
some reason other than Sox fielding or pitching, but this 
time Buck Kilgore was too busy being frantic on the phone 
to think about baseball. 
by Victor Bobb 
ANEW ANGLE 
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Suddenly, I awake to a light, like a sun, filtering through 
the mist above. 
Instinctively, I collect my things, don my armor, and 
buckle my sword. 
I am denied sleep in this godforsaken land, as I lie awake 
staring into the blackness around me. 
Unwilled, I dream. 
Who took them? 
Where did they go? 
Was it heaven? 
Will I go there too when I die? 
On the verge of tears, I turn and try to banish such 
thoughts from my mind, but I still wonder, is there a God? 
and over, and over, but to no avail. 
Disgusted, I resign myself to sit in the darkness, and wait 
for the night to pass. 
As evening sets, I make camp on the muddy plain. 
The damp brush I fight against as I strike my flint over, 
There are but a few of us left alive. 
We stand anxiously on the crimson stained battlefield, 
waiting for the inevitable. 
The cold hilt of a bloody sword rests in my hand, as I 
turn to face my companions. 
Sadly I look upon the fallen corpses of my friends, their 
glassy eyes peering endlessly into the ebon mist above. 
Slowly, as I stare in horror, their bodies rise from the 
ground, and float into the air! 
Who must be doing this? 
Still they rise, and I am unable to stop them. 
Gods, no, please! Bring them back, I shout in a hoarse 
voice. 
But no one listens. 
My friends are gone. 
LEADING ROLES 
by Daniel Jenner 
Hux Purvis popped the tab on another Bud and 
belched. Andy Kruef tipped his own bottle back and let 
gravity do the work on the last four ounces of his beer. The 
piny solitude of Lake Simpson was broken only by the 
lapping of the water against their rowboat, the sussurance 
of the wind in the trees, and the braying honk of their 
transistor radio. 
"I wanna know what good does it do they keep talking 
about disappearances if they can't do nothing about it," 
Hux complained, jigging his worm indolently. "What do 
you think all this disappearance stuff is?" In the three 
months since the snatchings had begun, neither of the men 
had been sober enough to have shared in the general 
consternation. 
"Spacemen," Andy said owlishly. "It's them spacemen 
using space magic on us." He was galvanized for an instant 
as his bobber jerked, but the catch was barely five inches 
long. "Dammit." He tossed the little fish back, then bent 
to capture one of the cans of beer rolling about in the 
bottom of the boat. 
"Heyl Where'd this one come from?" he said. "We're 
not drinking Miller." He picked up the odd can of beer. 
Hux Purvis sat open-mouthed for a long time, staring 
up into the point in the sky where he had last seen his 
buddy. 
skyward after taking a healthy bite out of a candy bar he 
had pulled from the machine in the laboratory lounge, and 
that was the end of the Nason Theory. 
that they had scooped this story tw~nty years earlier, and 
ran a cover story revealing that Elvis had commurucated 
from beyond the grave, explaining that the disappearances 
were proof that he had been ~athered by an ~rat~rrestri.al.) 
NASA and the Air Force said there weren t any inexplica- 
ble or unexplained radar sightings, the National Weather 
Service said things were normal, and the White Sox kept 
losing (without, by the way, their center fielder, who had 
disappeared like pennant hopes on the road trip to Boston). 
Cults professing to be able to explain (or to avoid) the 
phenomenon sprang up all over, but it was not noticed that 
the cults showed any lower incidence of surprising depar- 
tures than the rest of the population. 
May shaded into June and June into July. From pole to 
pole, from Terre Haute to Vladivostok, from Darwin .to 
Reykjavik people flew away, usually never to be seen again. 
Children under four frequently reappeared, however, 
sometimes miles from their point of abrupt departure. 
Willie Valdez, the flyweight contender, disappeared from 
his locker room during his champagne celebration after he 
knocked out Djinja Bey, but two minutes later Willie was 
back, half a mile away, with a headache and a puzzled 
expression. He said he felt like he bad gone fifteen rounds 
with a nasty heavyweight, but he didn't have any idea what 
had happened. 
A lot of people shared Willie Valdez's feeling- and then 
slid imperceptibly into sharing little Alice's. 
A researcher in Idaho thought he had discovered that 
every reported disappearance had occurred when the vic- 
tim was either eating or drinking, but he himself shot 
Amazingly, I am suddenly lifted off the ground. 
My body becomes weightless, and I begin to float. 
Slowly, I travel upwards, as if lifted by some mysterious 
hand, guiding me into the afterlife. 
The beast, its body is being lifted with me also! 
I watch it for awhile, until it disappears from sight. 
Silently, I turn my head to view my ascent. 
I float over a giant plain, and suddenly, as I watch, the 
ground fades from underneath me, and I realize it isn't 
ground at all. 
The tall oaks, pines, and spruces become simple lines 
on a grey lined background. 
The grass, the soft earth, it disappears also! 
What is happening?, I scream. 
But no one hears me. 
I find I cannot control my limbs, and my body begins 
Help me, I gurgle. 
Please, don't leave me here, with this creature. 
You helped my friends, now help me. 
But all I can do is think. 
The beast lies dead, slain by my final stroke. 
My sword rests embedded in its skull, standing upright, 
like a cynical testament to its power. 
I however, lie only wounded, mortally. 
Our blood, its green, mine crimson, mingles in chaotic 
patterns on the hard earth. 
My body, bones broken, muscles and tendons slashed, 
skin torn, remains but a husk for my soul. 
My corpse wishes to die, but my heart refuses. 
Not yet. 
Not until my quest is answered. 
I draw the strength needed for a final gasp. 
TAKE ME NOW, LIKE MY FRIENDS, I shout. 
You owe me that much, I croak. 
The blood drips, slowly, from my open mouth. 
Gods, what a vicious beast I have met! 
I strike it over and over, yet it refuses to fall. 
Around me, I hear distant rumbling and crashing. 
Several times, I have sunk my steel sword into its form 
to the hilt, just to receive a taloned hand across my body. 
Like dozens of boulders crashing about me. 
Blood seeps freely from both our bodies now, but I 
refuse to give up. 
They continue as I fight, like a morbid escort to the 
grave. 
I will fight to the end, I will! 
Quickly, it rushes forward, and I raise my sword to do 
battle. 
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I can see it now. 
Its scaled body, ivory horns, taloned hands, lizard tail. 
Even as it screams its death cry, I do not fear it. 
I have been waiting for several hours now, in the fading 
light of the amber sun. 
When I first heard its cry, I feared for my life. 
But now, I despise it. 
I know it will come for me, and it is my duty to kill or 
be killed. 
For to do so will mean the culmination of my destiny. 
Ask not how I know, it might be from above, or just a 
feeling. 
Then come beast, and meet my cold steel. 
With a grin, I grip my sword, and wait. 
Abruptly, something startles me. 
My head snaps up, and I gaze around in wonder as the 
grayish mist is slowly dispelled, becoming replaced, stroke 
by stroke it seems, by a great wide blue sky. 
The ground I stand upon suddenly hardens, and on the 
once barren plain, sprouts expanses of grass, which grows 
up, and up. 
As I continue to stare in wonder about me, limbs, then 
bark, then bright emerald leaves appear about me, as if 
drawn in by some deity's hand. 
Rich, luscious trees sprout up from the ground. 
My thin lips widen in glee as I gaze up, and up at the 
tall oaks, thin spruces, and fragrant pines. 
I stare, while the words to express such feelings escape 
me. 
Yet my mind wanders. 
I realize now my purpose, my destiny. 
To find the God, to determine who or what is the 
higher being. 
All this wonder, beauty, its origin must be heavenly. 
My quest assigned, I rise and walk once more. 
For many hours I walk, my steps unbidden, my mind 
focused on the empty mist which seems to eternally sur- 
round me. 
My thick, leather boots sinking into the muddy plain 
around me are the only sounds in this dead place. 
I know not how I stay sane in this land, for the only 
distractions are the occasional cool breeze, misplaced step, 
or stray thought. 
My mind seems focused on a single goal, which remains 
to me, a mystery. 
For several moments, I stare off into the grayness, not 
knowing where to head, but knowing all directions will 
lead me to the same destiny. 
Slowly, I trod off into the mist. 
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chaos where I last beheld you. Indeed, here you sit alone in 
an empty inn, or what appears to be an inn, with not even 
the keeper to be seen." 
Ishaq laughed then. "Ah, Jibril," he said, "you have not 
changed. The inn is not empty, but the public room is, 
because it has closed for the night. The keeper is quite 
visible, if you had the wit to know it, for you are looking 
at him in my person. And as for my escape from chaos, that 
is a much longer tale." 
Jibril stepped forward again, and touched his friend on 
the cheek, as if to be certain his flesh was warm and not hard 
and cold. "Well, Ishaq Sidi Sifyan," he said finally, "this may 
be a greater magic than if you had risen from the dead, that 
you are now an innkeeper. I shall require to hear this tale 
of how Ishaq Sidi Sifyan, the great warrior, squeezed him- 
self into the person of an innkeeper. And I must also wonder 
what became of the eternal brotherhood we vowed, our 
pact to die together in battle and lounge forever in the two 
gardens of paradise. Ah, Ishaq, have you forgonen those 
heavenly houris? Not," he added thoughtfully, "that there 
has been lack of earthly houris for us to share." 
"Each man must walk the road he sees before him, and 
mine has been as twisting as any," answered Ishaq obliquely. 
"But come," he said, pushing Jibril toward a cushion, "if I 
am an innkeeper, I am a poor one. Sit. Let me heat some 
tea. Do you need food? Then we shall exchange stories, 
until dawn, if need be." 
Ishaq was not serious in assessing himself as a poor 
innkeeper. The appointments of the public room, in which 
Jibril now reclined on soft pillows, attested to the profitable 
state of the inn. In short order, using the same economy of 
movement that had once made him a great swordsman, 
Ishaq produced a tray with steaming cups of sweet mint tea, 
and bowls of figs, honey-cured dates, and nut-meats in a 
savory sauce. This done, Ishaq stepped through an inner 
Jebril al-Dhimma spat twice, then tightened his grip on 
the reins, causing his tired horse to sidle in the empty 
narrow street. It was nearing the quiet and precious end of 
the day, called the Sigh of the Lord, which J ebril treasured 
as well as any man, but he treasured it most from the 
perspective of warm cushions by the fire in a good inn. 
At last, in the fading light, he saw a sign hanging ahead, 
rocking back and forth in the rising Night Wind which was 
now slipping in from the desert. In neat letters the sign 
proclaimed, "The Inn of Unexpected Blessings." 
Jebril dismounted, tied his horse to an iron ring affixed 
to the adobe wall, and pushed open the inn's door. He was 
a tall and powerful man, wrapped in the robes of the deep 
desert. A long scimitar dangled at his side, showing the stains 
and marks of frequent use. 
Now he faced a darkened room. After a moment he was 
just able to discern another man reclining on pillows before 
a brazier. This man was looking at Jebril intently, a kif-pipe 
in his hand. Jebril stepped into the room, and noted that it 
was otherwise empty. Now he stared hard at the man, 
because there was something familiar about him. Suddenly, 
Jebril recoiled in surprise. He unwrapped his face cloth and 
leaned forward. 
"Ishaq Sidi Sifyan, is it truly you?" he said in wonder. 
"Yes, it is I," said the man, rising. "Greetings, Jibril al- 
Dhimma. Even in your robes I could not have missed you. 
How have you been?" He grippedJibril's arm. The two men 
were of a height, but Ishaq was thin and wiry, Jibril thick 
and muscular. 
"It is not I whose health is in question," said Jibril. "I 
had assumed you were dead." Suddenly Jibril extracted his 
arm and stepped back again. "But perhaps you are," he said, 
his hand falling to the pommel of his sword. "It occurs to 
me that a djinn could easily have taken your form in the 
by Richard Goldstein 
lHERUBY 
Within my padded coffin, I weep. 
But no one hears me. 
m. 
The faint glimmer of light is almost gone. 
Suddenly, like a booming thunder, the voices from 
beyond speak. 
Good session 8J'YS· Stt you nea Wttk. 
No! 
I trusted you, I put my faith, my hope in you, and you 
betrayed me. 
With a sharp crack, the light is gone. 
Like the lid of some giant box being closed, I am sealed 
to descend to a large, rectangular brown object. 
Confused, I cannot make it out, but I see other figures 
inside it, as if caged. 
Just as I am placed carefully into my soft white cell, I 
catch a glimpse of my friends. 
They are alive! 
Over here!, I yell. 
But they do not respond. 
Their pale bodies appear rigid, frozen in their lifelike 
positions. 
I try to call out to them, but no one hears me. 
Slowly, darkness begins to close in, as the sky 1S 
changed, from brightness to black. 
whistling like the angel of death over my head. Perceiving 
the preserving hand of Yaweh pointing the way for me, 
even as He does for the Prophets, I forced myself between 
two bars of this grating. 
There was a brief fall in total darkness, during which I 
had ample opportunity to meditate on my sins, and then I 
splashed into a pool of sewage. Royal, no doubt, but still 
sewage. My foes, raging like fiends, were prevented from 
following, though they richly deserved it, because, being 
huge, they could not fit through the spaces of the grating. 
They did attempt to fire arrows between the bars, however, 
so I perforce waded through the royal excrement deeper 
into the sewer. The pipe was just of sufficient diameter to 
allow me to walk upright with bowed head. 
Soon I noted that I was traveling slightly uphill, against 
the general flow, which suggested that I might be progress- 
ing further into the hareem. So now my plan, to the extent 
that my nose allowed me to have one, was to emerge from 
another grating deep within the enemy's stronghold, hope-- 
fully into a more healthful climate. After what seemed like 
an eternity of hellish wading, but which was in reality only 
a few moments, I saw a ring of light above me. As I 
approached, I realized this was a royal privy seat viewed 
from beneath. Odd as this view was, for me it represented 
escape from this olfactory perdition, so, in retrograde 
fashion, out of the privy I clambered. In the light, I was a 
sorry vision, drenched as I was in foulness, and I was in an 
even sorrier state of mind, likewise drenched in a black rage 
the like of which I have never known. 
I was in a royal lavatory, with walls covered in tiles of 
soothing blue and green, but I was not to be soothed. I 
stamped like a snarling beast out of the lavatory and found 
myself in a garden. Above the palace walls around me I 
could see great towers of smoke, signifying, I knew, our 
impending victory. I could also hear the quavering of our 
battle shawms, and on top of my rage I was seized with a 
monstrous exultation. 
Hordes of palace folk were pouring past me, and now 
I took my sword with a firm hand and began to slash my 
way through them. In moments I was drenched again, this 
time with blood. A veritable blood-fever gripped me. I cut 
and hacked and slaughtered and bashed until my arm fairly 
burned. None opposed me, but all fell before me as grain 
before the scythe. 
Eventually, my whirling sword bit only air. Dazed, I 
looked about me and saw that I had penetrated to an inner 
apartment. The opulence of the decor suggested that I was 
in the quarters of the royal family. I wandered through 
several rooms, each more luxurious than the last, crammed 
as they were with carven screens, and heaped rugs, and 
ornate appliances of silver and gold. But all appeared to be 
empty of human presence. Suddenly I heard a sound behind 
me. I whirled, my sword ready, and caught sight of move- 
ment behind a tapestry. I wrenched the cloth aside, fearless, 
still with the blood-madness upon me. 
As the tapestry fell away, my eyes beheld a young 
woman wrapped only in a silk shift. Was this the caliph's 
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We last spoke, I remember {said Ishaq), during the last 
night of the beseigement of Ayn al-Baqar. Then I left you 
in the darkness at the Hour of the Jackal, and I entered 
secretly and alone the city of our enemy, or rather the 
enemy of our erstwhile employer, the Caliph Abd al-Malik 
ibn Marwan. By dawn, as instructed, I was hidden near the 
western gates, among, as it happened, a profusion of oil jars. 
When the first golden rays of sun fell into the streets I 
leaped forth and slaughtered a large number of these jars. 
The gate garrison responded promptly to the disturbance, 
and I was soon treated to the sight of them slipping about 
on the oily ground like boys in mud. While they were so 
occupied, I ran over and threw the gates open, and our 
mounted troops poured in, as planned, and the chaos of 
which you speak rapidly manifested. 
As the battle proceeded, I found myself in that contin- 
gent which stormed the caliph's palace. We were denied the 
use of camel or horse by the narrowness of the confines, 
and so the fighting was especially vicious. As we attempted 
to force entrance to the hareem itself, my squad became 
enmeshed in the tortuous passageways which guarded the 
inner courts, and I was separated from the others. In a 
moment I found myself backed up against a wall facing 
three or four, or perhaps fifty, giant eunuch guards, who 
seemed to blame me for the loss of their nether parts. I was 
certain I was about to become a cherished ancestor, though 
cherished by whom was by no means clear. I began to 
murmur the death prayer. 
At that moment, however, instead of immediately dy- 
ing, I caught my foot on the edge of a sewer grating and 
sprawled headlong on the pavement, a eunuch's scimitar 
door, where a clap brought a servant. The servant was 
dispatched to see to Jebril's horse. 
Ishaq returned to the main room, seated himself, and 
the two men ate and drank briefly in silence, their untold 
stories lying between them like hunting dogs waiting to be 
unleashed. At last Jibril sat back, belched, and picked some 
date from between his teeth. "Very well," he said. "I 
concede that you are not a djinn, since it is well known that 
djinns do not eat in the presence of living men. But then 
how is it that you are alive, and the proprietor of such an 
inn, thrice blessed by the bounty of the Lord?" 
Ishaq sat forward, stirred the fire with what appeared 
to be a spear-head. The flames leaped up like warriors 
whose camp has been disturbed, and the light threw Ishaq's 
angular features into relief. Ishaq plucked a coal from the 
brazier with small silver tongs, then sat back again into 
shadow, and his voice came out of the darkness. Jibril 
shivered, in spite of the warmth of the fire. 
"How many years has it been, old friend?" asked Ishaq, 
lighting his kif-pipe with the coal. "Ten? Fifteen? Since the 
Battle of Ayn al-Baqar. Mine is a strange story, no doubt. 
And since you have asked to hear it three times now, I will 
disregard my duties as host, and speak first." Ishaq settled 
back into the pillows, passed his pipe to Jebril, and began 
his tale, his voice spinning up like smoke .... 
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blood, and as her hands relaxed in death they let fall a blood- 
red ruby the size of a fig, strung on a rope of perfect pearls. 
I swept up the ruby in an instant, and looked about me 
suspiciously. I did not know then whether the girl was 
attempting to steal the ruby in the confusion of the attack, 
or had been assigned to carry it to safety. But I did know 
that the ruby was a sultan's ransom, and that if I kept it my 
life would be forever altered. But if it were seen, our master, 
the Caliph Abd al-Malik ibn Marwan, would quite prop- 
erly wrest it from me as part of his legitimate royal plunder. 
Therefore, I conceived a plan to defect with the ruby. 
First, I concealed the ruby on its 
pearl rope under my robes. Then I 
made my way back to the garden. Al- 
though I kept my sword ready, the 
palace grounds now appeared to be 
deserted. Dead bodies, hacked to 
pieces, littered the exquisite tiled 
floors, the product of my former mad- 
ness. But my killing fever had de- 
parted, replaced by an equally dark 
cupidity. My mind was now filled 
with visions of the riches and power 
with which the ruby would provide 
me. Even political ascension was not 
beyond the reach of one so endowed 
as I would be. 
My route to this splendor, how- 
ever, lay along a curious path. And so 
blindly fixed was I on the convolu- 
tions of my greed that the grotesque 
spectacle I presented was lost on me. 
Thus, ·in my ragged robes dripping 
with blood and filth, I climbed back 
down through the caliph's privy hole, 
as if it were the road to glory. 
I made my way through the dark- 
ness of the sewer, far beyond the city 
walls, and emerged through a rusted 
grating into a dry wadi in the white 
light of afternoon. I was parched with 
thirst, and sickened from the sewage- 
laden air I had been breathing. Yet it 
remained for me to stumble hours 
more through the steel-hard desert, un- 
til at last in the cool of the Sigh of the 
Lord I came to a deserted spring. There 
I stripped, and flung my noxious gar- 
ment into the bushes, and bathed, and 
slaked my vicious thirst. The ruby I 
lay on a rock above me, where it 
caught the last light of day and glowed 
like a drop of the blood of Cain. 
Then I hung the ruby around my 
neck and slept in exhaustion, naked as 
I was, in the mud by the pool's edge. 
Later, I was awakened by a herd of 
goats coming to the water. I rose up 
daughter? Perhaps his youngest wife? My gaze traveled up 
her slim white body, until it came to her wrists, crossed in 
front of her throat as she cowered before my upraised 
sword. On her wrists were brass bracelets, showing her to 
be a mere servant. My gaze went higher, and took note of 
her plain, even homely, face. I realized this was some coarse 
waiting girl from the hareem! Thoughts of rape, of plun- 
dering the virginity of the caliph's beautiful daughter, 
departed from me, leaving behind the smouldering rage of 
battle. So I struck down with my sword, cleaving the girl 
from crown to breast. She crumpled at my feet in a gout of 
from tea, but not a whit richer in negotiable wealth. It was 
at this point that I was forcefully reminded of another 
aspect of the banking profession. While relieving my blad- 
der in an alleyway I was set upon by assassins intending to 
murder me and take my ruby, and I recognised one of them 
as the chief assistant from the last money-changer's shop. I 
killed this gentleman, of course, but was forced to flee from 
the others. Fortunately, I was able to find again that 
blacksmith's shop, with its ready rubble pile. 
Clearly, this could not go on. I was stymied by a surfeit 
of riches. In desperation, I consulted my innkeeper, since 
Jews and innkeepers are both well known for both sagacity 
and confidentiality. Where, I wondered, could an honest 
man safely conduct some quiet business, possibly involving 
the exchange of substantial sums of gold, yet not attract 
either the authorities or thieves. Someplace, in other 
words, both pecunious and circumspect. 
His response, I suppose, might have been predicted by 
one more urbane than I, but, at any rate, I presented myself 
the following evening at the most infamous brothel in 
Shemot al-Haykal. This was the establishment of the fa- 
mous Milakh Mubaraka Bat Qol. I was again replendent, 
dressed in my remaining set of new robes. The building 
itself was unpretentious from the outside, but opened up 
into a series of unsuspected halls and gardens and chambers, 
as I discovered when I followed the eunuch guard, and my 
last pearl, into this dwelling of earthly delights. Soon I was 
reclining on silken pillows and sipping araq that was like 
distilled sunlight. By the glow of crystal lamps a tiny girl 
removed my sandals, washed my feet in rose water, and 
anointed them with oil. A hidden ensemble of kanun and 
nai and riqq played softly. 
Ah, thought I, this is the fitting prelude to a life of 
idleness and indulgence. 
Next, a succession of gorgeous women, veiled, but 
wearing transparent robes, danced before me, each present- 
ing herself in turn for my approval. They were like gazelles, 
like doves, like peach trees in bloom, like sunlight off a lake 
of clear water. But I shook my head time after time, though 
my loins, unseen, were nodding enthusiastically. 
At last I seemed to exhaust the supply of gazelles and 
doves and peach trees. There was a pause. Then a delicate 
whisper of cool air touched my fevered brow, a murmur 
of dulcet chimes touched my ears. There was a sparkle in 
the air, and the perfume of apricots. I glanced up and before 
me stood a tall woman, wrapped in veils that were not so 
much transparent as translucent, and the light that illumi- 
nated them seemed to come from within. Her body was 
thus mysteriously suggested, like fish moving beneath a 
surface reflection of sky and trees. Her hair was unbound 
and cascaded in waves the color of raven's wings. Her face 
was bare, I think, but could not be seen clearly for the 
hypnotizing brilliance of her dark eyes. 
"So," she said, in a voice that seemed to me like a leaf 
alighting on a pool. "Oh, beloved guest, how is it that not 
one of these nightingales who have placed their hearts at 
your feet pleases you?" 
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with my sword and, without thought or hesitation, slaugh- 
tered the goatherd for his poor robe. His last moment must 
have been one of sublime terror, as he was confronted by 
this naked apparition, the biggest ruby in the world about 
its neck, and a great scimitar in its hand. 
At any rate, now clothed, I made my painful way to the 
trade city of Shemot al-Haykal, walking without pause 
through the night. I was pulled onward by dreams of 
wealth and ease, feeling the ruby heavy around my neck 
under the coarse robe. And I felt an urgency, as well, 
knowing that I must dispose of the ruby and convert it to 
more negotiable gold coin, before I was caught with it by 
the forces from which I had defected. 
When I arrived in Shemot al-Haykal, my urgency, 
greed, and exhaustion all conspired to nearly undo me. 
Instead of taking a circumspect approach, I barged directly 
into the first establishment I saw on the Street of Money 
Changers. Barefoot, in my ragged goatherd's robe, covered 
with desert dust, I threw my ruby onto the counter and 
demanded riches on the spot. A moment later I was dodg- 
ing guardsmen down a succession of alleys. I escaped them 
finally by hiding in a pile of rubble, behind a blacksmith's 
shop. 
It now penetrated through the fog of my greed that 
looking as I did I could not allow so much as a glimpse of 
the ruby, unless I wished to be mistaken for a thief. That I 
was, in fact, a thief did not enter into my calculations. In a 
fit of cunning, I saw that I would have to appear as someone 
who could be expected to own such a jewel, thus re-enact- 
ing that fundamental law of civilized society, whereby to 
obtain wealth you must already have it. 
Therefore I removed a number of pearls from the rope 
that suspended the ruby, and used these to purchase, in 
succession, a bath and barber, new clothes, food and drink, 
and rooms at a Hebrew inn frequented by wealthy mer- 
chants. 
The following day I re-approached the Street of Money 
Changers, now suitably equipped with the trappings of 
pre-existing wealth and a heart-rending story. At each 
establishment, I used additional pearls to bribe my way into 
the inner offices, posing as an unfortunate merchant from 
Sham, whose caravan had been waylayed by bandits, and 
who had thus lost all. Except, I would then hasten to add, 
a fine ruby and pearl-rope, which had been concealed on 
my person when I alone escaped. This story, and the ruby, 
met with considerable enthusiasm among the money- 
changers, who suggested in commiseration that the bandits 
were probably thugs in the employ of the nefarious Caliph 
Abd al-Malik ibn Marwan. This brute, it seemed, had just 
sacked nearby Ayn al-Baqar, may he be food for swine. 
So they plied me with chilled tea and rich tidbits in 
profusion, but the long and short of it was that not one 
establishment in town had on hand in gold the tenth part 
of the value of my ruby. I could not settle for this, as it 
would seem grossly out of character. They all wanted some 
days to raise the money, and these I did not have. 
By afternoon I was stuffed with tidbits and water-logged 
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I knew that I was undone. But nevertheless, as if by 
themselves, a thousand plausible stories flitted through my 
mind. By habit, I knew precisely where the doors were, and 
where my sword lay. Yet for some reason, not then clear 
to me, I did not act on these things, but let them go, as one 
lets go a bad dream in the morning. 
Then something heavy fell from me, as if it were armor, 
and I lay myself face down on the parquet floor before 
Milakh Mubaraka Bat Qol. "I was wrong," I said. "The-re 
were two gifts I came to give you. You have the one, and 
the other is my life. For I slew your daughter with my 
sword to obtain the ruby. Since then I have kept it by 
deception and murder. I intended to seduce you into buy- 
ing it from me for gold. But now, something about you 
goads me to repent of all, and to relinquish everything, even 
my self." 
"That," said Milakh Mubaraka, "is a gift which I can 
accept." And she reached down and pulled me up to my 
knees so that I faced her as she also kneeled. 
She leaned close. "This," she said in a whisper, "is a kiss 
of acceptance and friendship." And she kissed me on the 
lips, and I felt as though I were falling into honey, yet there 
was also a firmness and a dryness about it which made me 
think of childhood, that had seemed forever lost. 
When the kiss was done, Milakh Mubaraka pulled back, 
and said, "And because there is yet much to atone for, and 
because there is no forgiveness without wisdom, this is for 
retribution and renewal," and drew a silver dagger from her 
Ayn al- Baqar. I would know therefore how you came by 
it." 
"It is you I have awaited,• I said, in a voice that seemed 
to me like a frog landing in a ditch. "Not only this evening, 
but all my life." 
She descended onto a cushion then, and reclined at eye 
level with me. Now her face floated before me like a mirage, 
and it was as if her full lips and high cheeks and smooth 
brow contained every sad and lovely moment I had ever 
let slip through my hands. My strong arm seemed like a 
child's arm. 
"Myself?" she said. "Oh, beloved guest, how could I be 
for the likes of you? You must know that I am the consort 
of monarchs, and not a plaything of the merely rich or 
strong." She paused and ran her hand through her black 
hair, a dolphin plunging through a sea of night. "Do you 
not think," she continued, "that to embrace me might be 
like embracing the sun, or the fire of hell, and would burn 
you to your naked soul?" 
I bowed my head where I sat like a lump of meat on my 
silken cushions. I could feel my clever devices slipping from 
my grasp, like a sword-grip slick with sweat. "Yes, that is 
precisely what I believe," I said desperately. "Yet, having 
lived a life of violence, perhaps being burned to my naked 
soul by you is the kindest fate to which I might aspire." 
"Well," said she, "I know this of you already, and of 
your penchant for deception as well." 
At this, naturally, I started, and stared at her, but her 
bright level gaze never wavered. And as I stared, I could feel 
my resolve departing me, evaporating like water on the 
sands of the An Nafud. I seemed to forget who I was and 
what I wanted - from her, from the ruby, from this sad 
business we call life. 
At last, in confusion, I said to her, "I 
did not know it before now, but I am here 
for one reason only, and that is to present 
you with a gift, and then to leave with 
nothing." And with that I pulled the ruby 
from within my robe, and leaned forward 
and took her hand and placed the ruby in 
it. The touch of her skin was like the taste 
of ripe fruit. 
She held the ruby out before her where 
it caught the glow of the lamps, and it 
looked like dark would look if dark were 
light. 
"A fitting gift for the consort, not of 
monarchs, but of gods," she said, "if only 
it were yours to give." 
Now my heart began to hammer in my 
chest so that my voice shook. "How is it 
not," I said, "since here I am giving it to 
you?" 
She held the ruby against her breast, 
and her voice was like dead leaves. "It is not 
a month past," she said, "since I myself gave 
this same ruby, which is mine, to my 
daughter. My daughter who is living as a 
maidservant in the hareem of the Caliph of 
Ishaq fell silent and in the stillness the two men listened 
to the ticking of ash as the fire cooled. A cock crowed in 
the distance. 
Then Jibril sat up and stretched. "That is indeed a 
strange tale," he said, "and I must say it does little to reassure 
me. I cannot decide whether I would rather confront a 
djinn or a monstrous liar." 
Ishaq sat up as well. "You have always seen the world 
as either black or white, Jibril, and that is why you are such 
a fine warrior." 
"You must admit," said Jibril, "it has the sound more 
of a kif-dream than a true tale." 
•y ct it is true, for all of that," replied Ishaq. 
At that moment, an inner door opened and a woman 
stepped through, followed by a young boy. The woman 
was slim, dressed in a simple but well-made robe. She 
smiled at jibril, then passed into another room. The boy 
lingered for a moment, staring at Jibril's scimitar, which 
leaned against a wall. Then the boy too left the room, 
leaping through the door waving an invisible sword of his 
own. 
"My wife, Sarai, and my son, Hanif, • said Ishaq. 
"But this fantastic woman in your story," persisted 
Jibril with mounting excitement, "Milakh Mubaraka Bat 
Qol, who was she, then, if your story is true?" 
Ishaq looked over at Jibril. "But that is the whole point, 
jibril, • he said. "She was myself.• 
Sarai returned then, carrying a broom, and began to 
sweep the public room. Jibril looked closely at her, saw 
that she was indeed plain, even homely, but that she was 
composed and confident in her manner. He looked back at 
Ishaq and saw that he too was gazing at Sarai, but with a 
rapt expression on his face, as if he saw the greatest beauty 
in the world. 
And much later, as he rode away, Jibril felt confined 
and smothered within his desert robes, and his scimitar 
hanging at his side felt strangely heavy, and his inner eye 
was plagued by the image of a ruby the color of blood, and 
within the ruby the face of a woman, and on the woman's 
forehead a ruby, and within the ruby the face of a woman, 
and so on, forever. 
enveloped in choking dust, I said to her, "Now you are 
your own. This is something I owed you, though you did 
not know it. I will escort you anywhere in this world, 
Ashura or beyond, and then I will leave you, if you wish 
it ." 
"Where would I go?" she said sensibly. "I don't know 
anyone in Ashura. And what would I do, a lone woman? I 
would be a slave again as soon as you were out of sight. But 
I have grown to know you in these past days, your kindness 
and wisdom. If you will have me, I will be your woman, 
and go where you go.• 
And so it was. We used the remaining pearls to purchase 
this inn, and here we have lived since, by the sweat of our 
brow. 
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Whereupon there was a loud roaring, and the pain of 
the dagger in my throat became the dryness of thirst, and 
my one hand was raised and in it was a sword, and there 
was the cloth of a tapestry in my other hand, and before 
me cowered a young girl. Blood and sweat ran down my 
brow and stung my eyes and the smell of death and decay 
rose from my ragged robes. I was returned in that very 
instant to the sack of Ayn al-Baqar, and to the moment 
when the ruby of Milakh Mubaraka Bat Qol fell into my 
hands. 
But now I lowered my sword in wonder and shock, my 
heart in turmoil within me. The girl gazed at me in equal 
wonder, since she had expected to die in that moment. My 
gaze fell to her clenched hands and I saw that she held a 
rope of pearls, indeed, but with no ruby thereon. 
From without I could again hear the wailing of our 
battle shawms and I knew that our army had triumphed 
and the city and palace were ours. I also knew that this girl 
would be considered part of the plunder, would be raped, 
perhaps, and killed, or be sold into a less congenial servi- 
tude. So once again I contemplated defection with plunder 
that was not mine, yet now I would defect not to make it 
mine, but to save an innocent life. 
I gripped her shoulder. "Listen to me," I said. "If you 
want to live, and not be raped and murdered, you must do 
as I say. Do you understand?" 
She nodded. 
"You must follow me, no matter how bizarre the road 
may seem." 
She nodded again, and on the strength of that I led her 
out to the garden and into the lavatory. She turned pale 
when I began to climb down the privy, but not as pale as 
when she followed, and I caught her, standing knee-deep 
in sewage. In silence I led her through the sewer. This was 
a path I knew well since I was following it for the third 
time. She did not complain about the nature of our road, 
not then or ever. 
I will shorten the talc from here (said Ishaq), since no 
doubt you perceive where it tends. The girl's name, as it 
happened, was Sarai lo-Nashif, but I have come to call her 
Sarai al-Sekina. We emerged from the sewer in the same 
wadi as I had previously, walked to the same pool and 
bathed ourselves. We purchased a donkey and water-skins 
from some shepherds, using one of her pearls, and so made 
our way to Shemot al-Haykal. There we used additional 
pearls to buy clothes, and rooms at an inn, which was the 
same inn, but with a different keeper. I did not inquire 
regarding the brothel of Milakh Mubaraka for I knew there 
would be no such place. Likewise, I had learned that Sarai 
was only the daughter of poor farmers from Ashura, who 
had sold her as a child. We used another pearl to pay a smith 
to remove her brass bracelets, but I did not require.recourse 
to his rubble pile. Then I gave her back the remainder of 
the pearls. 
There in that teeming street, outside the smith's shop, 
veils and plunged it into my throat. 
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The young girls who played with blue ribbons on their 
rooftops wouldn't have cared about the second flood if it 
weren't for the fact that they couldn't draw hopscotch lines 
on the ocean. Sa.id one girl, "Why, the lines would just be 
washed further and further apart, and after a few hours you 
might have to jump two miles to the next square." But they 
busied themselves with their blue ribbons, which, a month 
after the flood, they had tied to themselves, to each other, 
A Cellar Invocation to the Great 
and Omnipotent Saucepan 
the roof of my mouth to be sure that I still exist partly for 
myself). 
Yes. It's all coming back to me now. The clouds were 
swinging across the moon like lanterns of mad lake-papyrus 
or frozen drifters of tumbleweed thoughts, and the moon 
cast shadows the size of whooping cranes up and down the 
quiet belltower. My hands were cold against the copper 
clapper. The rim of the bell was Irish rust, and inside its 
tempered brow were cold hieroglyphics in half-shadows 
and half-rhymes. I began swinging my feet in patterns to 
match the wood inlays far below on the floor; and the 
whooping crane shadows swooped and the copper clapper 
grew warm in my hands and the rim of the bell hummed 
as a voice in my stomach grumbled and then spoke. 
"Where are the needles and the knitting irons? Where 
are the gunny sacks and butterfly nets now that you have 
me as sure as a smile on your belly. Try and bend me over 
the blades now. Come and cut me close, beautiful Bellman! 
I command you to sling me over your oak tree in a 
J apaneese lantern. But wait, why don't you celebrate? Why 
aren't you breaking the bee-combs! Are those your arms I 
see trembling? Hold still, your fat rolls when you tremble. 
Am I mocking you? Don't whimper, it's very unbe- 
coming. Have you lost interest in me? Of course not, your 
ears gyrate when you're excited. 
I have a story. I have many stories I would like to tell 
you. Would you like to listen? Do you really have a choice? 
Should I pour you a drink first? No? Then relax your grip 
and hang still, your swinging legs distract me. 
As I've said, I have many more stories than you have 
options, and I intend to tell each one. This is an aviary, is 
it not? Then let my words fly around you amongst the birds 
in half-shadow and the hieroglyphics in half-rhyme. Let 
them gape at you like these shadow-puppets dripping down 
the broken beams and bellshah walls of this rusting Irish 
church in Greenwich 
Listen: 
I know the Buddha! Oh do I ever know the Buddha! I 
have slept over him, I have slept on top of him. I have licked 
the ringmoths off paper lanterns and bitten ripe mosquitoes 
from hanging scrolls of flypaper, waiting for him to appear. 
On how many nights have I whistled away whole concer- 
tos and bitten off whole toenails, hangnail by hangnail, 
waiting for him to materialize in my belly? And on how 
many nights have I coiled above my stomach, armed with 
butterfly nets and garden sheers, protractors and gunny 
sacks, just waiting for him to fold my belly into a grin so 
that I might pin him down and cage him once and for all? 
I know the Buddha! Oh do I ever know the Buddha! I 
know the smell of his booze: burnt ether with a twist of 
blood alcohol. I know the sound of bis breath when it 
pours over his teeth like green gin: surely it sounds of a 
straw jackal lost in so many spinning capes and cloaks and 
curtains and carpets whirling like dancing skirts. I know 
there are green sheets floating to and fro in his closet, doing 
impressions of second dynasty emperors. 
Oh do I ever know the Buddha! Not once have I met 
him, but God knows I've tried, and God knows he comes 
and goes through my stomach like green fog. And for 
someone so small he's certainly evasive. Certainly fleeting. 
Certainly and definitely ephemeral and temporal and alto- 
gether evanescent and transient. Oh yes he is! A terribly 
evasive apparition, you know he really is. 
Oh do I ever know the Buddha, and how I will fold my 
belly into a mad grin when I sprawl him under my needle 
or my knitting irons, my garden sheers or my fountain pen. 
And how I will stuff him into a gunny sack and sling him 
over the tallest branch of my oak tree. And I will have a 
brown-bagged J apaneese lantern of the highest sort 
drooped fat over the highest branch like a pregnant bee- 
hive. And there will be yeast in the air! And there will be 
cause for the breaking of bee-combs! 
But forgive me for not telling you of that night in the 
bellshah of a small church in Greenwich. Yes, it's all 
coming back to me now. He spoke to me that night. I was 
hanging on the clapper of a great bronze bell and my eyes 
were lost in the wood inlays of the floor (it's a hobby of 
mine, in case you were wondering, this hanging on bell 
clappers above bellshafts, When I was a child I would swing 
all day on the wind-chimes my sister hung above the 
cornfields. And when I'm far from a bell, I'll often hang on 
people's words and look down and deep and darkly into 
their mouth, and my eyes will lose themselves in the inlays 
of voic_e and intonation, so full of breath and green fog and 
footprmts and bottled spirits that I roll my tongue against 
The Buddha and the Bellman 
by Macgregor Card 
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But this story deals with the town where the young girls 
traded in their hopscotch shoes for blue ribbons to swing 
from chimney to chimney and tightrope across the height- 
ened expanse of the sea. 
You can imagine that all of the cooks in town were in 
a panic. Their steamers and broilers and fine cutlery were 
buried with the shellfish. They had no recipes for algae or 
seaweed or dog-hair kelp. They had no food and nothing 
to catch or cook it with; and each cook secretly missed his 
favorite wooden spoon or bent spatula or hanging spice- 
rack rich with a harvest of oregano and basil and thyme. 
When people panic, meetings are called. This needs no 
explanation. In fact, as was later discovered, no individual 
person actually called for the Conference of Concerned 
Cooks. The meeting called for itself, because that is what 
happens when people panic. 
It was on a Sunday afternoon when the call sounded 
out. The girls on the rooftops stopped playing with their 
blue ribbons. Grandparents forgot their chess games on the 
sundecks (people by this time had built sundecks extending 
from their attics with the wood from old furniture). The 
call went out like this: "Tombs of bottled titmice, vaults of 
salted betelnuts, a gyroscope eloped with the duchess of a 
jewelry box. Tombs of bottled titmice, vaults of salted 
betelnuts, a gyroscope eloped with the duchess of a jewelry 
box." 
The grandparents shook their heads and stared back at 
their black squares and white squares and wooden bishops 
and knights and pawns {for you know that grandparents 
just love games that put their tired hands in control), and 
the girls on the rooftops went back to cutting blue ribbons 
and to their chimneys. 
Those girls were the lucky ones however. Their houses 
had attics. Theirparents had the foresight to choose houses 
with attics. For no thought can take place in a house 
without an attic. Lying in bed, one's thoughts take shelter 
there after evaporating through the ceiling. An attic is a 
place for ravens to perch on molded books and stare 
through the knots in the ceiling planks at night; for a family 
to bury their grandparents, and for their grandparent's 
bones to kick over broken rocking chairs and sprout grass 
and thistles in the floorboard cracks. 
And that is why the flood, in Chile and Peru, in Nepal 
and Tibet, in North Dakota and a small woodmill in 
Ontario, could never rise above the strongholds of well- 
preserved attics. And it's a shame that the Taj Mahal had 
no attic (but what wonderful onion domes like falling 
Byzantian scarves). And it's a shame that neither the Mayan 
pyramids nor the buildings on Capitol Hill nor the sky- 
scrapers in Chicago's South Side had attics. Roads and 
railways were devoured within a minute. Boulder gardens 
and front porches were doomed in the next. After three 
minutes houses were ripped off foundations, and cellars 
were exposed and excavated by the flows and flurries in 
furious high tide transformation. 
But attics of the world unite! For everyone knows that 
when people emerged from their attics, they saw water all 
around them and the decapitated tops of houses floating all 
around them, and all around them attics rolling up and 
down on their hind planks and groaning when the tide 
slapped salt and spray up their pipings, a boulder garden of 
attics and ocean all around, as far as the eye could see. 
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Graham Alexander Bell was staring at the dot that was 
branded on his forehead, but try as he might, he could only 
make out the peripheral traces of his nose. "What we have 
here is a lack of vision beyond the periphery," he was told 
by the Young Acupuncturists. And maybe this was the 
reason he was trying to stare at the dot on his forehead, 
cuffed to a drafting table wearing only his boots and waiting 
for a few college-boys to sterilize their needles and pokers 
and cattle-prods. 
They had sharp teeth and sharp points and pricks and 
pokers and cattle-prods, but he lost the smell of their breath 
in the glaze of camphor and caustics and blood alcohol. 
And then he lost them altogether in the smell of a kitchen 
rag and ether, causing him to drown in the lap-coats and 
succumb to the toxins cluttered like paper-moths around 
the overhead lantern. 
The first boy was a tall boy with a tall lab-coat and green 
eyes. But as he thrust a needle into Graham Bell's throat, a 
jet of steam like froth from cold chowder soup sprayed 
from the puncture wound and cried, "Dae ye hear me 
speakin aboot masel'?" And the words distilled and sepa- 
rated and congregated again around the head-lantern like 
so many paper-moths. 
And the lab-coats were up in arms! And the steam had 
gone and stolen their words, so that all that remained to do 
was pierce him again. The second boy was a scarve boy. 
There were plaid scarves on his ankles and silk scarves in 
sequins tied to his sash, and scarve upon wool scarve upon 
cotton and rattler and wolf and bull skinned scarve and 
scarves draped like byzantian onion domes over his hat. In 
fact, one might peel him like an onion from his scarves and 
find a few rusting bones or eyeballs rolling down where his 
toes might have been, or maybe a gold watch and a finger- 
nail were decomposing in his face. 
The scarve-boy needled Graham Bell's palm as timidly 
as one might expect him to. And words sprang out from 
the puncture-mark, and the needle shot out and pinned a 
moth to the ceiling. The words cried, "If any of ye say 
anither word, I'll hav ye wishin he was fur fur awaee. 
Siddoon, siddoon and haud yer tongues." And the words 
distilled and separated and congregated again around the 
overhead lantern like so many screaming paper-moths. 
The scarve boy and the tall boy with green eyes and all 
of the lab-coats sprung at the cadaver, and they stuck in hot 
pins, and steam was spouting in rows across Graham's 
ribcage, and in hot springs on his knees and like so many 
Acupuncture 
sweat. Ignite yourself with the sulfur and the silverfish and 
serve us saucepan tales by cellar-light!" 
The girls who had tied their tongues together danced 
around the cooks with scissors and blue ribbon and the 
saucepan boomed and roared and kicked and sputtered and 
spoke out in scattered syllables, then sentences, and then 
strings of sentences as the first story boomed and roared 
from the smoke ... 
and tying their legs to iron posts and chimneys and other 
girls' arms. 
But the cooks in town tore off planks from their 
sundecks and paddled toward the call. And each one as- 
sumed that the other had made the call. And each one 
assumed that the other knew what it meant. That it, until 
they came to a tall stone attic rocking back and forth on its 
hind planks and groaning when the tide slapped salt and 
spray up its piping. 
They were obviously cooks because one man with eyes 
like spare buttons had a shrimptail dangling from his lower 
lip; and one man (with two eyes like blue kites wandering 
here and there) kept stirring the ocean with his forearms 
and tasting it every now and then, saying "It could use a 
little salt," or "I wish everyone would just stop moving 
about, this really must set for half an hour." 
"Tombs of bottled titmice, vaults of salted betelnuts, a 
gyroscope eloped with the duchess of a jewelry box ... " Each 
cook thought the other cook was making the an- 
nouncement, and each thought that the other knew what 
it meant. That is, until everyone had congregated inside. 
The attic was stone and empty, and the circle of cooks 
were disappointed until one man pushed a slab of granite 
off a trap door in the comer. And I will tell you now that 
of all the attics floating to and fro in the tide, this was the 
only one which had a cellar. And it was a cellar to be 
celebrated. And there was tomb after tomb of bottled 
titmice, and vault after vault of salted betelnuts. And there 
was a gyroscope whirling up and down the cellar, with a 
string of black pearls flying from its pole. And in the center 
of the floor of the one true cellar left in the world, in the 
center of the Circle Congregation of Concerned Cooks, 
there was a saucepan. 
The cook with eyes like spare buttons took charge (and 
he had swallowed the shrimp tail in his astonishment), 
"What is needed here is an invocation to the saucepan." 
And at once the cooks accepted that pan as their guru, and 
consecrated the cellar grounds with oregano and basil and 
thyme from a spice rack on the back wall. And the cooks 
all agreed, "What is needed here is an invocation to the great 
and omnipotent saucepan!" And young girls wrapped in 
blue ribbons appeared in the doorway and played games 
with scissors in the shadows of the cellar, and they lost their 
tongues and voices in the rafters of ribbon which bound 
them together, and the cooks stood up and saw the sauce- 
pan glowing in seasalt, and they raised their heads and 
opened their eyes like fine cutlery, and while they chanted 
shrimptails flew from their mouths and nostrils, and seas- 
nails stuck between their teeth, and they could feel the food 
of the ocean materialize in their mouths as they spit into 
the saucepan and chanted, "An invocation to the great and 
omnipotent cellar saucepan. Oh saucepan, muse of fine 
dining and mystical epicurean of the cellar, inspire us to 
sing of the sage and the seasalt. Bring us to the re-creation 
of cutlery with the steady hum of your rim and send spirits 
of lost liquors to our wives. Oh saucepan, cook for us the 
wheat fields and the rolling hills, the landscapes and 
cityscapes all under the cloud of burnt liquor and rolling 
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There 
in Alahiyi, 
woman, 
you are listening. 
I am of the Wolf Clan, 
the one destined for you. 
No one is ever lonely 
when with me. 
Let her put her soul 
in the center of my soul, 
never to tum away. 
I belong to the clan fated for you, 
when the seven clans were made. 
I am fated to be a light man, 
my face toward the Sun Land. 
No one is ever lonely 
when with me. 
I cannot become downcast. 
Covered with the eternal 
house of light, 
no one is ever lonely 
when with me. 
Your soul has come to the center 
of my soul. 
I embrace your soul. 
Your childhood was in 
Alahiyi. 
In Alahiyi you make your home, mysterious 
woman. 
Now you have come near to hear me. 
In Alahiyi is your home, light woman. 
No one is ever lonely 
when with you. 
0-you are beautiful! 
Instantly you have made me a light man. 
No one is ever lonely 
when with me. 
I will not be downcast; 
I will never be a blueman. 
You have brought down to me 
the road of light. 
In midearth you have placed me. 
I stand tall on mother earth. 
No one is ever lonely 
when with me. 
I am handsome for you. 
You have put me into the house of light. 
I will be there through life's journey. 
No one will ever 
be lonely when with me. 
You have caused this 
magic to happen! 
by David Sparenberg 
from a Cherokee love charm 
INALAHIYI 
I noo the Buddha! Ay, dae I iver noo the Buddha! I've 
slept miself abin and ablow him ... 
smoke-needles resurrected on his toes. And by the light of 
the kerosene, words shot from the pores of his skin like 
ripe mosquitoes, ·and then sentences condensed in the 
steam, and paragraphs encircled the lantern like a festival 
of moths screaming story upon story in the overhead. 
Listen to the first story, steaming from Graham's 
belly ... 
The Buddha and the Bellman 
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and snap like mimosa branches. I really feared she would 
dance away from me and ride the rapid air currents to hills 
where the sun lay waiting in darkest night for a sacrifice. 
She had never been far from this island, her native island, 
Ku-Arna, the best kept secret of the South Pacific. 
She was awed by the radio that I smuggled out of our 
barracks for her entertainment. I remember listening with 
her to speeches and songs from Tokyo, Singapore, Man- 
churia and other places far and wide that all belonged to 
the Asia for Asians movement headed by Japan. It was not 
the movement that interested her, but the radio that some- 
how carried voices everywhere under the sun. From her 
isolated isle, she had never seen anything like it before. Misa 
called it the box of wandering voices. 
She took me to the stream and sat still there for hours 
until the waters gurgled in a certain way over the rocks. 
"These are the wandering voices of my people," she 
would say to me. Then, she would look up at the parrots 
and say that they too were her people's voices, left behind 
from the tribe's migration to her native valley a thousand 
years before. That valley is gone now, and the people in it, 
perhaps, have traveled this time to a better world. 
The American tanks rolled swiftly over snakes, over 
shells, over subterranean holes where lay our best Samerai 
in waiting. I knew that everywhere in the island there were 
others just like me, half dead, stranded, isolated- only they 
were waiting, pretending to be dead, lying on piles of our 
chewed up corpses for one more chance to kill an enemy 
soldier. I shuddered and itched about my thighs to no avail. 
Our pilots died like gods on the sky's black altar, dropping 
through mirrored seas, entering heaven by way of the deep. 
Buddhist monks burned themselves in sandalwood fires 
unwilling to die by the odious flames of American bombs. 
Island drummers bewitched the four elephants that held up 
the sky, hoping it would fall on the enemy planes. One 
officer said it was all an experiment that if proven successful 
might be tried on the homeland. 
Misa sung to me. She kissed my forehead and fed me 
coconut milk from the husk which she decorated with 
pictures of her tribal history. Sometimes, she allowed 
herself to weep before me. But she could not be sad for very 
long. She laughed at herself and joked about how sloppily 
she ate the mango. The Americans got closer. Misa's voice 
grew quiet. Gunboats and bombers conversed loudly while 
the island trembled and whispered to the waves. 
The jungle was disappearing. Misa' s hair was falling out. 
She slept all the time except for brief moments when she 
looked in my eyes and tried to make me laugh again. Pale 
and limp as a broken stick, she asked me to turn on the box 
of wandering voices. In a faltering series of gasp-ridden 
sentences, she asked how it was that the voices traveled so 
Jabbering parrots, peeping canaries awakened me. At 
first I thought it was my platoon, but they were dead, 
everyone dead. Face down in weeds and wild grass, I raised 
my bloody mouth from the murk. All kinds of stinging 
insect hordes buzzed about my open wounds. I was too 
dizzy and sluggish to shoo them away. Parrots joined 
monkeys and echoed their mayhem.Jabbering, squawking- 
-the din was unbearable. I fainted back against the giant 
trunk of a rubber tree. 
It was hopeless to recall the details of the battle. U.S. 
gunboats had smoked us out of our jungle lair. I remem- 
bered my last cigarette and Lieutenant Koshiyama giving 
orders to charge. Grenades fell like summer rain, fast and 
furious. It was hopeless to remember. I saw what looked 
like the remains of our flag dragging from a cobra's fangs 
in the distance. The more I looked, the more I realized that 
it was the rising sun itself trapped in the jungle, unable to 
ascend any further. As consciousness returned to me in bits 
and pieces, I heard the rumbling of American tanks from 
shore to shore. Soon the island would fall entirely into their 
hands. A dwarf monkey dropped a mango shred on my 
skull, and a thought slipped out in the wild tangle of shrub 
and sorrow. · 
While I struggled to recall the lost image, a sad memory 
of parents at tea arose in my confusion. What a disgrace it 
would be for them if I alone survived the massacre and were 
captured by the enemy. Honor made any hopes of further 
life unthinkable. And then I thought of Misa. How could 
I choose death aher lying in her arms? My family, Japan, 
the Emperor? They were all ideals, beautiful, good, worthy 
of belief and obedience. 
Her hair was the night's end, a place where the soul 
could escape from dreams and find roots, terra firma, a law 
of gravity! She was pink as peach blossoms, gold as a peach. 
Her heart was true and her breath a wind that confirmed 
her words with cool fragrance. 
Palms poured down their acrid juices all over me. Tigers 
roared and the heat made every movement torture. I 
thought again of my parents at tea and the family altar 
where my ancestors prayed for their future sons. I thought 
of the kite that my grandfather gave me and the many times 
it escaped us in the wind, only to resurface another day in 
the twisted grip of the old, gnarled tree by the pig trough. 
Although it was deformed and fruitless, at least that tree 
was good for something. I wondered if grandfather's ghost 
flew around my fetid skin, hovering with the fruit flies and 
mosquitoes. 
My mind was a labyrinth and I stumbled from room to 
room, memory to memory. How often I tried to gather 
Misa up like plums on a tree or lilies on the water. Once 
when the wind blew hard I heard her nimble arms bend 
by Stuart Barenbaum 
WANDERING VOICES 
"Well I hate it," said Amy, shaking her head. "I just wish 
I could make it stop." 
"You gotta be careful what you wish for," said Mary 
Alice, "it might happen." 
"Yeah, sure, like you could turn the rain off." 
"I might, if I wanted to." 
"Let's see you," she taunted. 
"I don't want to." 
Their hostess came between them. "Hey, you two, stop 
it. Let's have another rum and coke and see how the men 
are coming along." 
Amy looked at Mary Alice, then laughed. 
Mary Alice scowled at her. Amy laughed again, a mali- 
cious, snickering sort of laugh, the kind that used to set 
Mary Alice off. 
Mary Alice downed her run and coke and tried to avoid 
looking at Amy as she went into the kitchen to refill her 
glass. I watched Amy follow at her heels, still gibing. 
"You're always such a know-it-all, but this time I've called 
your bluff. Turn off the rain, indeed." 
It was the last straw. Mary Alice put her drink down, 
turned, and faced Amy. "You'd better be quiet, or .. ." 
"Or what? You'll turn off the rain?" 
Mary Alice glowered at her. "I wish you'd shut that big 
fat mouth of yours forever." 
And she did. 
So now Mary Alice sits alone in her house, seldom 
venturing out. We talk sometimes and once in awhile I can 
get her to come over for dinner. My husband likes to tease 
her about being alone in that big house, but I've warned 
him not to get her mad. You never know what will happen 
when Mary Alice gets mad. 
It was light and sleek like a row of feathers. I looked down 
and saw a girl with a bright wreath of sunflowers and a 
black sarong. Misa? It was Misa. The seashells on her 
necklace were tiny trumpets issuing a summons. I saw her 
row down the stream in a canoe, her arms tawny and 
fragrant with coconut oil. Her slim bronze shoulders, 
strong and agile, powered the oars with ease, making every 
splash a song. I recognized song and stream. I repeated the 
sounds I heard though I don't know why or how, and I 
kept repeating them as she sailed on past, as though I were 
a parrot. 
Had I died in my sleep and my soul returned so quickly 
in another form? I remember nothing of Hell. I should have 
died in battle with the rest of my platoon. I ran away. What 
a mysterious mercy! I echo the oar's resilient strokes. Yes! 
The wandering voices. I am a parrot on the longest branch 
looking below where my Misa paddles away past the 
island's shadow. 
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"So I said, 'I wish you'd drop dead." 
"And he did." 
After the funeral, Mary Alice sat around the house for 
weeks. Every time I came over, she was there; staring at the 
walls, rarely turning the television set on. She hated her 
television set, still standing in the den, its blank screen 
mirroring her face, reflecting, never showing anything. She 
seemed to remember William with fondness. She'd say he 
wasn't so bad, and even if he was boring, at least he was 
company. I suspect that sometimes she wished he were back 
with her, but she was careful not to say it aloud. Then she'd 
finally turn on the TV in the living room. 
Her friends decided that Mary Alice needed cheering 
up, so we all invited her to a barbecue on Labor Day. "It 
will be just the neighbors," one said, "and maybe we'll 
invite the new people who moved in the corner house. You 
can bring your icebox cake, OK?" 
"I haven't done much cooking lately, let alone make 
fancy desserts, but I guess I can dig up the recipe. Yes, I'd 
love to come. Sounds like fun." 
The barbecue was rained out, so the men moved the 
grill into the garage and the women sat on the screened 
porch and talked. The card tables were all set, paper table- 
cloths covering their scarred tops. 
"Don't you bate this weather?" asked Amy, the simper- 
ing blond who lived next door and flirted with every man 
in sight, even my husband. 
"Oh, I guess, but it's been so dry, I guess we need it. I 
just hate having to run around when it rains. What about 
you, Mary Alice?" asked their hostess. 
"Doesn't matter to me. I can take it or leave it. All I do 
is sit around or maybe watch TV anyhow. This is the first 
time I've been out except to shop, for ages." 
Be Careful Around Mary Alice 
continued from page 7 
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far around the Empire. I told her there were waves in the 
air just like in the water. As I spoke, the zoom of Kamikaze 
Angels cleaved the sky in two. The radio ceased. Misa fell 
asleep. That was the last I recall of her in the earthly sense. 
I went back to the platoon that night, and the attack came 
in the morning. 
Now, my platoon was dead. I was alone and scratching 
myself with rank weeds. Smoke clouds from splintered 
mimosas arose and scoured the jungle like phantom hunt- 
ers. Dark webs of charred bamboo made me choke up 
everything I ever cherished in a mixture of blood and flame. 
Stripes of dead, glowing tigers bound me to the stagnant, 
smoldering earth. I saw red flares from American gunboats. 
I heard soldiers march and the slicing of machetes through 
struggling branches and silent lotus blossoms. All the 
sounds got longer and the distances closer. 
Then everything stopped. The red, white and blue was 
hoisted over the island. I felt the shredded skin at my side. 
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Dear Editors, 
Happy new year and thanks for issue N16-it came at 
just the right moment when I had some free time during 
the holidays to give the stories and verse their proper due. 
There were two stand-outs in this issue: Christina 
Blasi's "Desert Dreams" was a lovely prose poem. I'm not 
exactly sure what happpened at the end, or perhaps why, 
but I was seduced by the imagery and intensity crammed 
into its few shon paragraphs. My favorite of the issue, 
however, was D. Lynn Smith's "The White Geese." A 
perfect use of mythic matter as it resonates against the 
contemporary world, illuminating both its own internal 
concerns as well as the aspects of the real world that Smith 
chose to focus on. Quite frankly, and no disrespect in- 
tended to Mythic Circle, I don't understand why this didn't 
sell to a paying market with a larger readership. The story 
certainly deserves to be more widely read. 
Hmn. Poor Gwenyth Hood. This dialogue on her 
poem seems to have gone on for forever by this point, 
ranging far beyond its original intent. I'd refrain fron 
continuing the discussion except that Tina Cooper asked 
me a question in her response to my letter. Yes, Tina, I am 
saying that a writer should reflect this world and its rami- 
fications in his or her work - which I'll define as any 
creative endeavor, not merely writing. To do otherwise 
limits the work. I think this is panicularly important when 
it comes to secondary world fantasy. The writing has to 
reflect the real world -its concerns, its flaws and its beauties 
as the writer perceives them- or it becomes simply escap- 
ism. I doubt Tolkien's Lord of the Rings would have been 
nearly as successful had it not been infused with its author's 
love of his own country and his fear of what would become 
of it as progress came relentlessly sweeping over it. 
So I'm not asking writers to limit their works, but to 
consider what they are putting down on paper.Yes, in real 
life our heroes and saints have flaws and shadows - and they 
should be the same in fiction. Wouldn't you rather read 
about someone you could believe exists -at least for the 
time you buy into the "suspension of disbelief"- someone 
with faults as well as their better qualities, or do you want 
Good luck with the new magazine! 500 words, though? 
That'« really short. --CISL 
marvelous cover illustration. 
An an.nouncement: I'm starting a magazine, Bers- 
erlerganger, and I'd like to invite the writers and readers of 
The Mythic Circle to send poetry, camera-ready art suitable 
for xerography, and short stories of 500 words or less on 
the subjects of berserkers, werewolves and other shape- 
shifters. Longer stories will have less chance of fining into 
the small magazine. Stories from the werewolf's point of 
view will be preferred. Send submissions to: Erin Lale, 331 
West Thomson, Sonoma, Ca. 95476. 
Erin Lale 
Sonoma, California 
Dear Editors, 
N16 was a delight as usual. A few nits I've picked: in 
"The Last Paragraph," I would have liked to see some good 
come to the Story Man through his giving. Perhaps he 
could have determined to do more work with children 
because he enjoyed sharing the stories. The switch of focus 
from him to the girl at the end was jarring. I thoroughly 
enjoyed "Sorceress of the Slums," but it bothered me that 
Brother Holt and Lynd would discuss escape plans in front 
of the guard. If it was too soft to hear, and I was a guard, 
I'd wonder why they were whispering. By the way, is the 
rivalry of The Holy Lady and Her Son/Lutherum meant 
to suggest Catholicism and Protestantism? There was a 
time in British history when the cult of Mary was sup- 
pressed as idolatry. 
"Memory's Lover, with Two Catalogues," rang true. It 
seems we live in a less romantic age. (But perhaps the 
Classical world would not have seemed so high-minded had 
we lived in it.) I bemoan our society's fixation on diagnos- 
ing every one of us with some kind of mental illness (o.k., 
enough ranting.) 
I found the stories "St. Tiffany and the Dragon," "The 
Last Caravan," and "The White Geese," all to be deeply 
satisfying in that the endings fit the stories' buildups. 
On a final note, congratulations to Sarah Beach for a 
of'e#ers ef fL'9mmenl 
Hello again! Welcome to The Mythic Circle 17. We think 
this is a particularly strong story issue, with a provocative 
mix of surrealism, folktale, and traditional myth. Douglas 
Rossmann returns with another marvelous Norse saga, and 
a new author, Macgregor Card, offers impressive verbal 
pyrotechnics patterned after Escher. We are also pleased to 
welcome Paul Edwin Zimmer back to our pages with his 
poem "The Person from Porlock. • 
While we are not featuring a "Mythopoeic Youth" 
section in this issue, it should be noted that both Macgregor 
Card and Daniel Jenner are young writers; they were both 
seventeen when they submitted the pieces which appear 
here. Impressive, hmn? So write and give them your com- 
ments! 
Speaking of which, we need more Leners of Comment! 
The magazine was originally conceived as a writers' work- 
shop in print, and we believe that is still a valuable function. 
To fulfill that function, though, we require your letters. 
When you read the magazine, jot down comments and send 
them in. We want to know what you think, and, of course, 
our authors need to know what you think. 
We are writing this toward the end of April, but, as 
these things go, the magazine probably won't be in the mail 
until the end of Ju;y. So-our best wishes for a wonderful 
summer to all of youl- 
rEdil'9nal 
Dear Editors, 
Received Mythic Circle #15 today ... I glanced through 
the letter column. Yes, I remember Thomas Egan -so I'm 
waging a cultural war, am I? Well, I'm afraid I'm too 
inconsistent a warrior for anyone to follow. (Evidence: "A 
Realist Comments on The Lord of the Rings" in Niekas a 
while back. But maybe that was supposed to be funny.) 
Actually, I wouldn't call what I'm doing "war" at all. I'm 
just trying to make some sense and create some (intellectual 
Well, Gwenyth has not told us she minds the prolonged 
discussion triggered by her poem. I've found it interesting to 
follow. Re The White Geese no offense taken at all. We think 
that quite a few of the stories and poems we print are of 
professional quality, or very near, but the fact is, if there is a 
space crunch (and there is always a space crunch in any maga· 
zine-eoen ours) many editors of the big magazines will take a 
poor story written bya Big Name over an excellent story written 
by an unknown. Big Names sell more copies. And because we 
profess to be a workshop in print, we also print stories with great 
promise, hoping that after receiving comments, the author will 
be able to polish a draft-and sell the piece. This is another reason 
why we really appreciate your excellent responses. Thanks 
again. --CISL 
Hmnnn---why do I feel that I just wandered in between a 
knight charging with leveled lance and his bete noiri I don't 
recall advocating cardboard, black-and-white stereotypes. In 
fact, I agree with just about everything Charles has said above. 
I think flaws make a hero =in fact, any character- much more 
interesting, and, now that I consider it, entire schools of literary 
tradition can be classified by reference to how the protagonist 
handles his or her own flaws. Traditional tragedy often shows 
us how a hero's defects of character can defeat him; and much 
of the best fantasy shows us a hero straining against his own 
limitations to reach the delicate point where Tolkien 's 'eucatas- 
tropbe' of grace can occur. 
I also, however, think there's nothing wrong with 'escap- 
ism' per se. Since we are adverting to the master, wasn't it 
Tolkien (quoted by Lewis) who said that 'escapism' might be 
nothing more than the reasonable wish of a prisoner to escape 
his jail? Personally, I define escapism as material which can 
seduce the aching heart and weary mind into a place where 
they may be re-inspired. And I read you, Charles, as saying that 
this is desirable, so perhaps there is no real difference of opinion. 
Though I agree with Charles that we should devote our 
space to new stories and poems and your comments on them, 
I think there is value in this kind of dialogue. long ago, 
Gwenyth Hood wrote us a letter in which she talked about the 
relationship between a writer and her audience. She said she 
believed "that writing literature is a much more cooperative 
venture than is usually recognized; that the community strug· 
gles together over what needs to be said and how it should be 
said, and that the most successful works speak for the whole 
community which has evoked them as well as for the indiuidu- 
als who produced them. " So I think she would agree that a 
dialogue such as this also has its place.·· TC 
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one more cardboard, black-and-white stereotype? Heroes 
come about because they rise above their flaws and fears- 
that's who I wantto read about. Not a "hero" whose only 
claim to the attribute is the author's designation. It seems 
to me that arbitrarily calling this character the hero, that 
the villain, this one the leader, that the sidekick, is what's 
limiting. I want the writer to show me why they are who 
they are - even in, maybe especially in, a secondary world 
fantasy. 
I think, Tina, that you've made the wrong assumption 
when you say that showing the hero's flaws makes for dark 
stories. It's certainly possible. But so is the opposite. It can 
be a very positive and empowering experience to see heroes 
deal with their flaws and fears, rather than have them 
blithely go on through the story without a shade of grey. 
The latter kind of character is exactly the reason that I 
dislike so much of the secondary world fantasy being 
published today. It's not idealistic, it's escapist, and while 
it may be diverting for an hour or so, it leaves -if I may use 
a food analogy- no nutrition once the meal is done. 
Fantasy-any fiction, when it comes down to it- can be 
funny, feature light-hearted adventures, etc., but at the 
same time have an underlying sense of mythic resonance, 
can leave the reader thinking, and/or appreciating some- 
thing he or she might not have considered before. That's 
the job of fiction as I see it. Tell a story, yes. Entertain, 
certainly. But have something more going on underneath 
what's more readily apparent. I don't mean the writer 
should lecture, or throw in analogies of whatever the 
current social/political flavor of the month might happen 
to be. Just that there be something meaningful for readers 
to take away when they're done. Something for them to 
chew on later, something that might illuminate what was 
previously in the darkness, something that might leave the 
world a better place than it was before the experience. 
Perhaps all of the above is simply my being too starry- 
eyed and idealistic. To accomplish any of the above cer- 
tainly isn't easy and one can't always be guaranteed of 
success. But isn't it worse not to try at all. 
You don't say it in your response, Tina, but in similar 
discussions I've had with other folks what comes up next 
usually is: "But I read (fill in genre of your choice) to get 
away from all the problems of the real world." To which I 
say, the best fiction doesn't allow us to hide away from the 
world's travails, but rathr helps us acquire the tools we need 
to deal with those problems. 
Realistic fantasy doesn't mean the antagonists always 
wine, that the heroes turn out to be anti-heroes or outright 
villains, that the world's shown to be a bad place and it just 
gets worse. But it does have to contain some truth. We do 
have to connect with it on more than one level. And I've 
gone on about this for far too long, taking up space that 
could be much better used by printing new stories and 
poems, so I'll stop right here, adding only: 
May you all prosper in the new year. 
Charles de Lint 
Ottawa, Canada 
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Thomas M. Egan 
Woodside, N.Y. 
Dear Editors- 
Greetings from my comer of Middle-Earth!... 
Issue #15 was good overall in its contents. I liked the 
retelling of Norse myth especially. The two dwarves or 
"Black Elves" (Richard Wagner's retelling of the Nibelun- 
genlied spoke of Black Elves for dwarves) were fine figures 
for storytelling. The conflict with the giant eagle was 
believable and suited the tempo of the plot. It gave a nice 
"feel" for an ancient legend. I wish someone would retell 
in modern style the tragic heroism of Baldr, the only Norse 
god a decent person can ad.mire. Alfred the Great (accord- 
ing to his biographer, Asser, the Welsh bishop, c. 890s) sang 
the tale of Baldr (his betrayal and death had Christian 
overtones in the Middle Ages) to his Viking and Danish 
captors. As a Saxon prince he knew the pagan myths 
although an orthodox Christian and proto-Crusader. 
The poems were decently done but their themes too 
often echo modern notions of life. Mine stress imagery and 
the hint of coming tragedy. So I feel... 
bad grammar. The second group wri~ with great prttision on 
the word-by- word level, sometimes coming up with individual 
sentences that giw the frisson of good poetry ... but their plots are 
murky and even confusing. And. of course, the third group is 
the one comprised of writers who excel at both. Well, I am wry 
much of the first group. I am really struggling to learn to write 
better prose on the word-by-word level, which is why as I sell 
more books, I am seeking more technical criticism-preferably 
from Second Group peopl« Leaming to look at what I've 
written is wry much at this point like exercising muscles I 
hadn't known existed (which is also true as I advance along in 
karate. Oocb. Ouchi} Anyone have thoughts on this? -CISL 
Well said about accepting or rejecting criticism. Hoping to 
improve my prose, this last year I joined an on-line writing 
group. Recently I ran a book through the group, noting how 
sometimes the criticisms all caught on one problem. I almost 
always heeded those, whether I'd thought the problem valid or 
not··if everyone came to the same conclusion, readers were likely 
to as well. Then there'd be the scattered comments, wherein one 
person would go on at length about something he or she had 
noticed, yet no one else even remarked it in passing. Sometimes 
I felt a Z!NG! "Yes! That really is a problem!" and other times 
I'd pinch the bridge of my nose and say, "What?" The author is 
always in the driver's seat, and is thus free to disregard all 
criticism ... but since I believe art is not on the page but is created 
between author and reader, I have a responsibility to make my 
vision as clear as possible. 
If we have space, let me point out something else I've noticed 
in reading and in writing. There seem to be three kinds of 
writers ("Oh no, not another three kinds idiot!" you 're think· 
ing. Bear with me, just for the length of this theorizing): Those 
who see a movie in their brains, and write it down as best they 
can, usually quickly so they can get on to the next good part, 
and those who hear the story read to them in exquisitely chosen 
words. The first group seem to be the ones who produce exciting 
plots that really move along-but many of them tell the story 
with clumsy sentences when looked at on an individual level, 
with occasional fat-deposits of clicbe or repeated words or plain 
Joe R. Christopher 
Stephensville, Texas 
and/ or anistic) order in my small area. (Aren't we all?) Of 
course, I keep changing my mind about my attitude about 
what constitutes human order - not in absolute ways, but 
in practical ways. And, then, lots of things amuse me, so I 
can't say I take it all with High Seriousness ... 
But what I meant to comment about was Ron Blizzard's 
"I can only hope that something I've said helps and that no 
one will be tempted to slit their wrists (or mine) ... " It 
reminds me of a long time ago when I was taking an 
aptitude test. We were given sets of five pictures and told 
to pick out the three similar things in each. One sequence 
that I got had a set-up card table, a bird, a dog, a chair, and 
an egg. I picked the bird, the dog, and the egg because, while 
I didn't know if that egg was fertile, at least those three 
things were potentially alive. The correct answer, of 
course, was the table, the dog, and the chair, because they 
each had four legs. After thinking it over, I decided that, 
while my answer was equally valid, I would not be reaching 
the majority of people f I tried to compete in fields which 
depended on seeing the obvious. Our criticism of each 
other's writings are not quite at the same oevel of obvious 
vs. outre, but, while we as writers may not think the 
comments on our work are completely valid, nevertheless 
the comments allow us to see the work from someone else's 
perspective. I know that I've received useful criticism in the 
question-and-answer sessions after I've read essays - but 
only in a minority of cases. What we need to do is evaluate 
the criticism, neither a~cepting it nor rejecting it wholesale. 
"I hate that I have to sell it, it's been in the family for 
generations-but too much has happened here the last cou- 
ple of years. I just want to leave the farm and the bad 
memories behind." 
"Yeah, I hear that," Wilson said, bobbing his head up 
and down. He looked back through the window at the 
blurred horizon, where the flat land met the gray sky and 
lightning flashed. "How is your mother, if you don't mind 
me asking?" 
"The same," Doug said, trying to keep his voice steady. 
"I am sorry to hear it. She was a fine woman, very good 
to me, very good. I guess you'll be staying on until the place 
is sold." 
"No, as soon as we finished wrapping up here, I am 
going back to college-" Doug stopped. Wilson said some- 
thing, but Doug was not listening. The shadows along the 
mahogany paneling were moving in queer, disturbing 
ways. "The time is nigh, the time is nigh," came their harsh 
whispers. Doug's grip on the bottle tightened. The shad- 
ows slithered down the walls toward him. 
Doug stood up quickly, stumbling against the over- 
stuffed chair. He was suddenly aware that accusing glass 
eyes were staring at him from the deep shadows along the 
walls. He did not want to endanger Wilson, the Vodyanoi 
was making him do it. 
Wilson was looking at Doug as though he was expecting 
the answer to some question. Doug's stomach pulled in on 
itself. He held up the bottle, "I'll get another," he managed, 
then turned away quickly. He walked down the echoing 
hallway, past the grandfather clock and into the brightly 
lit kitchen. 
He could feel the dark tension that hung in the air. It 
was growing impatient. Still, he needed Wilson's mind off 
balance. It would make Wilson easier to handle and it 
would make the explanations easier- in the off chance they 
both survived the night. 
Doug took the last two bottles from the rack over the 
stainless steel counter. He noticed the odor when he turned 
back toward the study again. It was a faint stench, like the 
smell of a meat locker. 
His hand slipped to the breast pocket of his work 
overalls and touched the bulge of the lighter and small 
packet of herbs that was hidden there. The fluorescent 
lights dimmed to a sickening green and the shadows mul- 
tiplied. 
"He's not ready yet," Doug whispered to the writhing 
shadows. 
Outside, the chill wind played strange melodies 
through the trees. A cold shiver crawled down his spine. 
He licked his dry lips. Doug could feel something squirm- 
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"Sure." 
Wilson held out his cup and Doug drained the rest of 
the bottle into it. 
"Thanks. I guess better start for home after this one." 
Doug had been waiting for the opening. "I don't 
know," he said, nodding toward the window, "It looks 
awfully cold out, and your place isn't very warm. I was 
thinking you could spend the night here. That way I 
wouldn't have to drive over to get you in the morning and 
we could get started sooner." 
"That's a mighty good idea, Mr. Cobb, I think I'll take 
you up on the offer," Wilson said leaning forward and 
almost sliding for the chair. This brought the twitch of a 
smile to Doug's lips. Maybe the wine was taking effect 
after all, he thought. 
"I really think it's the best way to do it, and besides you 
know bow the cold affects your hands," Doug said. 
"That right, it makes my arthritis act up. You're mighty 
thoughtful. Fact, your whole family bas been good to me 
over the years, giving me odd jobs and a invite to supper 
now and then. I sure'll be sorry to see you sell the old farm." 
It was perceptibly darker now, in the mahogany study 
with its leather furniture and plethora of trophy heads. 
Doug's hands trembled. It was just the cold, that was 
all. He had prepared well for this night. He certainly was 
not afraid. It was only the cold, gathering with the dark- 
ness, that made him shutter. He was not alarmed by the 
thought that deep below the house It was beginning to stir. 
Doug clinked the bottle and coffee mug together as he 
poured more wine, Wilson was too intent on the storm 
beyond the plate glass window to notice the little noise. 
Thunder rattled the house, startling them both. 
"Mighty odd weather we're having, mighty odd. In all 
these years, I've never seen it get cold so early, not in Texas 
anyway," Wilson murmured again, rubbing his gray stub- 
bled chin. 
. "Here you go," Doug said, passing Wilson the brim- 
ming mug. 
"Thanks, I shouldn't be drinking so much. The stuff 
always gives me long, wiggly nightmares. If I drink too 
much, sometimes, I don't hardly know when the dreams 
arc over," he cringed. "But it's the only things what helps 
keep my hands from aching. The cold makes my arthritis 
act up, you know." 
"Yes, I know." 
Doug watched Wilson gulp the wine, but did not drink 
from his cup. The old alcoholic seemed only slightly af- 
fected by the wine. Doug wished that he bad used some- 
thing stronger. 
"Refill?" 
by Leslie Garrison 
WIGGLY DREAMS 
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pieces. 
"Let me help you with that.• 
Together they gathered up the broken glass and blotted 
up the stain with paper towels. 
The grandfather clock chimed the hour: six o'clock. 
Twilight had begun. 
"Let's go on down to the cellar and get another bottle 
or two and light a fire. I don't want to tum in just yet.• 
"That's fine with me, if you feel up to it." 
"I feel up to it." 
Doug, like a Judas goat, led Wilson through the old 
house and down the creaking wooden steps into the suffo- 
cating shadows of the cellar. 
The lights that hung from the wooden beams above 
could not penetrate the dark comers of the room. On the 
far side of the room, where Doug could not bear to look, 
the door bulged outward as forces from other worlds 
threatened to burst their bonds. 
"Pick anything you like," Doug said waving toward the 
dark racks along the East wall. Rain and hail stones began 
splattering on the half circle window above the racks. 
"You don't drink at all," Wilson asked, clearly in awe 
of the large quantity of alcohol. 
"Not much. My family has been collecting wine since 
my great grandfather's time, but I never developed a taste 
for it myself." 
"Wished I didn't have a taste for wine," Wilson said, 
pulling one bottle off the shelf and blowing the dust off. 
"Yes sir, a taste for wine is my downfall. It kept me from 
doing much with my life. Lord knows that I've tried to quit 
plenty of times. I couldn't do it on my own cause it's a 
disease, and only the Good Lord can cure me of it. I have 
faith that He will someday." 
Doug did not say anything. He had heard this spill from 
Wilson a thousand times over the years. His mother had 
tried to help Wilson stop drinking, but he did not have any 
will power. 
Doug believed that he was responsible for himself. It 
took hard work to overcome problems, and Doug was not 
going to wait around for someone to do it for him. Doug 
would solve his own problems. 
"It is time," the shadows whispered. 
Doug tensed. 
"There is something else that I would like to show you 
while we're down here," Doug said. 
He began walking slowly toward the terrible door. "My 
great grandfather found some Indian artifacts when he was 
digging the foundation for the house. They're still here." 
Wilson put the wine back and followed Doug to the 
frozen door. Wilson did not seem to notice the ice that had 
formed on the hinges and around the jamb of the door. 
Doug took a wad of keys from his pocket and selected 
the appropriate one. His hands shook so badly now that 
he just managed to open the door. 
Cold air, dank and laden with the musty odor of deep 
ing in his gut. It was not so much fear for himself, but guilt 
over Wilson. He had chosen the old panhandler for bait 
because Wilson was not likely to be missed, or at least it 
was unlikely anyone would investigate his disappearance. 
It was the thought that something could happen to Wilson 
and that upset his conscience now. 
"Someone might miss him, he has lived here most of 
his life. If they arrest me for murder then you'll have no 
one to feed you. It's safer if we just keep using the animals." 
Silence. 
The room grew rapidly colder until the air chilled his 
marrow. Frost formed on the metal counter top. The cold 
made his ears bum and his face and hands ache. It stole more 
of his body's warmth with each breath. Was he hyperven- 
tilating? 
"Please don't make me do it. Please ... " 
The shadows twitched. He started to speak again, to say 
anything to ward off the vision, but he could only make a 
choked cry as reality blurred into the death-illusion that It 
created. 
He was his drowning father. 
He clawed at the packed earth. Bits of rock and bone 
gouged his fingers, lodged under the nails. Blood mixed 
with the soil. Doug screamed as It dragged him down, 
down into the well. His head was pulled under the numb- 
ing cold. The living water sought to enter his mouth, then 
burst in through his nose. Cold fire filled his lungs. There 
was a roaring in his ears, then blackness- nothingness. 
Doug vaguely heard the bottles shatter as they hit the 
white tile floor. He stood in the deep cold, listening to the 
humming of the now bright fluorescent lights and watch- 
ing the dark of wine drip off the cabinets and collect in a 
pool on the floor. His father had not been a murderer 
either. He had died for that, and a lack of knowledge about 
occult things. 
Doug remembered the first time he had had the night- 
mare; the hysterical phone call from his mother had awak- 
ened him. His father's body was found in the cellar, 
prostrate before the ancient well. In a dry room he had 
drowned. 
Doug came home from college to assume the family 
business- and curse. A year later, his mother had been 
institutionalized. Now, he had the dreams while he was 
awake. 
"Remember your father's fate and obey," It hissed. 
Each time he lived the nightmare it was like dying 
himself. His disoriented mind whirled with emotion: hate, 
grief, self pity-but mostly hate. 
"The in-between time is upon you, feed me," the shad- 
ows murmured in his head. 
"Mr. Cobb, are you alright?" Wilson stood in the 
entrance to the kitchen, breathing heavily. He must have 
run from the study. Strange, the room was suddenly 
warmer. 
"They slipped." Doug's voice was a colorless mono- 
tone. He crouched down and began picking up the larger 
Wilson stared at the well as he walked around it to reach 
the fragments. Doug shuddered as Wilson got closer to the 
water. There was a faint rumbling sound from deep in the 
earth as Wilson leaned over the black depths. 
"That's weird," he said, looking into the well, "I can't 
see my reflection in the water." 
"No," Doug said in a faraway voice, "It's always been 
like that, as if nothing that goes into the well can ever come 
back." 
"What-" 
Dark water erupted from the well, throwing Wilson 
sprawling on his back. The roaring water coalesced into a 
column that rose to meet the ceiling. Doug pushed harder 
against the unyielding stone wall. 
Wilson was staring, spellbound, at the raging water. 
The dark pillar opened like a hellish flower. Numerous 
tentacles lashed out at Wilson, who gasped, rolling to one 
side to avoid the onslaught of the grasping horror. 
He moved too slowly. In one fluid motion the glisten- 
ing tentacles slipped over him and effortlessly lifted him 
several feet above the earthen floor. There It held him by 
one leg, squirming upside-down, dripping water in the 
rapidly chilling air. 
"Help! the Wiggly's got me," he screamed, his voice 
cracking with terror. 
Doug's jaw muscles worked spasmodically. He could 
not meet Wilson's desperate eyes; instead he watched the 
small puddles that were forming under him. 
The spell would only work when the Elemental had 
gathered itself into one place, and It only did that during 
Its twilight feeding. He had had to use Wilson as bait, he 
told himself, again and again. 
"For God's sake help me," Wilson croaked. 
A swirling vortex formed in the midst of the tentacles. 
It opened into the nether world where the roots of the 
Elemental lay. A deafening shriek permeated the room as 
the air poured into the maw. Wilson was being pulled 
closer to the black abyss. 
Doug withdrew the small sweat stained packet. Wilson 
had stopped struggling and was staring at the hungry void 
with pale disbelief. 
Doug cupped his hands over the packet, lit one corner 
of the paper. He was afraid that the fierce nether winds 
would blow out the small flame, but it burned steady and 
grew as if there were no wind at all. It occurred to Doug 
then that the lantern was also unaffected by the winds. 
"What are you up to, man-child?" 
Doug stood and held out the sputtering paper-wrapped 
bundle of herbs. The Vodyanoi dropped Wilson carelessly. 
He slumped on the dirt, a sobbing dark shape hidden in the 
shadows. 
Shimmering tentacles reached out to probe the halo 
around Doug, but they shrank away from the light and 
would not enter the area of protection. 
"Put it away. I still have need of you. You will bring 
more like him." 
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earthen places, seeped out of the doorway. The feeble light 
that spilled through the entrance was swallowed by the 
darkness in the room. 
"I take it that it's not used much," Wilson said, stepping 
back from the opening and wrinkling his nose. 
"No, it's not used often," Doug replied, staring at the 
waiting darkness. The Elemental only demanded tribute 
on the four Unholy Sabbaths. 
He remembered that moonless November eve eight 
years ago when he had first learned of the dark side of his 
inheritance. His father had tried to prepare him for the 
encounter, but it had still been mind numbing. He had 
watched in fascinated horror as It gorged Itself on four of 
their chickens and a cowering stray dog that whimpered 
and urinated on itself before it too was devoured. 
"Well," Wilson said, "Are we going to go through with 
it?" 
"Sure," Doug said. 
Doug stepped through the doorway and onto the dirt 
floor. His father had thought of putting in a concrete floor 
once, but had decided that the dirt absorbed the stains 
better. 
"Just a second." 
Wilson mumbled something. 
Doug reached out his hand until his fingertips touched 
the chilled metal of the lantern that hung by the right side 
of the doorway. He took the plastic lighter from his pocket 
and lit the propane lamp. · 
The flickering light pushed the darkness back and threw 
weird shadows over the stone walls. The room was twenty 
feet wide and twice as long. The well was a black stone ring 
set into the floor only a few feet from the far wall. The 
room seemed colorless in the feeble light. 
"That's better," Wilson said. 
"Yeah," Doug said without conviction as he looked 
toward the ancient well. Once it had been sealed with a 
heavy cap stone. Doug's great grandfather had broken the 
stone, thinking that he had found an Indian treasure store. 
Instead he released the Vodyanoi. It was a treasure of sorts 
since It could grant abundant harvests, but It was a curse as 
well because It demanded a terrible price for Its favors. 
"Those are the artifacts. They're part of a stone table 
that was found covering the well," Doug said, pointing 
with the lantern at the larger pieces of the stone that were 
piled against the wall by the well. 
Doug could only bear to walk half the distance to the 
well, the fear was like a physical barrier to him, but Wilson, 
like the animals, seemed drawn toward the well. Doug 
always wondered if the attraction was some power of the 
Elemental, or part of the victims' darker self, like the urge 
to jump when looking down from high places. 
Doug stopped and leaned against the wall. He pressed 
his cheek to the cold stone and watched Wilson move 
slowly in the flickering light. Soon it would be over, soon. 
He slipped his right hand into his pocket and took hold of 
the packet. 
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closed on it, leaving the room in eerie silence. The Elemen- 
tal spat. The packet splattered against the stone wall like a 
wad of tobacco. 
"You will die," It boomed, shaking dust from the 
ceiling. Doug beard the window shatter in the wine cellar. 
It hurled him through the frosty air. He slammed into the 
dirt floor on the far side of the room and slid against the 
base of the wall. Doug struggled to stand. The floor was 
suddenly too soft to support his tingling feet. The room 
was swinging gently, which made it hard to concentrate. 
He managed to climb to a shaky half crouched position. 
"Die!" It screamed again, making Doug's head bun 
worse. It struck out again, but he was beyond its reach and 
the tentacles slashed deeply into the floor. He reached out 
to steady himself against the wall, intending to stand, but 
the wall seemed to retreat from his grasp and he toppled 
painfully to the floor. He crawled as quickly as his nausea 
would allow toward the door. 
Wilson was huddled, shivering, in the feeble light of the 
door. 
"Come on, we've got to get out," Doug screamed at 
Wilson as he stumbled forward. 
Wham pl 
Doug felt, more than heard it. For a terrible, long 
moment he could not look, not until the dragging sounds 
started. He turned. 
The Elemental had pulled itself out of the well. It was 
like a tentacle studded slug, moving unbelievably fast for 
Its size. 
"Come on Wilson," Doug screamed, yanking him to 
his feet. They stumbled out of the doorway. It hit the door 
frame just behind them with a brittle crunch. Doug lost his 
hold on Wilson, who fell into a gibbering heap by the door. 
They were showered with flecks of mortar. Bricks cracked 
and wood splintered, but the old wall held. 
It deformed and surged through the doorway after 
Doug, not even slowing to splatter Wilson against the wall. 
Doug scrambled between the wine racks. 
"Your pain will be exquisite, Man-child!" 
It crashed into the racks, tumbling them into each other 
domino fashion. Bottles shattered, and wine and glass 
flowed across the floor to be taken up by the Elemental. Its 
body was stained the color of blood and bristled with 
jagged glass. 
One shelf fell against the fuse box. The overhead lights 
went out. The room was filled with dim gray light, punc- 
tuated by lightening. The storm was at its height. 
Doug crawled through the wreckage, the glass cutting 
his hands and the wine stinging the cuts. It followed, 
crushing shelves and throwing debris across the room. 
Doug came up against the far brick wall. Desperately, 
Doug turned to face It and began tracing the banishing 
pentagram again. "I rebuke you by Less-rah-pem the Senior 
of the Great Western Watchtower." 
Tentacles shot out, slipping around him and pinning 
his right arm to his side. He began tracing the pentagram 
"I don't think so," Doug shouted above the unworldly 
winds, which he was no longer sure existed. He had known 
that the Elemental would not stop at just one human 
sacrifice. 
"Then, here we stay until the fire burns out," It rum- 
bled. 
"No, we won't. The first night I saw you, I swore t.hat 
I wouldn't serve you, but it wasn't till you killed daddy 
that I started reading the books-those weird, terrible 
books. You're going to pay for what you've done to my 
family over the years. The Indian shamans could only seal 
you in the well, but I know how to send your essence back 
where it came from." Doug felt light-headed as he spoke. 
"Indeed." 
Doug did not like its smug tone. He began quickly 
tracing the banishing symbol in the air before him, letting 
his hate feed the spell. 
"Where is the protective pentagram," It gurgled. 
"The what?" 
"Amateur," It hissed contemptuously. With a whiplike 
motion It shattered the wooden beams over Doug's head. 
Dust and debris rained down on him. Part of a beam struck 
Doug across the back, knocking him to his knees. He lost 
his grip on the packet. Orange sparks whirled through the 
dust as it struck the floor and went out. 
The Vodyanoi thrust two glistening tentacles at him. 
He dodged under the; powerful appendage that smashed 
holes in the wall above his head. The stone exploded in a 
hail of deadly shards that ripped through doth and flesh. 
The lantern fell over and rolled in a wide arch on the floor. 
The shadows swung wildly. With a cry of pain, Doug 
lurched to his feet. If the far side of the room was out of Its 
reach, he could finish the banishing spell. He stumbled 
toward the door. 
It threw a mass of tentacles toward him. Off balance, 
he made a clumsy attempt to avoid the attack. The mass of 
living water slammed him against the side wall, tearing one 
leg of his overalls and the shin underneath. Blood oozed 
from his right knee. 
It began dragging him across the floor by the feet, closer 
and closer to the pit. The icy grip was irresistible; bis bands 
skidded ineffectively on the floor. He squirmed around and 
struck one tentacle with his fist. He grimaced as pain shot 
up his forearm. It looked like water, but it was hard as steel. 
With a start, he realized that It was pulling him toward the 
screaming void. 
He clawed at the packed earth. One hand brushed 
against something- it was the smoldering packet. He 
grabbed for it. His fingers brushed the warm edge, scatter- 
ing bits of ash and knocking the packet toward the Elemen- 
tal. It began lifting him into the air. Doug pushed against 
the floor throwing his weight toward the packet. He 
snagged it by one frayed corner. Doug's ears rang with a 
roar like the death of worlds. The screaming void filled his 
vision. He threw the packet. 
It disappeared down the monster's throat and the void 
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of them." 
Wilson was huddled, shivering, in one corner of the 
room where he must have crawled after shutting the door. 
He was staring at the well's door, water dripping down his 
face and off his chin. 
"Mr. Wilson," Doug said in a thin hollow voice. "Mr. 
Wilson are you all right?" Doug knelt down beside him, a 
hot, stinging pain spread across his knee as the scab broke 
open. He ignored the pain. "Wilson, look at me." 
Wilson turned slowly to look at Doug. His lifeless blue 
eyes reminded Doug of his father's trophies. 
"What happened here," he managed to ask. 
"We sent It back to where It came from. It's gone." 
"You sure?" 
Doug looked back at the still water on the floor. 
"Yes, I am sure. Come on let's go upstairs and get 
warm," Doug said, pulling Wilson up and guiding his 
shuffling steps toward the stairs. "We'll have that drink too, 
if I can find an unbroken bottle." 
"Thanks, but no thanks." Wilson said, "I've had my last 
wiggly dream." 
"Amen," Doug said. 
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with his left hand. 
One tentacle slipped around his waist and squeezed 
hard. He could not breathe; could not finish the spell. 
There was a ringing in his ears. More tentacle grabbed him, 
pulling him in different directions. 
Cloth tore, pain shot through his body. The joints of 
his arms and legs burned. Doug heard himself scream. It 
was pulling him apart, like a cruel child tearing the wings 
off an insect, slowly, very slowly. Blackness gnawed at the 
edges of his conscientiousness. 
He thought the flesh was going to tear, when the pulling 
began to lessen. It dropped him onto the broken wood. 
"You have not escaped, I will have you slowly, piece by 
piece in your nightmares." 
Doug managed to roll over. It was retreating to the well. 
Even through the red haze of pain and in the near darkness, 
he could tell there was something wrong with It. 
Its shape was losing its integrity. Water sloughed off the 
Elemental in great torrents, flooding the cellar floor with 
slithering puddles that wandered aimlessly about like am- 
putated limbs in some nightmare. The darkness- he under- 
stood. Twilight, the in-between time was over and night 
had begun. It had to return to the well. 
"No you don't!" 
Doug began the banishing spell again, stumbling 
through the wreckage after It. It moved slowly, almost 
rolling toward the door. It stopped at the doorway, as 
though It had lost its way. Half formed tentacles slapped 
the walls. Doug saw Wilson moving away along one wall. 
Wilson had shut the door. 
As Doug finished the spell, the main body made a last 
spasmodic lunge in his direction and fell over, splattering 
into a wave of cold boiling water. Doug closed his eyes as 
the icy wave broke over him, washing him back against the 
destroyed wine racks. 
For a time he lay where the water had pushed him until 
it became too uncomfortable. With a heart-felt groan he 
turned over onto his stomach, so he was looking toward 
the door to the well. Outside in the distance, he could hear 
thunder rolling through the night. 
He lay on the cold mud and debris, knowing that he 
should feel victorious or relieved or something, but he only 
felt drained. 
Distant, dull memories stirred-Wilson. It hurt to think. 
Where was Wilson? Doug could not see him from where 
he was lying. He gathered his will, readying himself for a 
supreme effort. 
Slowly, painfully he stood up. His back and arms were 
covered with blotches of crusted blood where the wood 
and glass had gnawed him. His joints popped and burned 
as he moved. 
Some of the puddles were moving erratically about, but 
most of it was still. It felt warmer and the gentle breeze 
coming from the other room brought the sweet smell of 
rain to cleanse the Elernental's stench from the air. 
"That was for daddy," he whispered, "That was for both 
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panes. Sephie's pale blue nightgown and flowing golden 
hair disappeared as wisps in the enfolding snow and dark- 
ness. 
I bounded down the stairs from the high attic, jumping 
from landing to landing as though the steps did not exist: 
My wife lay motionless upon the sofa, but my first thought 
flew to our daughter, who seemed to be in the greater 
danger. The kitchen door had been left ajar. The swirling 
leaves and snow had already piled up against the cabinets 
nearest the open doorway. I slid across the floor, nearly 
falling, for I had not stopped to put on shoes, nor to grab 
more than my thin flannel robe from the doorknob on my 
way out. In a moment I had to return, fetching the flash- 
light from a kitchen drawer, for I could not see beyond the 
shafts of yellow light thrown into the yard from the rear 
windows. 
The trail led out beyond the shallow swale and into the 
woods. The trees seemed huddled against an impending 
storm. What I followed was little more than a slight depres- 
sion in the soft snow. The vigorous wind had already 
rounded the edges of the furrowed trail and the accompa- 
nying sets of footprints on either side. The snow fell more 
copiously, in spite of the thicker woods and dense brush. I 
knew that if I returned to the house, to dress properly and 
to fetch a brighter lamp from the toolshed, the trail would 
vanish before I could return. I stopped for a moment to 
listen, and it was at that instant that the stabbing cold 
pierced my bare feet and travelled up to my trembling 
knees. 
I could only press on, hoping that an unfamiliarity with 
Helius' Copse and the burden of dragging along an unco- 
operative victim would slow the abductors until I reached 
them. What I would do then I didn't know, for my sole 
weapon was the failing, flickering flashlight that I squeezed 
in my numbing hand. 
The weakening spoors of the dark abductors reached a 
narrow burrow at the base of a dead oak and then stopped. 
I looked up, for it seemed to me that there was nowhere 
else they could have fled. The light from the torch illu- 
mined the eyes of a huge grey owl who looked down for a 
moment, but then turned his head away as though on a 
pivot, unconcerned with the weary world of man. If only 
it could speak! 
As methodically as I could manage, I branched outward 
from the snowless burrow in each of eight directions, 
always returning to the dark mound of earth to renew my 
bearings. But there was no new beginning to the trail a little 
further on as I had hoped. There was not a trace of pale 
blue torn from Sephie's night- gown, dangling from branch 
tip or thorn. The torch light did not illuminate a single 
strand of golden hair. I could only return to the house, 
I had been sining at the window seat up in the attic 
room, looking out the darkening glass. My back leaning up 
against the window well, my arms enfolded my knees and 
hugged them to my chest. The last I recalled, it had been 
the first morning of May. 
But now the trees were stripped, standing like naked 
old men, their arms reaching imploringly heavenward, 
lamenting their harsh treatment. They were so pitiable, 
outlined against the silence of the twilit sky. Where in the 
springtime the nest of mourning doves had rested in a fork 
of the great ash tree directly outside the window, concealed 
in the new, sharp-edged foliage, there remained now only 
the empty swirl of sticks and grass. The nest tottered 
precariously in the breeze, like an old gray hat lodged there 
by the first blasts of the winter wind. 
My glance followed the upward arch of the attic win- 
dow and went out past the overhanging eaves, settling upon 
the darkening bowl of sky. Directly overhead and all to the 
east, the sky had turned a deep shade of purple: dark as the 
glistening hue of jet black satin, the raiment of ravens. The 
color trailed eastward to a rich indigo, then through all the 
shades of blue from the deepest to the palest, approaching 
a smoky whiteness where the sky dropped nearer to the 
horizon. And there, where the bowl of night, upturned, 
touched the table of the earth, a streak of glowing red 
stretched from north to south, outlining the worn curves 
of the somnolent hills. 
My eyes traced upwards again to behold, in the darkest 
part of the sky overhead, the first gleaming pinpoints of 
the wintry stars. Against the deepening sky the dimming 
outlines of the forlorn ash tree remained, as though rooting 
the sky in the earth. The underside of the great tree's limbs 
smouldered faintly with the last of the sun's fire, its upper 
branches submerged and disappearing like veins into the 
dark skin of night. 
The clouds of my breath had begun frosting over the 
panes, and a chill swirled in under the sill. Like fine white 
ash from the spent star-fires, a light snow began descending 
in whirling columns. I watched it accumulate on the out- 
stretched branches and, down in the yard, the fine snow 
covered the mounds of leaves and tangled grass and fallen 
flowers. A circle of brown earth remained at the base of the 
ash tree, but outwards, beyond the reach of its snow-snar- 
ing branches, the white shroud unfurled and settled over 
everything. 
It was against this overwhelming whiteness that I saw 
two hunched, black-cowled figures shambling across the 
yard, our daughter supported limply between them, her 
fair ankles trailing through the mounting snow. 
Springing to my feet, I pounded against the unyielding 
casement, my useless screaming muffled behind the frosted 
by Brian Skinner 
After the Long Night 
Always my mind returned to that narrow burrow at 
the base of the tree where the abductors' trail dissolved. 
Finally, all other possibilities exhausted, I trudged out to 
the copse on a Sunday afternoon, a long-handled shovel 
resting on my shoulder. In case the task should take me 
longer than I knew to recognize my foolishness, I brought 
along a knapsack of hastily-constructed sandwiches and a 
kerosene-burning camping lantern. 
Signs abounded that the winter's grip was loosening: 
the deepest snow remained in only the sunless lees of the 
trees and small rises. Each of my earlier footprints became 
distorted into lobed ovals of brown, fragrant earth. Even 
the oaks, at last, had released their leaves, the sun burning 
the dark shapes into the remaining patches of crusted snow. 
Yet the icy grip on my heart, part despair and part terror, 
did not relinquish its hold. 
The digging required more effort than I had imagined, 
for the ground remained frozen. I needed an axe more than 
a shovel. But, as I widened and deepened the opening to the 
burrow, the earth grew softer and the shovel scooped up a 
full load. 
All at once, a section of the opening gave way, and the 
edge of the pile of upturned earth slumped and cascaded 
into the dark hole. This was no animal's burrow, I realized. 
I lighted the lantern and stooped down to examine the 
newly-formed pit. It was no mere cavity, but rather a cave. 
The lantern revealed a sloping rampway descending into 
the earth. Not altogether successful attempts had been 
made to form the slope into steps with rows of stones and 
decayed timbers. But the earth had spilled over the edges 
of most of these makeshift steps, so that they became more 
like obstacles than aids to descent. 
At the foot of this crumbling walkway I looked back 
to see the circle of pale sky criss-crossed by the limbs and 
branches of the dead oak beneath which I must now 
penetrate deeper into the cave passage. 
The tangle of roots directly below the rotting trunk of 
the oak revealed that someone had passed through them 
lightless winter. She barely moved at all, allowing the house 
to lapse into such an untidy state that I wondered how she 
could bear to look at it all day long. Her houseplants had 
also succumbed to her own depressed moodiness. Once her 
pride throughout the glum season - when she had a bulb 
or cutting scheduled to flower successively so that no day 
was without its fresh bloom - the tiers of plants died one 
by one for want of attention, nourishment, and even water. 
The windows now seemed overgrown with black, twisting 
tendrils -as though the ensnaring bramble from the tticket 
had gained entrance to the house and, finding its stifling 
atmosphere conducive, took the place of every thriving, 
healthy thing, choking the life out of them and twining 
round their yellowed husks. The bleakness and barrenness 
became unbearable to me. I had to maintain my search: for 
fear that I, too, would be enmeshed in the stultifying 
despair that had settled over our house like the endless 
snow of an endless winter. 
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The police, I was certain, had merely buried their scant 
notes in a dusty file and washed their hands of the case. The 
lack of motive puzzled them, but not so much as the 
absence of any ransom demand had done. It remained a case 
on which they could get no firm grip. Their love of tidiness 
and answered questions caused them to lose interest rather 
quickly. Demi and I were left to follow our own hunches 
concerning the abduction of our daughter without inter- 
ference from the local constabulary. That was as much as 
they could do for us, for, without a note of ransom, higher 
officialdom had no cause to intervene. 
After her initial fury and frantic snatching after the least 
straw, Demi lapsed into a grief so sullen and inextinguish- 
able, even by cataracts of tears, that her health began to fail. 
The doctors were little more help than the police had been. 
Demi's appetite languished, and her interest flagged in all 
things, even in her basic grooming. Her soft auburn hair 
became a matted tangle. The only medicine, I realized, 
would be the return of our daughter to her. Failing that, I 
knew I should lose them both. 
I had, of course, not a single hunch to pursue - only an 
uncannily overpowering sense of deja vu that did not give 
me a moment's repose, either sleeping or waking. Perhaps 
the vague fears that are ever on a parent's mind concerning 
the welfare of their child had worn a groove in my con- 
sciousness. Now that the dread event had ta.ken place, my 
fears played over and over again, engendering that false 
sense of having endured it all before, uncounted times. I 
was unable to escape the ever-deepening trench of these dire 
thoughts. Over and over they played, until I came to think 
that this is what I had always done during the long winters: 
to search endlessly and almost hopelessly for the radiance 
and beauty that had been stolen from our lives, following 
a trail gone cold, looking for a pair of kidnappers as murky 
and nebulous as the night upon which they had chosen to 
destroy our lives. 
I am certain that it was due to the innumerable hours I 
spent combing the snow-clotted woods, but I never recalled 
a winter so cold and so snowy. After hastily preparing 
dinner for myself and Demi - I think she hardly took a 
single mouthful during the day - there was not a night or 
weekend on which I did not traipse out through the frozen 
swale and wander about the copse beyond until I had barely 
the strength to return to the house. Demi did not speak a 
word to me any longer. She merely searched my face for 
some trace of lighted hope in my eyes, indicating that I had 
found some small clue: some twisted branch previously 
overlooked, some odd footprint fossilized in the frozen 
mud along the creek. But when she noted only the despair 
I could no longer conceal, her own fire went out, her face 
falling expressionless and pale as before. 
I understood that I must accomplish something 
quickly. Demi would not endure the remainder of this 
following the hazy light of the kitchen window around the 
obstacles to a straight course, snagging myself here and 
there on the clutching bramble. 
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buried .  
Yet, even as my food was depleted and the last of the 
smoky torches was about to flicker out with no means of 
relighting it, I could not abandon hope altogether. From 
time to time I came upon small vessels that, while broken, 
still contained a few draughts of water or a sort of bitter 
mead in their curved fragments. These were the signs I 
needed to press on: that someone, even in his carelessness, 
was sustaining me in my search for Sephie. But more 
encouraging still were the brief sounds that occasionally 
wafted towards me on the stale wind of the tunnels. Most 
difficult to get a fix on were the deep murmuring voices, 
nearly intelligible at times, which only frustrated me by 
dissolving into low, growling rumbles. I felt these sounds 
as much as heard them, and they seemed so often like 
nothing more than thundering digestive reverberations 
within the earth's entrails. I could not follow them to a 
source, for they seemed to emanate from the very walls. 
More clearly did I hear a faint soughing that was now 
before me. The sound began abruptly and trailed away 
fitfully, so that upon its next utterance the deep sighing was 
behind me. I wondered whether the noise I was following 
was not merely that of the wind descending through an old 
well or cleft in the rock, and channeled, through constric- 
tion of the passage, into a higher and more human pitch. 
I had ta.ken so many wrong turns, over and over, that I 
began to despair of ever finding the source of the faint 
wailing. The more I sought it, the more it eluded me. Once, 
particularly certain that I was on the right track, I merely 
found myself at the dead-end of a tunnel. I pounded the 
rough-hewn walls with my fists and screamed aloud, as 
much in pain as in anger. My voice was swallowed up in 
the maze of corridors. But, as though in response to my 
crying out, the mysterious soughing grew louder, and it 
was now punctuated with deep sobbing. 
Chance more than direction led me to a small, sooty 
room where a torch still flickered; primeval shadows pur- 
sued one another across the jagged walls. On a low cot sat 
Sephie, her knees tucked up to her chin. I could not tell 
what was filth and what shadow on her face. The pale blue 
gown she wore on the night of her abduction was but a 
tatter of stained cloth. 
Sephie ran into my arms with a force that nearly 
toppled both of us. The weak light accented the hollows of 
her dirty face; the tears streamed down in muddy rivulets. 
Her eyes cowered in their deepened sockets, like tiny 
creatures fearful of discovery, but they gleamed now and 
then with the yellowish light of the failing torches. I placed 
my damp jacket across her nearly naked shoulders. Soon 
her eyes burned with the customary lustre of their own 
light. The cavelike room became filled with it, and warmth 
returned to my shrivelled heart and shivering limbs. 
She had been returned to us! 
I certainly had no plan in mind to get us out of the 
twisted spiral of passages to the world above; I knew only 
that we had better begin while our strength remained. I 
instructed Sephie to gather up whatever patches of clothing 
The food in my backpack ran out, even with careful 
apportioning, after three days - or what had seemed like 
three days. The lantern, even sparingly used, lasted only a 
day longer. I resorted to using the stubs of rag-wound 
torches that the denizens of this underground hole had left 
behind. For most of the way, I merely stumbled along, 
feeling and listening for anything out of the ordinary. Even 
now I think it a wonder that I did not simply wander 
among the labyrinthine, serpentine passageways until I 
collapsed from hunger and starved. I was, in fact, already 
earlier. Many of the roots had been snapped off and lay on 
the floor of the round-walled passageway. And there, 
adhering to a dried root protruding from the wall, was a 
torn fragment of pale blue flannel: our first sign of hope 
since the beginning of this longest of winters. 
I began to hyperventilate in my excitement, breathing 
in the damp, slightly foul air. I could not say that the air 
was truly fetid. Rather, the air smelled fecund: like mush- 
rooms and damp leaves: like things about to sprout from 
dormant, fertile earth. There was the hint of the rottenness 
that engendered such fecundity, but it did not overwhelm, 
it seemed to me, unless my mind inclined toward despair. 
At such moments, and there were many, I could barely 
force myself to swallow another breath, until my lungs 
were about to burst and I grew light-headed. 
The light-devouring tunnel spiralled downward and 
inward upon itself; I wondered that I should not come out 
again near where I had entered. The way was marked only 
occasionally by any note- worthy variations: small alcoves, 
sufficient for a figure of full height to stand erect and not 
be noticed until it was too late, and larger open spaces that 
gave one the impression of rooms, though to what purpose 
I could not imagine. At the floor of the alcoves, which I 
supposed to be guard stations, were the impressions of bare 
feet in the dirt which betrayed a heavy, weary shuffling 
back and forth. The inner corners of these alcoves had been 
filled with fragments of nutshells and the butts of crude, 
hand-rolled cigarettes .. 
Several of the rooms retained articles of rough furniture 
simply hewn from stumps or woven from branches bound 
together with vine and coarsely-braided hemp. There were 
many mismatched chairs, long trestle tables and benches, 
and a few beds with mats of straw and leaves. My heart 
ached to think of our tender daughter slumped or spread 
out upon one of these devices, her skin scraped by the 
rough bark that still clung to the clumsily constructed 
furniture. 
But at least it was not a totally blackened world. There 
were places in the walls for small torches to be placed. The 
smudgy detritus of oily smoke curled up the walls and 
across the earthen ceiling. Someone had even made rudi- 
mentary attempts at forming lamp-stands of clay and stone 
to hold the torches. I was relieved to think that Sephie had 
not spent all her time in utter darkness. I became grateful 
as well for the moments of light that thinking of her 
brought to this sunless abode. 
"Yes, Daddy. They'd be in big trouble if they didn't 
deliver me on time. Oh, Daddy," Sephie said, pausing to 
sigh. It was an exhalation of such sadness that it made me 
shiver, and it nearly extinguished our frail torch. 
"Daddy, I have eaten of the food of the dead. It was most 
deceptive, for it was not something sick and rotten. It was 
a honey-sweet pomegranate. But I did not eat the whole 
thing, or else I would have had to spend all my\iays here 
below. But, it is bad enough that I must spend a third of 
each year in the realm of the dead." • 
"But ... But that is like the myth of ... of ... " 
"Of Demeter and Persphone. But it is no mere myth, 
Daddy. As long as there is someone to believe in the gods, 
then they exist, just as we conceive of them. And we, the 
players, we are different people in each age, but the story 
of our lives proceeds in ageless fashion. Didn't you suspect 
anything from our names, Daddy?" 
"No, Sephie, why should I? It seemed natural to me that 
a woman named Demeter should have a daughter called 
Persephone. Your mother recounted the myth for me and 
we did not even argue about how we would name you. It 
seemed only too natural." 
"Come on, Daddy. We are almost there. Please, I did 
not mean to hurt you. I asked for the gift of forgetfulness 
for you: a cup of water from the Lethe, a spring far, far 
below. I did not want you to go through the pain, as mother 
does, of knowing that each autumn I must descend to the 
frightful abode of my frightful husband." 
"Your husband?" I asked, not really wishing to know. 
Sephie nodded, sadly. "Yes," she said. "Surely you have 
heard of Hades?" 
Our guides now stood to one side, each into an alcove 
in the damp earth, their threadbare cowls pulled forward 
and their eyes shut. The torch went out from the rush of 
air. I could see the makeshift stairs and the gray oval of light 
from the world above. Sephie and I let go of one another 
and began running along the last of the tunnels. We 
bounded up the stairs. 
The world I had left weeks ago smelled no less decayed 
than the underworld out of whose chasm we had just 
climbed. There was neither patch of blue nor puff of white 
in the sky, only an overspreading grayness, like a shroud. 
The dead leaves had piled up at the entrance to the nether- 
world. There was not even the tiniest sprout of green to 
signal the progression into spring. The grass and trees were 
as dead as before; not even a drab wren was to be seen 
darting among the limbs of the shrivelled woods. 
But as Sephie ascended the crumbling steps and I gave 
her my hand to help her out of the hole, a ray of sunlight 
stroked her hair, spilling down through a crack in the stony 
clouds. The edifice of dull sky soon fell to pieces and a 
torrent of blue washed across the horizon. Birds seemed to 
sprout from the swelling buds of the branches; their song 
filled the air. 
A rush of cold air churned past us, sweeping the fallen 
leaves into the hole and concealing it once more. As Sephie 
stepped lightly in the depressions my heavy boots made in 
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and scraps of food lay about. 
"Don't eat that, Daddy!" she screamed, startling me to 
the extent that I dropped the over-ripe, half-eaten fruit on 
the grimy table. As I turned to her for an explanation, I saw 
that her shouting had brought us unwanted attention. 
At first I saw only four dully glowing, jaundiced eyes, 
one pair to either side of the arched entrance. As the light 
fell upon them I could make out their essential human 
forms, wrapped in filthy rags and each holding a long 
wooden staff. Their faces remained in the shadows of their 
cowls, but what I noticed of their skin appeared pasty and 
sickly and fully what one might expect of troglodytes on 
whom a single splotch of sun had never fallen. I was 
overwhelmed by the impression that the two figures were 
little more than masses of rotten fruit in human form. 
I waited for them to make the slightest motion in our 
direction. The flashlight was useless now except as a 
weapon, and I slowly retrieved it from the edge of the table. 
"There'll be no need for that,• one of them rasped. "We 
are here to lead you out. The time has come for her to 
return." 
In unison they raised their rag-Or-aped arms and, bow- 
ing, waved us toward the entrance. Sephie quickly gathered 
the remaining food and clothing into my canvas sack. I 
slipped the more brightly burning of the gunering torches 
from its sconce and held it to one side to avoid being 
blinded by its nimbus of light. 
"I'd like to know what's going on here," l demanded. 
The pale-skinned figures shrank back from the torch, 
like glutinous termites recoiling in agony from even a 
momentary exposure to the healthful sun. 
"Neither you nor we are makers of the agreement; nor 
are we even parties to it," they responded. "Your daughter 
is the only person of any concern here, and it is time she 
was returned to the world of light. We do not wish a repeat 
of the problems encountered upon last year's delay in 
returning her to her mother. And kindly keep that torch 
back, if you don't mind." 
"Her mother? Last year?" I asked, but the cowled 
figures only motioned us into the corridor and led us on. 
They remained several paces ahead, in order to be well out 
of range of the torch's heat and light. 
"Sephie, what is this? What's going on? And what has 
your mother got to do with any of this?" I had placed my 
arm around her shoulder, but she did not seem to require 
my bearing her up. Her strength and lithesomeness in- 
creased with each step we took. "Sephie, answer me." 
"I did not want to say anything, Daddy - last winter, I 
mean. I knew the hour was drawing near, but you seemed 
to have forgonen, and I did not want to make you sad. It 
pains me to leave you alone like that. I had hoped Mama 
would have told you." 
The troglodytes signalled their turning into an ever- 
narrowing passage with a very steep downward incline. It 
is not the way I would have chosen. 
"Are they leading us the right way?" I asked. 
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I could not recall how long I had been sitting at the 
window seat up in the attic room, looking out through the 
darkening glass. I leaned against the window well, my arms 
enfolding my knees and hugging them to my chest. The 
last I remembered, it had been the first night of an endless 
winter longago. · 
and wrapped myself up in a knitted blanket. I sat at the 
window seat. 
The sunlight felt like a transfusion of life into my aching 
body. I slid open the the heavy casement, allowing the 
freshened air to replace the stale odor of the attic room. As 
much as the sunlight did, the sound of Demi 'sand Sephie's 
splashing and laughing brought a smile to my gray, stony 
face. 
A while later, Demi brought me a cup of tea made with 
spring water, steeping rosehips and lemongrass, and sweet- 
ening it with honey. She enfolded me in her rediscovered 
smile. She rubbed my back vigorously, and told me that 
soon there would be enough hot water to draw another 
bath. She went out noiselessly; I did not notice her going. 
I took a long sip of the aromatic tea. 
the soggy earth, tender grass and the first flowers sprang 
forth. The air became scented with them. There were 
crocuses and irises and hyacinths following upon each 
footfall; then lilies and narcissus and violets. The leaves on 
the trees and bushes shot forth with an audible rustling. By 
the time we reached our house at the edge of the copse and 
across the gurgling swale, the air itself seemed green with 
pollen. The fragrance was nearly overwhelming. 
Demi waited in the doorway, eyes looking out blankly 
from their shadowed recesses. But as she saw Sephie and 
· me returning, her face lit up to rival the sunshine. She ran 
to Sephie with arms outstretched, eager to take her daugh- 
ter to herself. In their long embrace they danced about one 
another. The swirls of Sephie's tattered gown spun out- 
ward, touching everything in the garden and urging it 
fonh. Roses sprang from among the trellis of thorns, and 
buds appeared among the bramble and bushes. I grew dizzy 
trying to keep my eyes on the spinning pair. 
As they entered the house the spindly plants in the long- 
sunless windows strengthened and bloomed again. Demi 
led Sephie to the upstairs bathroom. They spoke hardly a 
word, for their conversation was all glances and caresses. 
As Demi drew a soapy bath for Sephie, I went upstairs 
to the attic. I removed my foul-smelling jacket and clothes 
solely for the status of interacting with the Smiths, and he 
would've been right in a weird way. He asked me ifl would 
be bringing a date or coming stag. I said I'd try to hunt one 
up and that was the end of the conversation. 
I went alone. Much of my life I've been solitary by 
nature. I feared intimacy like a plague. Any such relation- 
ships I've had have been few and far between, and more 
mutually destructive than anything resembling nurturing. 
Hopefully that has changed. 
Not only was I alone when I went to the party, I was 
also rather drunk. I had a small spaghetti stain on my tie 
that I hoped no one would notice. 
The party was held at Peter and Lisa's place. It's actually 
a bit bigger than the museum. It's a nice Santa Fe style place; 
just my brand of pretension. 
I showed the doorman my press pass, which enabled 
me to get in free. Thankfully, he didn't ask what paper I 
worked for. 
I hoped that night the confrontation would take place. 
I hoped that my two friends would speak with me and 
admit what they were and where they were from. I hoped 
that I would never see this apartment again. 
Peter's place was packed. In the backyard a live band 
played mellow rhythm and blues, and couples danced lazily 
under blue and yellow pany lights. The band sounded 
proficient enough after I finished my second drink at the 
party, which was my fifth of the evening. 
There was no sign of the ones who had named them- 
selves William and Clarice Smith. I stood on the edge of 
the pro-tern dance floor, and nursed my third rum and 
coke. I had no eyes for the dancer, and the music was distant 
from me, barely discernible. I stared at this gazebo Peter 
had in the corner of his yard. I thought: what a small, petty 
beauty, how pale and insubstantial such things must be, to 
two who have walked and seen what they've seen. 
A man cleared his throat next to me. It was Alex 
Winston, the physics professor at the city college. He has 
since gone on sabbatical. 
He is a brilliant man by all accounts. I've heard people 
who've taken classes of his say he's a gifted, articulate 
teacher. In person, though, he's tall and pale and you see 
clearly on his face the remnants of an acne-tortured youth. 
!fe's gangly, awkward and pained. All this was multiplied 
m effect by the fact that his wife had died recently. So the 
tortured expression I saw on his face when I turned to greet 
him was understandable. 
So, Winston was the last person I wanted to talk to at 
the time. I was in the grip of my obsession, and I had no 
time for his awkwardness, or his pain, or his ugliness. I 
know that sounds harsh. I'm recalling what I thought and 
felt at the time. I looked down on him. A man who was 
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So I'll tell you then, if you really want to know, why 
I've undergone such a radical change these last few months. 
I'll tell you because you expressed the desire to know, and 
this is a desire, if you're anything like the man you once 
were, that will be met with a satiation beyond your dreams. 
I'll tell you because you're the one who early on in my life 
instilled in me a love of certain books, and thus a longing 
for certain forms of experience. I will tell you because you 
are my brother, and such bonds are coming to mean much 
more to me than they once did. And I'll tell you because 
maybe in the telling I'll draw that much closer to the 
achievement of my bean's desire. First of all, forgive me if 
the language of this story is overly ornate, florid, or treacly 
sweet. I tried telling it in the plainer words, and I found 
they captured nothing close to the flavor of my experience. 
I will tell you of the last time I met them, and not of 
my previous encounters, or of all the false leads between 
these encounters. I fell this will be sufficient to answer your 
questions, for that last encounter was the only time I had 
any direct dealings with them, and all my deductions and 
theories of their nature were confirmed. They also revealed 
their opinion of me-an opinion I now share, and probably 
shared even that night. . 
That night was what changed me. It made me into what 
I am today, and will help me to continue to grow towards 
the kind of human being I should be; will help me cross 
over the border and into the homeland. And no, I'm not 
speaking metaphorically. 
It was at one of Peter Simmons' panics that I saw them 
for the last time. The funny thing is I hadn't even planned 
on going. Peter called me up that afternoon and practically 
begged me to go. I told him no, that I had other things to 
do. I really had nothing other to do than get drunk, watch 
two hours of imbecility on the television, and nurse my 
obsession. 
But then he mentioned, in an offhanded manner, not 
knowing the connection, that my obsession would be 
attending the pany. 
William and Clarice Smith-it was quite a coup for a 
small museum fund-raiser. They were young, rich and 
beautiful. They invited endless speculation and gossip be- 
cause they just seemed to have appeared on the scene six 
months ago. Their past was shrouded in mystery, and there 
was no documented history of their social climb. This is 
no way seemed to bother the society scene, or the people 
who covered this strange, perverse breed. I was the only 
one who knew where they came from, and I had solutions 
to most of the mysteries. But I was an aberration and no 
one else had a clue. 
I did a quick about-face and told Peter that I would 
come to the party after all. Peter probably felt that it was 
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William Smith was looking straight into my eyes. I saw that 
his face was perfect in form, and seemed untouched by age. 
He smiled at me, a slow, measured smile, then he spoke. 
"Henry Barnes, we must talk." 
I stood speechless; my throat felt wrapped in sandpaper. 
I felt that if someone were to tap me on the shoulder, I 
would faint dead away. 
"Whatever you say," I finally managed. I saw that the 
lady was observing Winston closely. She had the begin- 
nings of a smile playing at the corner of her lips. Hers was 
a stunning, heartbreaking beauty. Her eyes were a tur- 
quoise blue; her skin was as pale as alabaster. 
I felt very much like prostrating myself before them. 
She spoke then and her voice was light and mellifluous, 
yet it reached my ears with the affect of a heavy wine. 
"That would not be proper." 
She moved away from Winston and eyed me, and there 
was humor written on her face, and it would not cruel. Yet 
I felt very strongly that some form of admonishment was 
coming. 
"I have some words for you, Henry Barnes, though 
only a few, for it is my consort's job to speak to you." And 
I sensed power radiating from her, and something ancient 
and sad, and wise beyond human ken. 
"My message to you is this: be exceedingly careful. You 
are at a crossroads.You can continue as you are and descend 
into hurt and depravity, or you can try to find a way back 
to what you were meant to be." She paused and looked deep 
into my eyes. My eyes, in turn, took in the form, the 
masterful work of her body, and the thoughts that filled 
me were of a distinctly pornographic nature. 
"You see," she said, "you cannot behold beauty without 
wishing to possess it. And through possession comes dimin- 
ishment. It is a sickness that is rampant in your world. You 
are not yet ready for the journey." 
And then she turned from me and seemed to have no 
other thought of me. My stomach churned up in me, a 
sadness was in me, and the old familiar self-loathing filled 
me twice as strong as before. 
She took Alex Winston's hand in her own and the smile 
that suffused his face was something from another world. 
And the lady spoke and her voice was melodious as song. 
"I would very much like to dance with you, Alex 
Winston." 
And she led him across the lawn to the dance, and my 
eyes followed them with a hunger not pure. 
"Come, Barnes. I must speak to you. We will go inside, 
where we can speak undisturbed. Unlike my mate, my taste 
for these affairs as practiced by humans is very small." 
He took me by the arm, and turned me toward the 
house, and when he did it was like some form of liberation. 
The lust had left me. My body was covered in sweat. As he 
led me through the house, he spoke. 
"To my eyes, it is a small thing, Henry. My Lady has 
had that effect on many humans and on myself more than 
once. It is the nature of her form and enchantments. If that 
bearing a grief far beyond anything I've borne, a man who 
would have my heart's desire, a thing I starved after with a 
fanatic's glazy-eyed intensity, handed to him as neatly 
wrapped as a Christmas gift. 
He asked if I still worked at the World News. I told him 
I did. He said it was a shame that somebody with my talents 
was working on such a marginal paper. This angered me a 
bit more than it should've, considering the fact that I agreed 
completely. I volunteered to him that it took true creativity 
to concoct such hare-brained stories as The Boy With The 
· Giraffe Head. This would've angered my employers to no 
end, I'm sure. The truth is that I never once felt the spark 
of creation in the three years I worked at the World News. 
It was a burden off my shoulders when I quit, two days 
after the party. 
Poor Winston saw that he had offended me and babbled 
an awkward apology. It was at that moment that I felt 
them, with that strange sixth sense that had entered my life 
ever since our first encounter. 
I turned and beheld them, and though they were not in 
their true forms, every nuance of gesture spoke to me of 
their true forms and their true country. 
It was strange. Though it was dark, and the shifting 
party lights were an imperfect illumination, I saw them 
clearly. I think now that this was their magic, that they 
wanted me to see them so clearly. They wanted me to glory 
and agonize over them. They wanted to teach me a lesson. 
They were tall. The man was no taller than the woman. 
The lord no taller than the lady. They were pale. His hair 
was jet black, combed back and tied in a pony tail. Hers 
was golden, long, thick and free-flowing. He wore a blue 
Armani, and moved with a leonine grace. She wore a long, 
green summer gown. It was of a fabric gossamer and fine, 
and in design it was pleasing to the eye. It was to her skin 
beneath as offal to diamonds. 
I would like to add some melodrama at this point and 
say that everyone in the party turned to look at them, that 
the band stopped playing and that you could hear the 
ohmentioned proverbial pin drop. But such was not the 
case. Everything went on pretty much as before. No one 
seemed to notice that something other had entered their 
lives. Well, no one other than Alex Winston and myself. 
I turned and looked to see his reaction. His wounded 
troglodyte features had somehow formed into the most 
beatific smiles I've ever seen. He was staring at the lady. 
And his smile got right to the heart of things. I resented 
that smile. Winston with his mind so versed in the fields of 
science and math, probably did not have a name, as I did, 
for the two epiphanous beings he was staring at. But I knew 
his appreciation and understanding ran as deep as my own. 
To my surprise they came straight towards the two of 
us. I thought I'd have to confront them and endure their 
denials. Instead, they were coming to me. I wasn't trans- 
fixed with joy, either. Mouth agape, one hand clutching 
empty glass, the other clenching and unclenching spas- 
modically, I was filled with unspeakable dread. 
They reached us. The being who had taken the name 
"Of course, of course. It would be perfectly fitting, 
considering your degree of obsession with my consort and 
I. George MacDonald sang the song of Faerie as well as 
anyone in your age." 
"MacDonald. Tolkien. Lewis. Leguin and Lord Dun- 
sany, I have read them all." 
"Yes, yes. They have all been close to the homeland on 
at least one occasion. What did their words-what did their 
tales of Elfland do for you?" 
"They filled me with a profound desire." 
"A profound desire for what?" 
"Transportation. I wanted to leave this hurt and broken 
world. I never even thought it possible until I met you. I 
know what you are. I know where you come from. Please 
take me with you." 
And then there it was out in the open air, the plea I 
thought I'd never have a chance to make. For a moment I 
thought he'd ignore me or accuse me of being a lunatic. He 
sighed and placed the book on a table. 
"You, Henry Barnes, are an interesting case. It is the 
first time I can remember, and the field of my memory is 
vast, a human knowing us for what we are and not being 
one of the chosen ones. If you were to be plotted and 
graphed as you humans are so fond of doing, you would be 
a statistical aberration." 
"Thank you," I said. 
"Ah, levity! When I least expected it. There is hope for 
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were the only mark against you, perhaps we could bring 
you home." We entered the library as he uttered this 
cryptic remark. He shut the door behind us. 
I saw that the library was empty of partiers. When I had 
arrived at the party, they stuffed the place like sardines in 
tin. I raised my eyebrows in a questioning manner to the 
lady's consort. 
"I emptied it while my Lady was speaking to you. It is 
a relatively minor act of magic. Now-sit." He gestured to 
an easy chair. I sat. 
He walked around, arms folded behind his back. look- 
ing up at the books, every now and then reaching out with 
a delicacy that was in no way effete, and touching some 
ornament or furniture. 
"I've always loved books. In my country they come in 
a somewhat different form. You have an abiding love for 
them yourself, do you not?" 
"Abiding and profound," I said, attempting to match 
his courtly speech, but my voice was tremulous and hesi- 
tant. He reached up with a quick gesture, catlike in its grace, 
and pulled a book down from one of the shelves. He 
brought it over, and settled himself in a chair across from 
me. He opened it at random, perused the words silently for 
a moment. 
"George MacDonald," be said. "Have you ever read 
him?" 
"You know that I have." 
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"One who travels between worlds at will. You know 
them as teachers- Avatars.• 
"Guatama Buddha. .. Jesus Christ." 
"And others more anonymous. When we spoke to this 
shepherd on whether it would be prudent to bring you to 
Ephel Douin, she said, not yet." 
"Not yet?" 
"Not yet." 
And those two words meant everything to me. As we 
went back through the house to the backyard I was oblivi- 
ous to greetings, indifference and hostility. I was oblivious 
to party chatter and female beauty. I ran the two words 
across my tongue, and they tasted of ambrosia and honey. 
I have lived on these two words ever since. They've offered 
me more sustenance and hope than I could possibly convey. 
Outside, Winston and the Lady were holding hands. I 
gripped his arm and smiled at him. 
"You're a damn lucky man," I said. 
"It is beyond luck," he said, and my eyes took him in 
as he held the hand of the Lady. He seemed the most 
human, most handsome man I had ever seen. There was no 
dichotomy in the sight of them together. He was one of 
them. 
I turned now to her. For a moment there was nothing 
unearthly about her. She seemed like any fresh-featured 
beauty next door. Then she smiled at me and I lost nearly 
all. Overcoming fear and wondering at the vast stupidity 
of it, I spoke. 
"One day I will walk with you in the meadows of Ephel 
Douin," I said, and bowing slightly, I took her hand and 
raised it to my lips, and kissed it. 
She looked at me, and I thought for a moment she 
would strike me down. Then her smile returned, and it 
seemed to me playful and empty of caprice. 
"That is the first time a mortal ever touched me without 
invitation. I rather liked it." Then she leaned across and 
bussed me on the cheek, and she spoke in my ear in a 
whisper, a whisper which in all my dealings on that night 
was the closest I ever got to the True Country. 
"It would please me, Earth brother, if one day you 
would walk in Ethel Douin with me." 
I stared at the three of them. For the second time that 
evening I had an almost uncontrollable urge to drop to my 
knees. For the three of them-denizens of a kingdom that 
had pulled with violent fingers at the strings of my heart 
from the time I was a child. 
"We must go now, Henry," said the Lord. "Stay true to 
what is deepest in you and we will meet again." 
I bowed only slightly, for I felt then some nobility 
distinctly my own, and they bowed in return. 
They turned from me then, and walked towards the 
green-vined, purple-flowered gazebo I had noticed earlier. 
They entered the gazebo. I saw them join hands. There was 
a flash of blue-white light and they were gone. 
"Hank?" 
you yet. We've tried everything, you know. Usually we 
perform a simple spell of forgetfulness on those who sus- 
pect our nature, yet are not ready to cross the border. No 
such spells worked on you. You knew us from the start, 
and were not fooled by our switching of forms. For some 
reason you intuited the truth. You knew us as High No- 
bility in the land of Faerie-in the place that Earth and the 
other eleven sentient worlds are only shadows of. Ephel 
Douin-The True Country." 
And when he spoke these words I wept. I wept and 
· buried my face in my hands. 
All my life I've felt something missing. Even during 
experiences of joy I felt: this isn't it. This isn't enough. 
Whatever would quench this thirst seemed just out of my 
reach, like something glimpsed out of the corner of the eye 
and not quite discerned, like a beautiful life-transforming 
dream that was not remembered upon awakening. Right 
then, in the presence of the Elf-Lord, I felt just for a 
moment that all this longing had been within a hair's 
breadth of being satiated. But the distance may as well have 
been a thousand miles or the constricting chains of a time 
already passed. For I had heard the words of the Lord and 
Lady and I knew it was not their intention to take me with 
them. 
"If I am not to go with you, what are you doing here? 
Why are you taunting me with your presence?" 
"Your being here is of your own design. I am sorry that 
we pain you. I think some good can come of it, though." 
"What good?" 
"We were sent by a shepherd to bring home with us the 
human, Alex Winston. His heart and soul are developed 
enough to survive in the True Country. Here on Earth he 
would die of grief. There is already much healing of him in 
the gentle touch of my consort." 
"Why him? Why not me?" 
"Your heart is too bitter. Five minutes before we en- 
tered this abode you were cursing Alex Winston for this 
ugliness and lack of grace. You are self-destructive and full 
of self-pity. Every gift you've ever had you've squandered 
on riotous living. The True Country would not heal a man 
such as you." 
"How am I to live with the knowledge of this?" 
"With courage and conviction as any man should. Your 
talents are considerable. Marshall and hone them. Go 
within yourself and heal what you can. And when for a 
season you've overcome what is most venal in you, give 
yourself to one who is worthy of you. There is much good 
a man with the conscious awareness of Ephel Douin could 
do." 
I sighed. I felt a profound sadness. Yet there was some· 
thing else growing in me, a bright, small light in the center 
of my being that I knew would sustain me. I would go on. 
I would struggle forward. 
"Good. Good. You are not desolate. One last word of 
hope. When my consort and I contacted a shepherd ... " 
"Shepherd?" 
... niche trubt.: 
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in the Realm of Praising 
does Lament 
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ah, music, cascade-moments 
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come sunlight, daylight, 
make me happy 
let art 
be a bell of freedom 
let passionate kisses 
defeat 
my unanswered questions 
with smiling flesh 
or ripe desires 
let poetry be a bell 
let us celebrate 
before we fade 
into the blue moods 
of autumn 
and the gray 
nuances of twilight 
warm 
like my woman's brown eyes 
the brown earth 
of a bountiful, nurturing smile 
lih me rather 
onto the strings of joy 
into the wet spring 
the moondance summer 
pied 
flowerbeds of life 
cast off 
old shadows, sorrow 
violins, violins 
do not labor 
green music 
like green gypsies 
like angels' 
budding touches 
sweet violins 
swirl around me 
high pitched 
circling laughter 
by David Sparenberg 
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a member of any twelve-step group. 
Not yet. Those two words and her breath on my ear as 
she spoke to me, are the only moments of coherency I've 
needed to continue in this random, blood-drenched world. 
I do not know if they will return for me on this side of 
the grave, and in this respect it does not matter; I will never 
lose the small bit of True Country that dwells in my chest. 
The interior alchemy is slow, and I'm still capable of 
grossly selfish motivations. But I have been touched and I 
will always allow that touch to influence any decision I 
make or action I undertake from this point onwards. 
It's strange. When I interact with another human being 
and I allow what little I've seen of the True Country to 
enter my conscious mind, it seems for a moment as if their 
eyes take on the cast of the Lady's, or they move with the 
dignity of Alex Winston or the leonine grace of the Elf- 
Lord, and for a moment we bask in what is untainted, and 
walk through the flowered meadows and hear the strange 
beautiful bird choruses of Ephel Douin, the True Country. 
I turned and saw Peter Simmons eying me with a 
worried expression on his face. 
"Didn't you see it?" 
"See what?" he asked. 
I looked around the backyard. Everyone had remained 
oblivious to the near divine intruding on their mundane 
existence. 
"Nothing," I said. "There was nothing here to see." 
"Would you like another drink?" Peter asked. I spoke 
and conviction filled my words for the first time in a long 
time. 
"NO, NO. I will not drink again. Goodnight, Peter. 
Thanks for the invitation." 
And I turned from him and drove home. 
And that is the story of the source of my partial 
regeneration. I have not smoked or drunk since then, and 
other habits of mine have become less compulsively self- 
destructive. I have not found religion {at least in the tradi- 
tional sense}, as you suggested in your letter, and I am not 
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Three verses meandering with amazing wonders, 
Through worlds of tale this metered epic ran, 
Watch out for the Person from Porlock; 
His insidious ambush abort. 
The secret is-avoid pushing your luck, 
And purposely lettp your poem short! 
But oh! that new Romantic style enchanted 
Dawned there, all green: the word discovered! 
A savage style! Original, and wanted, 
As e'er after, in passing years was hunted 
By modern moaning for a love-I if e fevered! 
We all know the person from Porlock; 
He hunts for the poet who tries; 
And yet··may~t times his abhorred knock 
Could be a bkssing in disgu~. 
I am the Person from Porlock, 
If you dare to drum I am there; 
I hick in your doorbell and in your clock, 
And in a stranger's unkind stare ... 
Weave an ending for your poem 
And close your poem with image sharp, 
Do not on one theme always harp, 
And drown your art in "bor-e-dome. • 
For Kubla Khan did Coleridge 
A stately metered form create, 
Of strong iambic rhythms stitched- 
and then some rorton Sonovabitch 
Broke up his vision opiate, 
And wove the mundane round him well, 
And closed his eyes to Poetry, 
And made his vision from him flee, 
And-sold what he had come to sell, 
saying- 
Had Coleridge remembered 
Her symphony and song, 
Then his epic, thus dismembered, 
Would have gone on long-and long 
All about that dome in air, 
Those caves of ice! That SUDDY dome! 
And could we that long poem bear? 
Or would we cry .... bore! ~rel 
An mdkss poem's tedious fare! 
In Xanadu did Coleridge 
A vision strange and rare descrie: 
From Alph the Sacred River's bridge 
He saw the vision rare and rich 
While on an opium high. 
Reaching for beauties unattained by man, 
Theo sank in the tumult of a ceaseless thunder; 
A loud thunder Coleridge beard-and swore- 
Some Turkey rapping at his chamber door! 
The Turkey from Porlock saying-Nft.llmnOre 
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From your vision will you hurl 
I 11m the person from Porlocle, 
If you wish to drum, then bewtrtY, 
Lest the telephone's ring or the door's lmocle 
Should sh.tter your CAStks in air. 
by Paul Edwin Zimmer 
11IE PERSON FROM PORLOCK 

